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Court appearance

Taking shape

Newton says Kentucky will
receive strong punishment

Murray High, Calloway meet
in tennis competition
• See page 8

Habitat for Humanity presents
passive solar house plans
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Quake felt in Kentucky, parts of other states

FRIDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

KENTUCKY CERTIFIED CITY

110 NO. 100.

Tonight and Saturday: mostly
cloudy with a chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Lows 60 to
65 with wind south 10 to 15
mph. Highs 75 to 80 Chance of
rain 50 percent tonight and 40
percent Saturday.

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) -- Bill
and Martha Ramsey said it felt like
a convoy of heavy trucks rumbled
past their Fulton County home
when an earthquake measuring 4.7
on the Richter scale rocked western
Kentucky and parts of four other
states.
There were no reports of damage
from Thursday's quake, said Don
Armstrong, a spokesman for the
state Division of Disaster and
Emergency Services.
But there were a lot of rattled
nerves.

Mary Hester of Mayfield was
perched on her roof, painting, when
the earthquake hit about 11:48 a.m.
CDT. The quake lasted about 15
seconds, according to the U.S.
Geological Survey National Earthquake Information Center in Golden, Colo.
"There was a loud boom, and
about that time everything went to
shaking.... I.don't know which was
shaking worse — me or the house.
"Needless to say," Ms. Hester
said, "I came off the house, and I
haven't been back up there."

Bob Carrico, the area DES coor- state, felt Thursday's rocking
dinator in Mayfield, said his third- motion, which was also reported in
Illinois. Missouri, Arkansas and
floor office "definitely" shook and
he called the quake a "significant Tennessee.
The quake registered slightly
emotional event."
Russ Needham, a geophysicist higher on the Richter scale than
with the earthquake center in Gol- other recent minor earthquakes in
the zone. which have been between
den, said the tremor, in the New
Madrid fault zone, probably was 3 and 4. Needham said. But "just
centered around Blytheville, Ark.,. because you have a 4.7, you don't
about 80 miles southwest of expect the next one to be bigger.
We still can't predict
Mayfield.
People from Paducah, in the earthquakes."
northern part of the Jackson Purchase, to Hickman, at the toe of the (Cont'd on page 2)
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Look out below!

Leet provides city with
good news about budget

BARCELONA, Spain — As it pursues the fight against drug use by
athletes, the International Olympic Committee is warning of another
danger, one that most city-dwellers can understand — street crime.
WASHINGTON — ,Five congressmen put a trio of leading judges
on notice: the pay raise so vigorously sought by federal judges may
well depend on denying it to senior judges who do no judicial work.
WASHINGTON — ,An investigation into a S225 million federal
housing program shows it was used during the Reagan years to feather the financial nest" of former administration officials and other
prominent Republicans, the House Banking Committee chairman says
BEIJING — ,Students at universities in Beijing vowed today to
continue their 5-day-old class boycott, a day after more than 150,000
of them and their supporters pushed through police lines in a triumphant march for democracy.

By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

The Murray city budget remains
slightly below expected figures,
according to a report by financial
officer Don Leet to the City Council last night.
After three quarters, the city has
28 percent of its overall budgeted
funds left to distribute, Leo said,
which means the city should
receive some funds back at the end
of the year from several of its
departments, including the Police
and Fire departments which are
three and four percent under budget
respectively.
The best good news, however,
could come from the city's insurance tax which has already raised
$450,027 of the S462,500 projected
for the fiscal year, Leet said. Leet
estimated the overrun at somewhere near $100,000.

STATE
FRANKFORT — Republicans won't field a candidate in the May
23 special election to fill the 24th District state Senate seat left vacant
by the death of Democrat John Weaver.
BELFRY — A top U.S. Army Corps of Engineers official said
some South Williamson residents who must move out of their homes
because of a flood wall project "will be amazed" at the number of
housing options available to them.
OWENSBORO — Western Kentucky coal operators are cautiously
optimistic that Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's energy agency shakeup will
result in a lift to the state's coal industry.

LEXINGTON — Kentucky Athletics Director C.M. Newton has
predicted the NCAA will levy harsh penalties against the school's
basketball program for rules violations.
CINCINNATI — The case of an Ohio bar owner identified as Pete
Rose's main bookmaker has been transferred to another federal judge
after Chief U.S. District Judge Carl Rubin disqualified himself.
PHILADELPHIA — The Philadelphia Flyers got some help from
an unexpected source to force a seventh game with the Pittsburgh Pen
guins for the NHL Patrick Division title.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Betsy King wasn't around for the fina'
round of last year's Sara Lee Classic, but the way the LPGA Tour vet
eran is playing, she looks to have a good chance for the winner's check
this year.
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LONDON — The U.S. dollar
was stable in thin European
trading today as the market
settled down before a long holiday weekend.
Gold prices were lower.
Traders said they expected the
dollar to stay in a narrow trading range unless the U.S. index
of leading indicators, the only
significant economic news to be
announced today, provided surprising news.
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Employee firing reportedly
cause of General's walkout

SPORTS
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In other business, the Council
voted to advertise for bids on construction of the 'Police Department's new 162-foot transmission
tower which will replace the one
currently being used at Murray
State University.
The tower, found to be too complicated to be constructed by the
city, should save the city about
S1,200 a year in transmission costs.
according to Police Chief Larry
Nixon. The tower will be constructed behind the police station
near City Hail in downtown
Murray.
The Council, in a split decision,
also agreed to draw up an ordinance making the intersection at
8th and Poplar a four-way stop and
desinating the section of Poplar
between 8th and 9th Streets a
school/hospital zone.

Two Sections • 30 Pages
14-17
Classified
14
Comics
14
Crosswords
7
Dear Abby.
'
7
Horoscope

Murray Today
Obituaries
Perspective
Sports
Home Week

5-7
18
4
8-9
12 pages

Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

Cadets from the Murray State University Reserved Officers' Training
Corps rapelled from a U.S. Army helicopter at 12:20 p.m. Thursday
in front of a big crowd of students outside the Curris Center on campus. Also featured was a variety of equipment from the Army
Reserves, the National Guard and the U.S. Army, including a lasersighted howitzer, the Blackhawk and Apache helicopters, and an M60
A3 tank.qhe display was part of the annual Military Career Day,
sponsored by the Department of Military Science at N1SU.
Staff photo by David Tuck

MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) — General Tire officials say they are not
certain what caused 2,000 workers
to walk off the job in what the
company is labeling a wildcat
strike.
Ed Kalail, public relations director for General Tire Co. in Akron,
Ohio, said the company had to seek
a court order to make the employees return to work at the Mayfield
plant.
"They are refusing to come in
basically," Kalail said late
Thursday.
"It's an unauthorized work stoppage. The contract calls for a nostrike clause. This is basically a
wildcat strike."
The plant employs more than
.2,400 people, including 2.014
hourly workers, Kalail said.
Most of the hourly workers at
the plant left about 9 a.m. CDT
Thursday after talking with Danny

Brace, president ot United Rubber
Workers Local 665.
Bruce initally refused to explain
the.. work stopp4e. "I have nothing
to 'say and I wish you'd •leave my
guys alone," he told a reporter.
He later issued a statement that
the walkout was not supported or
sanctioned by the union.
Several workers refused to comment on what prompted the walk
out and said Bruce had di;,:cted
Them not to talk. Others said they
were there to support the union
cause and did not know the source
of the problem.
A few workers, who declined to
give their names, said the firing of
a maintenance worker on Wednesday prompted them to leave work.
i dent was the latest of sevThe
eral problems that have upset
orkers.
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NASA ready to resume interplanetary flight
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP)
-- Space shuttle Atlantis was readied today for launch, carrying a
robot craft toward a voyage to
Venus, the cloud -shrouded planet
that has been an abiding mystery to
scientists.
Lennard Fisk, NASA's chief scientist, said the launch of the
explorer craft Magellan will mark
"a resurgence of America's planetary program."
The last American probe sent to
deep space was dispatched in 1978.
Atlantis was scheduled W lift Oft
at 2:24 p.m. EDT with five astronauts aboard, heading to orbit on a
four-day mission 184 miles above
Earth. Early this morning, Atlantis
was being fueled.
- Magellan is to be released from

Atlantis' cargo bay six hours after
launch and sent streaking on a
15-month, 806 million-mile
unmanned trip of its own.
Mission specialists Mary Cleave
and Mark Lee will operate remote
controls that propel Magellan from
the shuttle's cargo bay. Atlantis is
commanded by David M. Walker.
The other crew members are pilot
Ronald Grabe and mission specialist Norman Thagard.
Preparations moved smoothly
since the countdown began Tuesday and NASA officials said the
only concerns were possible high
altitude winds and cloud cover over
an emergency landing site in Spain.
"We're ready to go fly,"
Richard Truly, NASA's space
flight chief and the agency's

Iak

(Cont'd on page 24--N

Residents have
many activities
to pick from
over weekend

administrator-designate, said at a
Thursday news conference.
The liftoff opportunity, dictated
by Magellan's path to Venus and
lighting conditions at emergency
landing sites, lasts only 23 minutes,
one of the shortest launch winows
in shuttle history.
After its release from the shuttle,
Magellan's own rocket will send it
out of Earth orbit. Over the next 15
months, the craft will fly around
the sun 1Y2 times before settling
into an orbit of Venus in August
1990.
Venus has intrigued humans as
long as they've looked heavenward
and marveled at the universe. The
planet, the familiar "star" of the

The Red Man Golden Blend
Concert Series will make a stop in
Murray Saturday with a 2 p.m.
show at Stewart Stadium, and for
S5 and a Red Man pouch, the show
is a real bargain.
Headlining the show is Rodney
Crowell, currently enjoying the
success of his best-selling album to
date, "Diamonds and Dirt." Southern Pacific, with veterans of such
bands as the Doobie Brothers,

(Cont'd on page 3)

(Cont'd on page 18)
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House plans

Quake•••
Sheriffs Department returns
Louisville man to Calloway
Callov.ay County SheritTs went to Louisville to get the subDepartment officials brought a ject. When they returned, Haycraft
ouis.ville man back to Calloway was charged with theft by unlawful
oanty Thursday concerning an taking over S100. According to the
report, the charge stems from an
,feni from August 1988.
I
Gene "Dino" Haycraft, incident that took place in August
arre.ted around 11 a.m. 1988, %hen Haycraft was living in
Murray.
at the Jefferson County
The subject is lodged in the CalI
art Tr:CY. 0? Corrections in
loway
County Jail under a S2,500
..sv 'lie Depatv Dan Bazzell
cash bond.
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(Cont'd from page 1)
Ron Street, associate professor
of geophysics at the University of
Kentucky, said the rumble was
similar in size to an earthquake on
Sept. 28, 1987, that originated near
the same area.
Carrico, the DES coordinator in
Mayfield, said he could tell the difference between Thursday's tremor
and previous ones.
"I remember what 2s and 3s felt
like. We had a 4 once. I knew this
one was a little larger."
The Richter scale is a measure of
ground movement as recorded on
seismographs. It is a logarithmic
scale --- an increase of 1 unit on
the scale represents a tenfold
increase in earthquake strength. A
2.5 reading is imperceptible to
observers; a 4.5 reading may cause
local damage; and a 7 represents a
major earthquake inflicting serious
damage.
Mike Lynch, the DES's
earthquake-program coordinator,
said he would term the tremor
"moderate," partly because so
many people felt a decided
shaking.
Carrico said the quake made him
ever respectful of the lively New
Madrid fault zone, which is
expected to experienie 'a major
earthquake in the nel several
vears.

_

Habitat for Humanity presents house plan
to Murray Rotary Club at recent meeting
Murray-Calloway Habitat for
Humanity presented their passive
solar house plan to the Murray Rotary Club at a recent meeting held at

FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY
200 Customers!
1st
the
to
Sat.
Given Away
FREE Cologne Samples

the Seven Seas Restaurant. The
Architectural Rendering that was
shown was done by Fred Thomas,
a graduate of Murray State University School of Fine- Arts. David
Slawson, an oriental landscape
designer by profession and a house
designer by personal interest, made
the offering to the Rotary Club. Dr.
Slawson pointed out that the passive solar home cost less than half
of what a regular home does to
heat, Thus, the utility bills are very
reasonable:--Faarther the design of
the house is compact yet gives a
striking sense of largness. It has
lots of windows to enhance the
passive solar capacity and at the
same time gives the family a visual
view of nature becoming part of
your personal experience and in a
real way takes on the quality of
being part of your living room. The
approximately 1200 sq. ft. home
will also be landscaped by Dr.
Slawson. It will be located on Kentucky 94 East past the Oaks Country Club in the Lynnwood Heights
Addition.
David Slawson holds degrees in
philosophy, Asian Studies, aesthetics and Lanscape design. In
1970-71 and as a Fulbright Fellows
in 1980-81 he studied under the
noted Japanese landscape designer
Kinsaku Nakane in Kyoto. As a
designer Dr. Slawson specializes in

Walkout...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Attempts by The Associated
Press to reach Bruce or General
Tire officials in Mayfield were
unsuccessful.
A plant secretary, who declined
to give her name, said all telephone
calls were being referred to the
company's public relations office
in Akron.
Kalail said he was not certain
what prompted the walkout.
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the classical garden tradition of
Japan, freely interpreting the principles of this 1300-year-old art as
they were originally intended - by
sensitively responding to the site
and architecture, to the clinets
nature, and to the qualities of local
materials. His work comprises private, corporate and public gardens,
including the Japanese dry landscape garden at Charleton College
in Minnesota and the Japanese
stroll garden and tea hut at Smith
College, Massachusetts. For the dry
landscape garden at The Garden
Center of Greater Cleveland, he
was awarded the Environmental
Improvement Award of the Associated Landscape Contractors of
America. Dr. Slawson is the author
of "Secret Teachings in the Art of
Japanese Gardens: Design Principles, Aesthetic Values," published
in 1987 by Kodansha International.
His doctoral dissertation on which
this book is based received the prestigious Esther L. Kinsley Award
at Indiana University in 1985. He
has served as Visiting Assistant
Professor at Carleton College and
as an Instructor at the Harvard University Graduate School of Design.
Dr. Slawson is married to Professor Janie Morgan who teaches
French in the Foreign Language
Department of Murray State
University.
Workers have complained that
the company is raising. production
demands at the direction of efficiency specialists. They said some
RitirTy employees feel their wages
and equipment are not satisfactory
to meet those demands.
Continental Gummi-Werke AG
of Hanover, West Germany, purchased General Tire from GenCorp
in 1987 for about S650 million dollars. The Mayfield- plant is the largest of Continental's 17 plants
worldwide, producing more than
24,000 tires a day.
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IS STARTLING!I. One out of every six teens now graduating from high
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5. The marijuana grown today is up to ten times more
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M-CC chamber assembles its own
army equipped with information
By MARK COOPER
Murray Lodgor & Times Staff Writor

The Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce has
assembled its own little army but
the soldiers aren't armed with weapons and bullets.
"There're armed with information and goodwill," according to
public relations director Anne
Adams.
Adams is referring to the Murray
Ambassadors, a group of volunteer
representatives who muster each
day to help the Chamber welcome
and assist visitors to the MurrayKentucky Lake region.
"They have all done an outstanding job of being the area's spokespersons," according to Adams, who
said the group totals about 20 residents ranging from university professors to former state employees
to relocated residents new to the
area. "It's a very diverse group,"
Adams said.
The Ambassadors underwent a

short training session on their mis- to learn "about Murray from Mursions before going to work about rayans," Adams said. "It allows
three weeks ago. Once trained, the visitors first-hand information and
Ambassadors volunteer their time also gives residents a chance to
— an average of three hours each give something back to the comweek — to spend at the Commerce munity that they love."
Center greeting guests, promoting
"That's what attracted us,"
Murray and its retirement rating according to Ruth Caldwell, who
and helping with the general day- works with her husband, Codie.
to-day chores of the Chamber staff. "We have lived in Murray all our
But don't get the impression that lives and we chose to do this
it's a tedious job.
because it's something we can do
"We are enthused about it," together for the community. We
according to Ray Waggoner who, love to meet people."
along with his wife, spends four
But while the Murray area may
hours on Thursdays at the Center. be the direct benefactor of their
"1 think the Ambassador program
work, the program gives something
is a great way to get our message back, too.
across to visitors about Murray
"When you get to retirement age,
without tying up the Chamber's you don't have lie people relationtime."
ships you once did," according to
Waggoner said because of the Waggoner. "You sort of miss it.
Ambassadors, the Chamber is now The Ambassador program gives
able to stay open on Saturdays, a you that back."
key day for visitors.
For more information on the
The Ambassadors program not Murray Ambassadors, call Anne
only herps the Chamber, but it Adams at the Chamber at
allows people interested in Murray 75 3 -5 1 7 1.

Television series reportedly interested in
doing episode about Marlena Childress
a.
field, asking questions about the
case. Marlena, 6, disappeared from
her Union City home on April 16,
1987.
Strickland talked to Jayson about
four times and was encouraged by
him. "It looks real good, real promising," he said.
Pam Bailey, Marlena's mother,
added that a show about Marlena
"would get everybody looking for
her, not just officials."
Show representatives also con.
city's zoning system.
tacted Obion County Chief Deputy
• an ordinance raising the City
Sheriff David Morris and District
Council members' pay from S400
Attorney David Hayes, both in
(Coni'd from page 1)
to $1,200 (5-5 tic broken by
Union County.
"They are interested in it," MorAfter lengthy discussion on the Chairman).
ris said.
proposal which was brought before • an ordinance raising the MayBut Hayes said he was told "they
the group by Councilman Bill or's pay from S9,000 to S15,000
are rclunctant to pursue this
Cherry, Council Chairman Chuck (passed 6-4).
because of several areas of possible
Foster brake a 5-5 tie to allow the • an ordinance establishing a
compensation plan to supplement
liability."
ordinance to be drafted.
ordinance number 89-889, personStrickland said he wasn't sure
Councilman Charles Walston. nel policies and procedures (passed
whit Hayes "meant by the liability
who opposed the motion, said more 9-1).
pat. But we want everybody's
time and consideration should go
The Council also heard a repo— cooperation in this."
into the idea before being brought from City Planner Mac Fitts who
Hayes would like to sec Marlena
to the Council.
said the owners of land near Northfeatured on the show "if they could
wood Drive had agreed to donate
do it."
A study on the intersection done
land to allow the city to
enough
Despite lengthy searches by volin 1986 by MSU students recomNorthwood Drive to 4th
extend
unteers in Kentucky and Tennesmended a traffic light at thd
Extended. The Council voted
see, there have been few leads to
intersection but no action was Street
to give the Mayor authority to
Nlarlena's whereabouts and those
taken by the Council at that time 9-1
the transaction.
make
that have been followed have come
due to the cost of the project.
A similar transaction was made
to nothing.
for land fronting Hwy. 641 North
The Council also approved the near J.C. Penney's, Fitts said, to
second reading of:
allow the city to buiI a service
• an ordinance amending the road on the property.
The TV show "Unsolved Mysteries" may feature the story of Marlena Childress, the Union City,
Tenn., child whose disappearance
two years ago sparked a massive
search.
"There is a good possibility
we'll do the show," program
researcher Jonathan Jayson told the
Memphis Commercial Appeal.
"There are a lot of conflicting sto-

ries and bizarre twists to this case."
The NBC show uses actors to recreate crimes in hopes of solving
them. Jayson also told the Memphis paper an episode about Mariena needed approval by network
executives.
He said the earliest the show
could air would be next fall..
Jayson phoned Marlena's grandfather, LaWade Stricpand of May-

Budget...

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Republicans won't field a candidate in the May 23 special election
to fill the 24th District state Senate
seat left vacant by the death of
Democrat John Weaver.
In a letter opened after his death
Feb. 25, Weaver said he wanted his
wife, Patti Weaver, to fill the seat.
She is expected to be nominated by
the Democratic Party next week.
Her only potential opponent,
Covington lawyer Harry Rankin,
withdrew after she said she
wouldn't run for a full term next
year if elected. Rankin is planning
to run then to represent Boone
County and part of Kenton County.
Republicans decided not firfield
a candidate after the Democrats
reached the accommodation with
Mrs. Weaver and Rankin.
"We'd just be butting our heads
against a stone wall," Kenton
County Republican Chairman Eric
Deters said. "It's pretty clear to all
of us that public opinion is that
John Weaver's wish should be
honored."
Deters added, "This is a very
political decision. We had to be
concerned about how entering this
race would affect our party as far
as public opinion goes. We feel
like there already was some against
Harry Rankin" for planning to
challenge Mrs. Weaver.
Deters said he expects a GOP
primary next year because several
Republicans have said they would
like to run against Rankin. He said
the party will field a candidate for
the full term even if Mrs. Weaver
changes her mind and seeks a full
term.
In the other special election
scheduled for May 23, Republicans
have nominated Gerald Scott, a
Madisonville lumber dealer, to fill
the 6th District seat left vacant by
'the March 2 death of William
Brinkley. The 6th District covers
Hopkins, Caldwell and McLean
counties and part of Muhlenberg

State's jobless
rate declined
some in March
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's unemployment rate
declined slightly in March and
remained well below jobless rate
the same month last year, according to figures the Cabinet for
Human Resources released
Thursday.
The preliminary rate of 7.9 percent in March compared to 8.0 percent in February and 9.3 percent in
March 1988.
Ed Blackwell, chief labor market
analyst for the cabinet, said there
were an estimated 4,400 more Kentuckians working in March than in
February.
Blackwell said there were
employment increases in most
areas.
The U.S. Department of Labor
estimated 1,569,800 Kentuckians
were working in March. In March
1988, the estimate was 1,500,500.
The civilian labor force includes
non-military workers and unemployed people actively seeking
work. It does not include the unemployed who have not looked for a
job in four weeks.
Correction
In a recent political announcemeat Pat Paschall's wife's name
was omitted. Her name is Beverly.
In addition, Paschall would like for
the public to know he has two
sons named Darrin and Shane and a
stepdaughter Crystal. The Ledger
& Times regrets this error and is
happy to set the record straight.

Clyde Hale has announced
refor
his
candidacy
•••
•••••
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•••• 111
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Hale is a retired state highway supervisor. He is married
to the former Opal Geurin.
They are the parents of five
"Family Style"
children who are June Young,
Fried
Dan Hale, Lutricia Poyner,
Country
Eddie Clyde Hale and Linda Crouch.
Steak Dinner $3.99
If! am unable to personally contact each of you
(Includes 3 vegetables)
before the election, I would like to take this opportunity
to ask for your vote on May 23.Ipledge to serve
Mon Sat
LTmited
from 4p m
and work with all the people ofDistrict 1 to the best of
TUTU?
OTANI
All Day Sunday
ifS
my ability.

Whati. ForSuper?

FAMILY RESTAURANTS

DRKS
tItRE

Your vote and influence will be deeply appreciated.
Paul for by thy eantimimbo
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Republicans won't field candidate
in one race for May 23 election

Murray Ambassadors Dr. Charles Homra and Neva Grey Allbritten greet bus tour travelers from Oklahoma with flowers during a recent stop in Murray.

an
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County.
Madisonville car dealer Danny
Renshaw and Hopkins County
Democratic Chairman Kim Nelson,
a Madisonville accountant, are pursuing the Democratic nomination
for the election.
The nominee for a special election in a multi-county district is
chosen by a convention of the party
executive committees of the district's counties, with votes weighted according to party strength in
each county.
The Democratic convention in
the 6th Senate District hasn't been
scheduled. The Republicans met
Wednesday night at Motions Gap
and unanimously nominated Scott.

who has been Hopkins County
GOP chairman since 1986.
Scott, who will turn 46 on May
9, has never sought public office.
He has been a salesman for General Electric Co. in all the district's
counties, and a union coal miner
and supervisor. Coal is the district's leading industry.

•1
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NASA....
(Cont'd from page 1)
morning or evening, appears just
before dawn or just after sunset as
a brilliant, unblinking point of
light. Its brightness in the nighttime sky is rivaled only by the
moon.
Venus is Earth's nearest neighbor, with an orbit 25.7 million
miles away, and the two often are
considered to be sister planets
since they are about the same size.
But the worlds differ mightily:
Dense clouds of carbon dioxide
choke Venus, which has a surface
temperature of about 900 degrees,
hot enough to melt lead.
Magellan will be carrying some
of the most sophisticated remote
mapping sensors ever sent to
another planet.
An imaging radar system will be
able to detect features on the surface as small as 100 yards, about
the size of a football field. The
radar will be operated during
almost 2,000 passes over the Venusian surface, each time viewing a
slice of the planet and then sending
the image back to Earth for computer enhancements.
Magellan is expected to map
about 90 percent of the surface
while orbiting Venus for about 243
Earth days, equal to a single Venus
day.
The last U.S. planetary. probe
was the Pioneer-Venus, launched in
1978.
Fisk said that in the 11 years
since, "we had a planetary program that was in danger of being an
also-ran.'
Magellan is the first in a series
of American planetary exploration
missions.

OTPRIR
English Picnic
9-fome Tour
Surulay
May 7
Tour the home of

Betty Hafts
at 4:00 p.m.
Picnic begins
500 pm

in the Librani Garden
$10.00 per person
Tickets may be
purchased at
Calloway Co.
Public library
by May 2.

Ristiptti

Read the
want ads daily
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More than
half of
the Derby
entry tickets
are still to be
uncovered.
You still haw lots
of chances to find
"DERBY,DERBY,DERBY"
and get in the running
for $1,000,000.
Match three'Derby"
symbols to win $5000
instandy and a chance at
the $1,000,000 Grand
Prize on Derby Day Buy
your Kentucky Derby
DreamStakes tickets

oda*
111 KENTUCKY
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PERSPECTIVE

Miler-ray Ledger & Times

Mr. President, meet Mr. Rock and Mr. Hardplace
If Oliver North is found guilty and has to
go to pnson, President Bush is going to find
himself stuck between the proverbial rock
and hard place.
Bush has indicated he would not use his
presidential powers to pardon North, even
though he still insists that North was a
-hero."
But if he lets North go to prison, will that
be any way to treat a hero? We used to pin
medals on their chests, not convict numbers.
And by letting North go to prison, Bush
will be saying, in effect, that North was
guilty as charged, and that North wasn't
merely following orders from above.
If that's true, it means that North really
was a loose cannon in the White House,
part of a secret government of which
Ronald Reagan and Bush were unaware.
So what does that say about Reagan and
Bush? I think it says they were a couple of
klutzes.
I don't know how else you could describe

a president and a vice president who didn't
know about the kind of illegal, free-wheelin* foreign policy operations North supposety was =rung right under their noses.
Therefore, if Bush denies North a pardon,
he'll be saying, in effect: "Hero that he is,
North broke the law and must face the
consequences. And the reason he was able
to break the law is that the great president,
under whom I served for eight years, didn't
know what was going on in his own White
House. And I, as his loyal vice president,
didn't know what was going on, either We
were a couple of klutzes, all nght."
How embarrassing Especially for the
many Americans who admire Reagan and
Bush, most of whom also think highly of
North. If they believe North is telling the
truth when he says he was a mere obedient
link in a chain of command, then they must
wonder why he is being allowed to twist
slowly in the wind all by himself?
That has to be perplexing. If they believe
North, then it is impossible also to believe

pardoning a hero?
And, once again, the only justification
can be that he will not deserve a pardon
because what he did was wrong.
Which, if true, leads us back to the sad
reality that Reagan and Bush were a
of klutzes.
ecourse, Bush can always change his
mind. He has shown in the past that he can
be flexible and fair if he receives a
convincing argument. Remember the
Reagan voodoo economics he ridiculed in
1900. Later, when Reagan made him his
running mate, he became a voodoo fan

V

Bush and Reagan didn't know what was
going on.
But if they believe Bush and Reagan,
then it follows that North is a lying
scoundrel, who brazenly exceeded his limited authority.
Therefore, he can't be a hero, as Bush
and Reagan have described him, can he?
Would a true hero try to shift the blame for
his misdeeds to others?
Yet, Bush still says North is a hero.
Would an American president fib to us?
So I have to ask one more time, if North
is found guilty, how will Bush justify not

KrTnbi.se

So if the jury nails North, Bush might
reverse himself and say: "I cannot permit
a hero to go to prison."
And most of 011ie's admirers would be
pleased arid relieved.
But that would raise some pesky questions. A pardon for North might be taken to
mean that North was telling the truth: He
was just a loyal Marine following orders,

even If the orders were illegal.
And if that's the case, it would mean that
Reagan and/or Bush knew what North was
up to all the time, when he was breaking
laws, running arms deals, lying to Congress, shredding government documents
and committing other mischief.
Which would mean that Reagan and/or
Bush haven't been telling the truth, the
whole truth, nothing but the truth, or even
a thin slice of the truth.
It would mean that they have let poor
011ie, a lowly former light colonel, be a fall
guy.
Tsk, tsk, how will that look in the history
books?
So, if North is found guilty, the options
are not pleasant for Bush. Let a hero go to
prison, which means Bush and Reagan
were klutzes. Or pardon him, which means
they lied to us.
President Bush, meet Mr. Rock and Mr.
Hardplace.
Capyrtght ION, The Chicago Tnbune
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To subscribe to the Murray Ledger & Times,
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LIAII Home Delivery in Murray and Calloway and
adjoining Counties $54.00 per year.
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LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN
Ten years ago
Mark Wilson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Wilson, and Shea
Sykes, son of Mr. and Mrs. Buddy
Sykes, have been selected as candidales for American Farmer Pegree.
TIVey are members of Calloway
County High School Chapter of
Future Farmers of America.
Twenty years ago
Hazel Fowler Rudolph and Bobby Gene Green died from injuries
sustained in a two-car accident yesterday on Highway 68 at Aurora.
The home and contents of Mr.
and Mrs. James Morris and their
five children were destroyed by fire
on April 26.
Sgt. Roger S. Gordon, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Gordon, has been
decorated with the U.S. Air Force
Commendation Medal for meritorious service in Vietnam. He is now
s ationed at Homestead AFB. Fla.

Thirty years ago
Frankie Jo Clark, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Clark, Dianne
Colson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Starkie Colson, and Betty Thomas,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mason
Thomas, have received their state
homemaker degrees. They are
members of _Murray Training
School Chapter of Future Homemakers of America.
Forty years ago
Dr. Rhea B. Parsons spoke about
"Educational Systems" at a meeting of Murray Rotary Club at Murray Woman's Club House.
Betty Ann Rogers, Joseph Miller, Rob Ray, Jessie Atkins, Ann
Fryer, Wesley Harp, Lexie Ray and
Voris Howard are members of the
cast 'of Lhe -pliiy, "Outward Bound,"
to be presented May 5 by the
Senior Class of Murray Training
School.

Hitor .
unteers over the past three years;
.fes
as National they are the lifeblood of this
'.,1onth: comes to 4 ciose, museum. From myself and all of
111 tf.ank all of the citithe staff at the National Scouting
'..1„,rra\ wht) have VOlUtl- Museum - thanks. And keep up the
',alai,. and
good w
,,onal ScoutV ry truly yours,
11,,: last several
inda A. Homer
cI).'l'ILI,IV1JUdIS have
Curator of Interpretation
07-,,,••:
H, with. the museum
National Scouting Museum
...strue y ear's. actively
Murray State University
aspeet of its
Murray, Kentucky
of these NI urraytheir fourth year
WRITE A LETTER — Letters to
us HIS summer. the editor are welcomed and enha‘e worked couraged. All letters must be signfunds ed by the writer and the writer's
scum's Sul:LA:SS
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be
1:11s:i.,7;111 IS
published.
1 ,ur community.
Letters should be typewritten
the myriad of and double-spaced if possible and
.., that we read should be on topics of general
:his neuspaper -interest.
"says that volunLetters must not be more than
Today is Friday, April 28, the 118th day of 1989. There are 247 days
of us, whether 500 words. Longer letters cannot
left in the year.
,
or receiving be published.
Today's highlight in history:
of spirit that
Editors reserve the right to conTwo hun4red years ago, on April 28th, 1789, there was a mutiny on the
of life" that dense or reject any letter and Limit
"Bounty" as the crew of the British ship set Captain William Bligh and
..:mired When it frequent writers.
18 sailors adrift in a launch in the South Pacific.
irtt: number one
Address correspondence to:
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• Ow this date:
in Inc -nation. ,
Editor: The Murray Ledger & •
en a gr.-at pleasure for Times, Box 1040, Murray, 140,,,,,,--frrtT5t the fifth president of the United States, James Mor4be, was
born in Westmoreland County, Virginia.
tie n:;e;:rn's vol- 42071
In 1980, Secretary of State Cyrus Vance, who had opposed the failed
rescue mission aimed at freeing the American hostages, resigned.
In 1986, the Soviet Union informed the world of the nuclear disaster at
Chernobyl, two days after it occurred.
Ten years ago: Five Soviet dissidents, released from custody and flown
WA! t k I,. APPERSON, Publisher
to the United States a day earlier, told reporters in New York their preIII) 14 LANEY. General Manager
sence in the United States was "incredible." Meanwhile, two Soviet spies
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released by the United States arrived in Moscow.
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Five years ago: President Ronald Reagan, on his state visit to China,
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\ If
)I. SE, Business Office Manager
ism of the Soviet Union as well as praise for freedom of thought and
he Murray twdss.• Tow, (1.:SPS )011-7001
speech.
,
44 r & f unes is published every afternoon except Sundays. July 4, Chrunmas Day,New
One year ago: A flight attendant was killed and 61 persons injured
: ,anisgiving Day by Murray Newspapers Inc . 1001 Whitriell Dr. Murray, Ky 42071
when part of the roof of an Aloha Airlines Boeing 737 peeled back during l',,ttage Paid at Murray, Ky 421/71
a flight from Hilo to Honolulu.
" RATES In areas served by camera $4 50 per month, payable in advance By mail in
Today's birthdays: Syndicated columnist Rowland Evans is 68.:
4-y and to Benton. Ilardtri, Mayfield, Sedalia and Fansurigton,Ky . and Pans, Buchanan
1r $54 00 per year fly mail to -'her destinations 55950 per year
Actress-singer Ann-Margret is 48. Actress Marcia Strassman is 41. :
drpanmenu a the newspaper phone 753-1916
Thought for today: "Anger would break the whole world to pieces if it
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i of the Associated Press, Kentucky Prow Assoctsuon and
could." — Frederick William Faber, English theologian, 1814-1863.
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Violinist wins
plaudits from
the audience

Methodists plan county-wide event
The United Methodist Cooperating Ministry will sponsor a county-wide
gathering on Sunday, April 30, from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. at Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church, located on Highway 121 South, New Concord
Road. Dr. William Vaughan, superintendent of the Paris District of the
United Methodist Church, will speaker. Special singing will be featured.
Special activities for all ages, nursery on up, will be planned. The public
is invited to attend, a ministry spokesperson said.

LONDON (AP) - Gil Shaham,
a young violinist summoned from
school in New-York City to replace
veteran Itzhak Perlman at two London -concerts, won inlaudits from
the audience and flowers from the
orchestra.
1
"This is something I've never
had before," Shaham said in his
dressing room at the Royal Festival
Hall after Thursday's performance.
The audience had called him
back four times and cheered him
after his performance of the difficult Violin Concerto No. 1 by Max
Bruch.
Shaham, 18, was reciting the
prologue from Geoffrey Chaucer's
"The Canterbury Talcs" in an
English examination on Tuesday
when he was called out and asked
to fly to London the next day for
two concerts because Perlman, the
Israeli virtuoso, was ill with an ear
infection.
Shaham promptly took three
days off school.
"I was nervous because I felt I
could not fill in for Perlman," Shaham said. "I last played the Bruch
in December and the Sibelius in the
summer.''

Camera Club will meet Monday
Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will meet Monday, May 1, at 7
p.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public Library. Each one is asked to
bring springtime prints in either color or black and white. All interested
persons are invited to attend, a club spokesman said.

Oak Grove plans singing Sunday
A gospel singing featuring The King's Sons and other singers will be
Sunday, April 30, from 2 to 4 p.m. at Oak Grove Baptist Church, located
about two miles from Crossland. The public is invited to attend this special event, according to the pastor, the Rev. Dennis Norvell.

State RTA workshop on Monday
The annual Kentucky Retired Teachers Association Workshop will be
Monday, May 1, at 9:30 a.m. at Shoney's Restaurant, U.S. Highway 641
North. Some of the state officers of the RTA will be present to discuss
vital issues concerning the teachers. A dutch treat;brunch will be served.
All interested persons are invited, according to Robert Hendon, president
of Calloway County Retired Teachers Association.

Matthew James Ray born
Matthew James Ray is the name chosen by Regina D. Ray of Lynn
Grove Apts. #11, Rt. 7, Murray, for her baby son, weighing six pounds 14
ounces, measuring 20 inches, born on Saturday, April 8, at 4:04 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Grandparents are Barbara A. Ray of
Rt. 3, Murray, and Dell W. Ray of Rt. 7, Mayfield.

VanCtiren inducted in chapter
•■•••..„„%44

Emily Dunn VanCuren has been inducted into the Freed-Hardeman
College chapter of Delta Mu Delta at the college at Henderson, Tenn. She
is a senior majoring in accounting and is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ray L. Dunn of Rt. 2, Hazel. Delta Mu Delta is a national honorciety
in business administration with a growing membership of mR/E than
49,000 undergraduates, graduates and alumni. VanCuren was inducted
into the F-HC chapter based on the requirements of being at least a junior
in the department of business with a grade point average of 3.2 or above.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: Doris Bruce of Farmington, Herbert Clayton of Buchanan,
Tenn., and Henry Darnall of Hardin, from Western Baptist; Katie Arnold
of Murray and Adeline Lineberry of Hardin, from Lourdes.

Jordan Bryan Williams born
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Williams, Rt. 2, Murray, are the parents of a son,
Jordan Bryan, weighing eight pounds 11 ounces, measuring 21 inches,
born on Monday, April 17, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The
mother, the former Teresa Paschall, is on leave from Roho Service Center. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Don Paschall and Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Fred Williams, all of Murray. Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Pierce of Kirksey, Hafford Paschall and the late Carlene Paschall of Murray, the late Mr. and Mrs. Hadley Bryan Arnett and the late Mr. and Mrs.
Will Williams.
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Garrett Austin Darnell born
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Darnell of 1633 Hamilton, Murray, are the parents of
a son, Garrett Austin, weighing seven pounds 11 ounces, measuring 20
inches, born on Friday, April 14, at 6:05 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the former Lisa Clees. Grandparents are Eva
Clees of Murray, Eddie Clees of Nashville, Tenn., Dave and Velva Maupin of Murray, and the late James Lee Darnell. Great-grandparents are
Sue and Joe Pat Lamb, the late Bryan and Patye Overcast, Melissa Hooks
and the late Stanton Hooks and the late Obed and Bessie Darnell.

Larry Andrew Boren born
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Boren of Rt. 2, Box 260A, Saltillo, Miss. 38866 are
the parents of a son, Larry Andrew, weighing eight pounds nine ounces,
born on Thursday, April 13, at a hospital at Tupelo, Miss. The mother is
the former Carma Lisa Lovett. Grandparents are Jo and Purdom Lovett of
Murray and Herrell Boren and the late Ruby Boren of Tupelo. Maternal
great-grandparents are the late Mr. and Mrs. Clarence I. Horton and the
late Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lovett, all of Murray. ,

Jordan Ricky Mathis born
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Ricky Mathis of Rt. 3, Box 359A, Murray, are the
parents of a son, Jordan Ricky, weighing six pounds eight ounces, measuring 20 inches, born on Sunday, April 9, at 3:58 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Scarlett Tripp. A
half brother to the new baby is Jonathan Mathis. Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Ira Rudy Tripp of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. George Richard
Mathis of Rt. 3, Murray.

Megan Allene Futrell born

Suzanne Keeslar, center, will be the featured speaker at the International and Cultural Arts Program of
Calloway County Homemakers Clubs on Wednesday, May 3, at 1:30 p.m. at Calloway County Public
Library. Her program will be on -The French: How We Are Alike and How We Differ," according to
Judy Stahler, right, international chairman for the homemakers. Connie Talent, left, is cultural arts chairman for the homemakers. Mrs. Keeslar is an assistant professor in French and interim chairman of the
Department of Foreign Languages at Murray State University where she has been on the staff since 1966.
She has been directing the Kentucky Institute for European Studies; Summer Program in France since
1977. Debbie Ferguson will present special music, according to Mrs. Talent. All homemakers and the
general public are invited to attend this special event on Wednesday.

a

Murray Woman's Club to meet Monday
Pat Geveden, Wickliffe, president of the Kentucky Federation of
Women's Club, will be the special
guest of the Murray Woman's Club
at the general meeting on Monday,
May 1, at the club house.
She will speak about "Federation" and install the 1989-90 officers of the Murray club who are as
follows:
Barbara Brandon, president; Gerry Reed, first vice president; Wanda Dick, second vice president;
Hazel Matthai, recording secretary;
Jo Cleta Williams, corresponding
secretary; Naomi Rogers, treasurer.
Retiring officers include Margaret Yuill, president, who will
now be chairman of the Advisory
Council, Charlotte Barker, Janet
Wallis and Dana Stonecipher.
All chairmen of the 10 departments - Alpha, Creative Arts,
Delta, Garden, Home, Kappa, Music, Sigma, Theta and Zeta - will
be installed by Mrs. Geveden.
Special music will be presented
by an ensemble from the Music
Department of the club.
A memorial services for club
members who have died during the
past club year will be conducted at
6:45 p.m. by Mary Gertzen. Special
music will be by Margie Shown,

Garden; Dorothy Jennings, Home;
Brenda Turner, Kappa; Fransuelle
Cole, Music; Leah Hart, Sigma:
Anna Mae Thurman, Theta; Bonna
Yates, Zeta. The Delta representative was unable to attend.
Chuck Guthrie presented a program on "Literacy."
Hostesses were members of the
Alpha and Kappa Departments.

Pat Geveden
soloist, and Tamara Outland,
accompanist.
Members who have died during
the past year include Juliet Hart,
Roxic Jones, Lula White, Gaynell
Williams, Lorah Ashcraft and
Louise Miller.
The public is invited to attend.
Hostesses for the social hour will
be members of the Garden and Sigma Departments.
At the last general meeting on
March 27, reports of the work of
the departments were given by
Ruth Wilson, Alpha; Gail Baust,
Creative Arts; Jo Cleta Williams.

Thursday dismissals released
Murray-Calloway County Hospital has released the dismissals for
Thursday, April 27. No newborn
admissions were listed.
Walter King, 212 Irvan St., Murray; Mrs. Rebecca Plott and baby
boy, 318 Eastwood, Paris, Tenn.;
Brandon Westra, Rt. 1, Box 203,
Puyrear, Tenn.; Elbert Allbritten,
Rt. 2, Hazel; Aaron Moody, Rt. 8,
Box 920, Murray;
Clyde Hill, 413 South Eighth
St.. Murray; Mrs. Birdie Rowlett,

112 Spruce St., Murray; Leon Burkeen, Rt. 1, Box 728, Dexter;
Loyd Key, 611 Broad St., Murray; Perry Harrison, Rt. 2, Box
306, Murray;
Mrs. Iva Peal, Rt. 1, Sedalia;
Miss Nicole King, 801 Rock
Castele, Cadiz;

MOVIES
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Bree Danielle Elwell born
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Elwell of 802 Nottingham Dr., Murray, are the
parents of a daughter, Bree Danielle, weighing six pounds 12 ounces,
measuring 201/4 inches, born on Wednesday, April 19, at 3:36 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Three other daughters are Misty.
Teresa and Megan. The mother is the former Patricia Lingafelter. Grand
parents are Mrs. Vera Lingafelter of Grayville, Ill., and the late Clyde
Lingafelter, and Mrs. Betty Elwell of Sylvania, Ohio, and the late James
Elwell.

BAHGAIN MAT INI f ••
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:
SAT & SUN • S. ,i,
•
vOti, MOVIvsAi Thu
Open 11 .1111 10 p in

)

IMPORTANT!
New Lower Rates
For Medicare
Supplements
Pays Hospital
Deduçtibles
and Doctor
ace Calls
Call:
Tony Montgomery
Insurance
753-7419

- MURRAY
Huge Skate Floor Plus 10,000 So
Ft Play Area,.. 75 Bikes, Scooters
Skateboards, Pogo Balls, Small
Trampoline, and Stainless Steel 12
Pipe, Skid and Launch Ramps
Adm. $4.00; Church $3.50;
Family $3.25
(Parents 25c Sat. Afternoon •
Free Birthday Room)
Thurs 7 30-10, Fri & Sat Night
7 30-10 30. Sat. Afternoon 2-4

Circus Skate
-1.ARG ES T /N U.S.A."
U.S. 6-4 1 N. 753-9622

yvunG oheort. Inc.
Children's
Fashions
Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county' and city-schools for the week of May 1 to 5
have been released by Joanna
Adams and Judy Hina, food service
directors for Calloway County and
Murray City Schools respectively.
The menus, subject to occasional
change are as follows:
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Elementary breakfast
Monday - honeybun; Tuesday ham on biscuit; Wednesday blueberry muffin; Thursday French toast stix; Friday - sausage
_gravy on biscuit. Cereal, milk and
juice are available daily.
East, North, Southwest
Monday - pizza or tuna salad
sandwich; Tuesday - sliced turkey/
gravy or cheeseburger; Wednesday
taco salad or Sloppy Joe sandwich;. Thursday - fried chicken or
hot dog;Triday - lasagne or turkey
club sandwich. Fruits, vegetables,
fries, desserts, milk and fruit drink
are available daily.
Calloway Middle •
Monday - tuna salad plate or
bacon cheeseburger; Tuesday spaghetti w/meat sauce or barbecue
sandwich-; Wednesday - sliced
turkey/gravy or peanut butterfjefty
sandwich: Thursday - fish nuggets
or hamburger; Friday - fried chicken or tuna salad sandwich. Pizza,
salad bar, fruits, vegetables, fries,
milk and fruit drink are available
daily.
Calloway High
Monday - chicken nuggets or
foot long chili dog; Tuesday - barbecued chicken or Reuben sandwich; Wednesday - sliced turkey/
gravy or chili and crackers; Thursday - taco salad or turkey club
sandwich; Friday - spaghetti/meat
sauce or hot ham and cheese.
Fruits, vegetables, salad bar, pizza,
fries, milk and fruit drink are available daily.

111%

753-1111115
htl) Nliirra% •

NU

Asaodefed Pram .

•

11191 imports

108 'south 12th Street
Infant thru Ii

Spring Sidewalk Sale
Friday. Saturday & Sunday

kl (AIN

Elementary breakfast
NIonday - cereal: Tuesday appie lirnovcr: Wednesday scrambled eggs and toast; Thursday - poptart: Friday - honey bun.
Fruit or fruit juice and milk are
available daily.
Robertson
Monday - hamburger or chuckwagon; Tuesday - pizza or beef
steak sticks: Wednesday - oven
fried chicken or peanut butter sandAich: Thursday - deli ham sandwich or fish sandwich w,/cheese:
Friday - pizza or Slopp Joe.
Carter
Monday - fish sandwich wi
cheese or chicken palty: Tuesday foot long hot dog or hamburger;
Wednesday - sliced turkey and
gravy; Thursday - pizza or grilled
cheese sandwich; Friday - ham and
cheese or peanut butter and honey
sandwich. Choice of fruits and cg eta blcs and milk are available
daily.
Middle, High breakfast
Niddle,
N(
I mday - poptart: Tuesday pancake and syrup; Wednesday sausage and biscuit: Thursday waffles and syrup; Friday - donut.
Murray Middle
Monda'y - Macho Nachos or
bacon and cheese; Tuesday spaghetti and French bread or hot
ham and cheese: Wednesday chicken patty or beef crispy steak;.
Thursday - burritoes or club sandwich; Friday - hot dog or turkey
salad. French fries, pizza, choice of
fruits and vegetables, milk and fruit
drink are available daily.
Murray High
Monday - tuna salad on crosslant or bacon cheeseburger; Tuesday - turkey roast and gravy and
rolls or grilled cheese; Wednesday
- spaghetti w/mcat sauce and
French bread or hot ham and
cheese; Thursday - steak sandwich
or ficstada; Friday - Sloppy Joe or
corn do:.
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School lunch menus sponsored by 14)urig-at-Iivart.

1008 Chestnut • 753-3314

Mr. and Mrs. Don Futrell of Rt. 1, Box 96, Dexter, are the parents of a
daughter, Megan Allene, weighingkeight pounds 15 ounces, measuring 21
inches, born on Friday, April 14, at 10:57 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They have two other daughters, Allysia, 8, and Emily, 3. The
mother is the former Debra Pritchett. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Futrell of Rt. 1, Almo, and Mrs. Allene Pritchett and the late Hayes Pritchett of Dexter.
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wedding will be May 27
Morris-Hale
Contest
Essay
Roberts winner of DAR
ating the Bicentennial of the First
InaugurattiFri.
This all-opense paid trip is her
prize for winning the contest.
Emily, 16, plans to attend Murray State University after her high
school graduation. Her sister, Laura

Emily Roberts is the winner of
the Daughters of the American
Revolution 1988 Constitution
Week Essay Contest, co-sponsored
by the Commission of the Bicentennial of the. United States
Constitution.
As a division winner, Emily, and
her teacher at Heidelberg American
High School, Germany, will be
honored at an Awards banquet on
Saturday April 29, at Fraunces
Tmern in Nk:N York Cu, where
George V ushington had lunch after
his inaugural
They will also be invited to
observe historic esents commemor-

Roberts, is now a freshman at Murray State.
They, Emily and Laura, are the
daughters of Lt. Col. and Mrs.
Daniel C. Roberts of Germany and
granddaughters of Mr. and Mrs
Hollis Roberts of Murray.

MURRAY
TODAY

SPRING SUPER SPECIALS!
EVERY FRIDAY
& SATURDAY
(After 4 P.M.)
irdudes Our Famous Fresh
Salad Fruit: & Dessert Bar
'Prepared By Experienced
Cooks Daily 1

OUR FAMOUS
SEAFOOD BUFFET

$M6
a„.•

'introducing Deviled Stuffed Crab Plus Catfish Fiddlers & Steaks
'Golden Fried Shrimp 'Boneless Sea Stns 'Baked Cod 'Our Famous
Crab Salad 'Steak Foes"Onion Ringsliush Puppies. Cole Slaw

OUR DELICIOUS
10 OZ. PRIME RIB

Miss Lori Rencigh Morris and
Matthew H. Hale announce their
approaching marriage.
Thc bride-elect is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Morris of
Mayfield. She is the granddaughter
of Mr. and Mrs. R.T. Morris of
Mayfield and Mr. and Mrs. William Riley of Farmington.
The groom-elect is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald H. Hale of Rt.
3, Mayfield. He is the grandson of
Mrs. Vela Lamb of Mayfield and
Mrs. Katherine Hale of Avon Park,
Fla.
Miss Morris is a graduate of
Graves County High School.
Mr. Hale, a graduate of Sedalia
High School, is senior at Murray
State University majoring in
accounting.
The wedding will be solemnized
on Saturday. May 27, at 6 p.m. at
Sharon Baptist Church, Mayfield.
A reception will follow in the
fellowship hall of the church.

$6
"

$ M 85
$=85 io OZ. NEW YORK
OUR HUGE
STRIP
14 OZ. T-BONE ONLY e
,
ft 0
ONLY tair•

SUNDAY
NOON BUFFET

$49_9

lo

OZ. GRILLED
_ PORK CHOP

Lori Reneigh Morris and
Matthew H. Hale to marry

$ A 1.1
•

Where Excelient Food, Courteous Serivce, And A Pleasant
Environment To Dine Is A Tradition.

'Helpful' surgery was disastrous

WE ACCEPT RESERVATIONS FOR PRIVATE PARTIES OR
GROUP MEETINGS. ALSO, WE CATER LARGE PARTIES!

/

James Burt. M.D., of Dayton, Ohio,
is a surgeon who believes that nothing
succeeds like excess.
For 22 years, he performed "crude
experimentation on hundreds of women without their consent," according
to Isabel Wilkinson, writing in The
New York Times. "Women are structurally inadequate for intercourse,"
wrote Burt; "this is a pathological
condition amenable to surgery." The
doctor claimed that his operation,
which involved removing the hood of
the clitoris and repositioning the vagina, would turn women into "horny little mice."
Unfortunately. Burt's unproved operation was a disaster. By acting on

t
e

Family Restaurant
•WE USE 100°1 CHOLESTEROL FREE
LOW SATURATED FAT SHORTENING.
PLEASE CALL 247-2541, HWY. 121(700 S. 6TH ST.), MAYFTEII)
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SEVENTH & POPLAR CHURCH OF CHRIST BUILDING
MURRAY, KY
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are warned about taking too much joy
in the mistakes of others. The boomerang effect is woll-known. the vehemence with which one M.D criticizes another can be turned around, in
another situation at another time.
when the shoe, so to speak. is on the
other foot_ Especially in small c•ommunity hospitals. the associate you
criticize this year may be looking
over your shoulder as chief of staff
next year This potential friction is
not something ordinary doctors-4 — welcome
Also, some physicians are merely
eccentric. they do things differently
without causing much harm or discomfort to their patients. Healers are
very loathe to complain in public
about their confreres' uncustomary
approaches.

his belief that he could improve on nature, the surgeon ruined many women's lives. Investigators, sifting
through the records, were astounded
to learn that Burt's colleagues did not
speak up earlier to put an end to his
barbarism. Burt himself has been
charged by the Ohio State Medical
Board with "gross immorality and
grossly unprofessional conduct." The
board is currently seeking to charge
some Dayton physicians with complicity because, for years. these doctors knew what was going on, but
looked the other way.
The Burt procedure. unrecognized
by the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, caused
women to experience sexual dysfunction, extensive scarring and chronic
urinary infections. Experts estimate
that the operations required to repair
the damage done by Burt would cost
$25,000 per woman with no guarantee
of success. Despite persistent pleadings and complaints by a few doctors,
the Medical Board took no action until
the governor insisted on an investiotion. Physicians across the countey
said they were astonished and outraged that Burt had operated outside
recognized standards for so long. "It's
a disgrace to all of medicine." said
Dr. Sidney M. Wolfe, director of the
Public Citizens Health Research
consumer
advocacy
Group, a
organization.
Evidently, many surgeons refused
to blow the whistle on Burt out of fear
of legal retribution; they were afraid
Burt would sue them if they complained. Thus, the case focuses on a
troublesome issue: the inability of organized medicine to police itself. If
doctors like Burt are permitted to
practice in civilized communities
such as Dayton, how effective is the
medical profession in weeding out incompetents elsewhere? Not very, in
certain instances.
All doctors make mistakes, so we

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

10 A.M. RAIN OR SHINE

SEVENTH & POPLAR CHURCH OF CHRIST BUILDING
Corner of 7th & Poplar Streets
Murray, Kentucky 42071

However, at the other end of the
spectrum, away from the glitches and
eccentricities, lies the dangerous doctor - the practitioner who is impaired, disturbed or untrained. Surely
the profession must find satisfactory
methods to get rid of such incompetents. Why have we been unable to do
so? Is the legal system so topsy-turvy
that the rights of the accused take
precedence over the rights of the victim? .WIly..do we consistently take the
smoother: more well-traveled road of
denying the problem or ignoring it
and hoping it will go away? Is this
simply human nature or a vicious
trade-guild mentality?

DR. GOTT

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

1
4111

11111111111_
SEVENTH & POPLAR CHURCH OF CHRIST AUDITORIUM (2 floors, 60 x 96) AND
EDUCATIONAL ANNEX BUILDING (3 floors, 90 x 36), Approx. 21000 Sq. Ft. Large (50,000 Sq. Ft.)
Paved Parking Lot, Natural Gas. Ample Heating & Cooling.

30-Minute Aerobic Program

ONE-STORY FRAME RESIDENCE W/BASEMENT located at 306 S. 6th, paved parking area in
rear (97.75 x 185.5 lot)

Every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday

ONE-STORY FRAME RESIDENCE W,BASEMENT located at 310 S. 6th, paved parking area in
rear (46 37 x 135 lot)
Property would be ideal for government or private offices, church, public or private education, or
retail enterprises.

Channel 34 at 10:30 a.m.
beginning May 8th

PROPERTY WILL BE SOLD AT 11:30 A.M. - Terms: 15% and balance with deed.

St

TO BE SOLD AT 10 A.M.: Approx. 70 solid oak padded seat pews, telephone system, water
fountains, approx. 385 theatre seats, speakers, bookcases, cabinets, wicker flower baskets, nice
chalk & bulletin board combinations, podiums, elec. heaters, floor buffer, rockers, card rack, metal
desk, misc. chairs and couch, Bible Call & Announcement Line Machines, 10,000 BTU air conditioner,
Kirby vacuum, other misc. items.

Don't Miss It!

CA19LE
VLSI1111 N

For adcittional information call 753-3711 or 492-8594. Church officials will have the right to reject the final bid on the real *state

BOB W.'FROSTY' MILLER

THE AUCTIONEER

Bel-Air
Center

492-8594

Real Estate handled by Key Associates, Wayne Wilson, Broker, 302 SO. 12th, Murray.

753-5005
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West Kentucky Playwrights'
Festival will be at 8 p.m. at Playhouse in Park. For information call
759-1752.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
Marshall County Community
Theater Guild will present "Mixed
Nuts" at 8 p.m. at Forgotten Past,
Highway 68, three miles south of
Draffenville.
The Singles Organizational Society will meet at 6:30 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce to carpool to
Executive Inn, Time Out Lounge,
Paducah, for dancing. For information call Pamela at 753-7638.
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will present cuttings from "The Runaways," a play
by Murray High School students, at
7:30 p.m. The public is welcome.
Alumni weekend events at Murray State University will include
Reunion Coffee and Reminiscences
of class of 1939 at 10:30 a.m. in
Ordway Hall lobby; Emeritus Club
luncheon at 12 noon at Curris Center ballroom; campus tours starting
on first floor, Curris Center, at 2
p.m.; Organization of Murray Art
Students auction at 7 p.m. at Clara
Eagle Gallery; Pi Kappa Alpha
Alumni reception at Pike Lodge at
8 p.m.
Saturday, April 29
Brunch for Ladies' Golf at Oaks
Country Club will be at 9 a.m. at
the club.
Dance will be from 8 p.m. to 12
midnight at Murray Moose Lodge.
-

Baby Fair will be from 12 noon
to 4 p.m. at Murray -Calloway
County Hospital.
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West Kentucky Playwrights'
Festival will be at 8 p.m. at Playhouse in Murray-Calloway County
Park. For information call
759-1752.
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AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8

MD

Marshall County Community
Theater Guild will present "Mixed
Nuts" at 8 p.m. at Forgotten Past,
Highway 68, three miles south of
Draffenville.
Gospel singing featuring Jimmy
Renshaw and Bread of Life Singers
will be at 7 p.m. at Bethel Chapel,
nine miles east of Murray on Highway 94.
"Composer's Weekend" with Dr.
J. Phillip Landgrave as guest will
be working with Sanctuary Choir at
7 p.m. at First Baptist Church.
Annual rummage sale by Women
of St. John's Episcopal Church will
be from 7 a.m. to 2 p.m. at church,
Main and Broach Streets.
Spring Fling Conference for all
WKACUS and WKAEYC members, interested studeats. child care
providers and early childhood
teachers will be from 8:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. at Paducah Head Start,
Flournoy and 1 1 th Streets,
Paducah.
The Single Connection will go
camping and have a cookout. For
information call Ruth, 753-7645,
Carol, 753-2596, or Jim, 492-8733.
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
5 p.m. to 12 midnight. For information call 753-TEEN.
Murray High School baseball
team will play Fulton County here
at 3 p.m.
Alumni weekend events at Murray State University will include
Racer Classic Golf Tourney at 8:30
a.m. at Miller Memorial Golf
Course; MSU 20th Century Piano
and Organ competition at 10 a.m.
at Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Center; Show & Tell at 10:30
a.m. at Wrather West Kentucky
Museum; Red Man "Golden Blend"
Country Concert at 2 p.m. at Stewart Stadium; Pi Kappa Alpha Cookout at 5 p.m. and Founders' Day
dance at 9 p.m. at Pike Lodge;
Dedication of site for future Alumni House on Chestnut Street at 5:30
p.m.; Reception honoring Distinguished Alumnus Award Reci-

4)e
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TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
The right way to approach a
business matter is hard to come by
today. Judgment, though, is good
where buying and selling are
concerned. You'll et-0y a shopping
trip.

GEMINI

tl

Saturday, April 29
p.m. at American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.

Your Individual
Horoscope
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Problems relating to money could
arise with a friend today. Mentally,
you're stimulated and you'll be
coming up with important new ideas.
Communicative skills are tops.

:R

if*

(May 21 to June 20)
This is not the best day to ask
others
for
advice.
You're
versatility-plus today, but try not to
scatter your energies. New thoughts
come now and you'll be quite
talkative.

CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
A friend may be a bit touchy today.
It's not a good time to assume a new
financial obligation. Turn your
attention to mental interests. Read a
good book.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You could successfully address an
audience in a large auditorium today,
but you may have difficulty in
communicating feelings now with a
close tie. Speak with your heart.

However, you could spend foolishly
in your search for pleasure. Luxury
items tempt you to extravagance.

AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)

eh

Pushiness will work against you in
romance and insensitivity could hurt
a family member's feelings. However,
it's a good day for mental interests in
general.

PISCES

nos

maim
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
You'll find a family member very
receptive to what you have to say
now. A tendency to withdraw into
yourself should be avoided. Keep the
lines of communication open.
YOU BORN TODAY work well with
groups and often achieve a position
of leadership in that capacity. You're
drawn to both-business and the arts
and may have difficulty making up
your mind between the two. Often
inspired, usually dynamic, you're
capable of work that's ahead of its
time. You also have a strong desire to
help others and may become involved
in a humanitarian pursuit. Birthdate
of: Hirohito, Japanese emperor; Duke
Ellington, jazz great; and William
newspaper
Hearst,
Randolph
publisher.

New ideas are forthcoming about
career interests, but today it may be
difficult to complete routine tasks.
Some may have to deal with a
sensitive co-worker.

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
You'll soon be making an important
investment decision. Disruptions at
home may preoccupy you for a while
today A family member may require
extra consideration.

SAGITTARIUS

d

(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
Moodiness and temperament can
get in the way of accomplishment
today. It may be difficult now to get
your ideas across to others. Travelers
meet with extra expense.

CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)

Junior Jam Day for high school
juniors and their families will be
from 9:45 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at
Murray State University.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Spring Camper
Roundup at Hillman Ferry Campground from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.; Iron
Industry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m., Sheep Shearing and Wool
Working from 1 to 4 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Hummers Galore
at 1:30 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center; Wagon Rides at 1:30 and
2:30 p.m. at Empire Farm; Stargazing at 8 p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor Center.
Sunday, April 30
Gospel singing featuring The
King's Sons will be at 2 p.m. at
Oak Grove Baptist Church.
Dr. J. Phillip Landgrave will present a concert/worship experience
at 7 p.m. at First Baptist Church.
The Singles Organizational Society will meet at 1 p.m. for lunch at
Hong Kong Restaurant and later
attend matinee at Cheri Theatre,
Murray. For information call Pamela at 753-7638.
Alcoholics Anonymous will have
a closed meeting at 4 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
Deadline for families to apply to
participate in local Habitat for
Humanity is today. Applications
are available at Calloway Public
Library, Department of Human
Resources and downtown banks.
For information call 753-3824.
-United Methodist Cooperating
Ministry will sponsor a countywide gathering from 2:30 to 4:30
p.m. at Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church.

Sunday, April 30
•
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and Wool
Working from 1 to 4 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850: Sheep Shearing
from I to 4 p.m.and Wagon Rides
at 1:30 and 2:30 p.m. at Empire
Farm; LBL Wildlife at 2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center; Spring
Camper Roundup at Hillman Ferry
Campground.
Monday, May 1
Forum for candidates for mayor
and county judge/executive will be
at 7 p.m. at Willis Center. This is
sponsored by NAACP Chapter.
Film on Habitat for Humanity
will be shown at 4:30 p.m. on Murray Cablevision 34.
Workshop for Kentucky Retired
Teachers Association will be at
9:30 a.m. at Shoney's of Murray.
Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will meet at 7 p.m. at
Annex of Calloway Public Library.
Murray Woman's Club will have
a general meeting with Pat Geveden, state president, as speaker at
6:45 p.m.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
Bible class (nondenominational)
will meet at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center.
Parents Anonymous will meet at
6 p.m. For inforrnation call
753-0082.
Hazel and•Vvillis Centers will he
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
Groups of First 'Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7 p.m. as follows: Lottie Moon with Pauline
Waggener and Betty Sledd with
Pam Williams.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Exercise Class at
10:45 a.m.; "Saints Alive" at 11
a.m.; WISECOUNSEL at 7 p.m.

West Kentucky Playwrights'
Festival will be at 2 p.m. at Playhouse in Murray-Calloway County
Park. For information call
759-1752.
Auditions for "A Chorus Line"
will be at 7 p.m, and for "Fools"
and "Ah, Wilderness!" at 8 p.m. at
Playhouse in Murray-Calloway
County Park. For information call
759-1752.
Baby Fair will be from 12 noon
to 4 p.m. in lobby of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Marshall County Community
Theater Guild will present "Mixed
Nuts" at 2 p.m. at Forgotten Past,
Highway 68, three miles south of
Draffenville.
Annual Blue-Gold Football
Game will be at 2 p.m. in StO,vart
Stadium, Murray State University.
Murray State University Chamber Orchestra will present a concert
at 3:30 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
Admission is free.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at

We are pleased to announce
that Susan Crass, bride-elect ot
William Howard Jr., has made
her domestic and houseu•are
selections from our bridal registry.
Susan and William will be
married May 13, 1989.

Girl Watcher's Girlfriend Sees
Her Future as Nothing but Hurt
By Abigail Van Buren
state. They are nice people. hut apparently they had never been to a
classy restaurant. Well, we took them
to one.
They ate heartily, then just before
we left the restaurant, one of the
cousins emptied the entire contents
of the breadbasket into her oversized
purse! There wer.e rolls. breadsticks,
a few muffins, and some crackers individually wrapped in cellophane. She
even took all the packets of a rtificial
sweetener!
When she saw the look of disapproval on my face, she said. "There's
nothing wrong v, ith taking these
things: you're paying for them. And
besides, I understand it's against the
law for restaurants to serve anything
a second time: once its been on the
table. if nobody eats it. it has to be
thrown out
Is that true or not'?
EMBARRASSED RELATIVE
•
DEAR EMBARRASSED: According to Jimmy Murphy, proprietor of "Jimmy's," one of the
classiest restaurants in Beverly
Calif.:"Laws vary from state
to state, but the local board of
DEAR GIRLFRIEND: How health requires that unwrapped
wise you are to realize that this rolls and muffins may be served
one fault is important enough to only once. If they are not eaten,
stop you from marrying Michael. they must be thrown out. HowI receive letters every day from ever, packaged foods, such as
married women who are miser- crackers sealed in cellophane,
able because their husbands may be served again. And rarely
never overcame the habit ofstar- do diners take home what's left
in the breadbasket. But should
ing at girls.
Michael is mistaken. It does they ask, the waiter will gladly
wrap it to go."
hurt to look — it hurts you. And
don't let him lay a guilt trip on
you for feeling jealous and insecure. His"looking"causes you to
feel this way.
"How to Write Letters for All OccaGirlie magazines and porn sions" provides sample letters ofcongratuvideos, yet? If it's marriage you lations,thank-you.,. condolences. resumes
want, you need a more mature and business letters — even how to write a
love letter! It also includes how to properly
man than Michael.

DEAR ABBY: I have been dating
this goy I'll call Michael f9r two years.
I really love him. but he does something that simply kills me! He's a
heavy girl watcher.
When we're out in public, whether
it's at the movies, restaurant, bar or
lust walking down the street. he stares
at girls constantly — paying no attention to me or what I'm saying. Its
like I'm not even there.
I mentioned a few times how hurt
I feel when I see him staring at other
girls, but he says. "It doesn't hurt to
look- — then he tells me ifs jealousy
and insecurity on my part.
I know he'll never change. His
friends act the same way. I don't even
want to think about what goes on
when he hangs out, with the boys. For
someone who's 31 years old, he acts
like a high school boy.
Abby. I love him, but I can't see
myself marrying a man who stares at
girls when we're together-id makes
me feel like nothing. I feel used. By
the way, Michael is obsessed with
girlie magazines and porn videos.
Please help me.
MR7HAEL'S GIRLFRIEND

DEAR ABBY: My wife had some
cousins visiting her from a distant

Facts on diets
are discussed
by Dr. Forbes

address clergymen, government officials,
dignitaries, widows and others. To order,
send your name and address, plus check or
'money order for $2.89153:1.39 in Canada to:
Abby's Letter Booklet,P.O. Box 447,Mount
Morris. III. 61054. $ Postage is included.

EASY-TO-INSTALL.

ROCHESTER, N.Y. (AP) —
Can real people on real diets "keep
the lean, lose the fat?"
No, says Dr. Gilbert Forbes of
the University of Rochester's Medical Center.
"Whenever people lose significant amounts of body weight, they
lose some lean tissue in addition to
the fat," he says. "Conversely,
when people gain weight, most is
in the form of fat, but a small proportion is lean tissue. Most obese
people have not only larger stores

• Check our
prices
before
you buy!
• Over 125
units in
stock.

of fat, but larger hearts, livers, kidneys, spleens and pancreases. Their
skeletons are heavier, too. Probably
the larger organs and heavier frame
help support the extra weight.''
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MAY 3

TruLife representative
Evelyn Karasck will be
available to show you
the entire line of Tru1,ife mastectomy proMs. Karasek is
ducts.
a certified fitter with
over 30 years experience
in the fitting of breast
prosthesis.

—1912PoinirfilENTS REComMENDED—
CAL 1- (502) 753-8055—

Need to replace a worn-out
tub or shower, add a bathroom to
that new upstairs addition, or turn
( .,your unused closet into an extra
shower? Now you can. Remodeling
units by Aqua Glass install in two easy pieces
and can fit spaces from 32" to 60". They're
perfect for hard-to-reach areas and fit easily
through a standard door way. Choose from a
wide variety of colors.
Selection - Quality - Service

208 E. Main

753-3361
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Today's new ideas about job
interests make a lot of sense.
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LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
15
4
1
A new subject could completely
engage your attention today. Feelings
are easily hurt in romance. Be
sensitive to the others' feelings.
Pleasure pursuits may be expensive.

Saturday, April 29
pients at 6 p.m. on mid-level
lounge, Curris Center; MSU Alumni banquet at 7 p.m. at 7 p.m. at
Curris Center.
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VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept22)
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Coming community events'are announced
Friday, April 28
Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge. This is
for members only.
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Newton says UK can expect 'serious' penalties
P.J. Carlesimo calls a timeout
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky Athletics
Director C.M. Newton has predicted the NCAA will
levy harsh.. penalties against the school's basketball
program for rules violations, while Scion Hall coach
P.J Carlesimo apparently has asked the University of
Kentucky for a little time to clear his head and consider whether to become the Wildcats' next basketball
.oach
'It we are found guilty of a major violation, there
he serious penalties," Newton said 1 hursday. "In
opinion. there will he some tindings 01 major
, at;ons
1 ticininimarn penalty under NCAA rules will he
ot probation and one year of sanctions.
;WO
- and probablv wou:d
Sc:i.:.0:.. could include
ade
no postseason play, no telc‘ision. limits on
•
scholarships and so on."
'

Newton's comments at a meeting of the Lexington
Rotary Club — and similar ones made Tuesday at a
meeting of the Elizabethtown Rotary Club — constituted the first time that a UK official had speculated
openly about the extent of the penalty.
Newton stressed that he was just giving his own
opinion and had no inside information on the NCAA's
Committee on Infractions' ongoing deliberations. L'K
oficials met with the committee and the NCAA enforcement staff last weekend in Charleston, S.C., for a
hearing about the 18 charges the NCAA has leveled
against the basketball program. The committee's final
deeislon is expected in mid-May.
Newton told the crowd of approximately 300 at the
Rotar Club meeting that difficult times would con:lime for t•K's basketball team.
'We need sour support through some tough times,

and believe me, there are going to be some tough
times," he said. "But the scandal of the early and mid
'50s (in which UK was heavily penalized because of
alleged point-shaving) taught me one thing about Kentucky folks. It taught me the embarrassment that can
come when things arc not right ... but it also taught me
how tough people hang through bad times.'
• • •
Carlesimo, who led Seton Hall to the NCAA
championship game, met Thursday with school officials and his returning basketball players in South
Orange, N.J. and was quoted as telling them that
nothing has been finalized.
"All he told us is he went down there and talked
with people," junior forward Frantz Volcy said after
the 15-minute meeting with the haggard-looking
Carlesimo.
Scion Hall athletic director Larry Keating said Carlesimo faces "a very tough decision," and it could he
a couple of days before anything is decided.

Lakers start Scholar-athletes
standing tall

A source close to Kentucky, however, said Carlesimo's selection will be announced before the NCAA
hands down sanctions.
Those at Scton Hall maintained Carlesimo was still
mulling a Kentucky offer that could pay him two to
three times more than his current annual $250,000 salary' at Scton Hall.
"He just hasn't made up his mind," assistant coach
Bruce Hamburger said: "It's his decision."
Carlesimo met with Keating for two to three hours
Thursday afternoon after taking a plane from
Washington, where he was a guest speaker at the banquet for the Georgetown basketball team.
"I don't know' what their timetable is," Keating
said of Kentucky. "I would think they would want it
settled as soon as possible. I think he (P.J.) has asked
for time for considering and that's what's happening."
After meeting with Keating, Carlesimo walked into
Walsh Gymnasium about 4:30 p.m. EDT, his sports
ICont'd on page 9)

By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer

John escapes jam;
Easley allows slam

it's tie playotts. time for the
:rim; and aging to stand tall. Time
'or the Los Angeles Lakers to take
cnarge.
'I be:ic‘c, this team truly steps
to another leYel in the playoffs:
;:icy're used to winning, they're
addicted to it,' Lakers coach Pat
Riley said -thursday night after the
two-time NBA champions beat the
Portland Trail Blazers 128-108 in
:heir hest-of-5 series opener. "1
think this team's been written off,
but the haven't written themselves
off.
"People say this team is old,
scnile. finished. We can't let those
;:gs afiect
Thev ddn•; let anvthing the
arcs dJ affect them. 'Magic
.1..,nnson had 30 points and 16
assists. Byron Scott chipped in
29 points and Mychal Thump'ii carrie 0!.f the bench to•score 20.
"Vex said he really wanted a
Iron-, me, both offensively and
cns.ve:v. hci:ause I'm a veteran
Scott a.d. "and I felt like I

Compiled From AP Reports
Even after 288 career victories,
Tommy John never takes a win for
granted. Rookie reliever Logan
Easley is learning never to take a
strikeout for granted, either.
John allowed two runs in eightplus innings but needed Dave
Righetti to get out of a basesloaded jam in the ninth as the New'
York Yankees beat the Kansas City
Royals 3-2 Thursday night.
"My stomach was churning and
my palms were sweaty, John said.
'.1 felt like 1 was just an inch away
from having a great game go down
the drain.'
Easley, of the Pittsburgh Pirates,
had an 0-2 count against Carmelo
Martinez when he went for the kill
— and Martinez hit a grand slam
home run to key an 8-1 win by the
San Diego Padres.
Martinez had swung hard at two
split-fingered fastballs from Easley.
"They were good pitches,"
Martinez said. "I looked had on
them."

Ie [.:i'K,:7• are trying to become
firs; team to deliver three eon-.
.ati%e NBA championships since
,ston in 196-.3-66.
— We came in prepared and
Riley said. "We were
nine of winning seven of our
arid five in a row (to end
season). We just con rt:ga
The I
';enc‘,27 I

control early.
ad rallied. Los
would spurt

5-0 during the regn against the Trail B]az',-T, at home yersias
n the deade.
Ce Drel..er paced Port.an-d
and Jerome Kersey
•
,per,ers. it was:
.;0 to
,s
\lit,n
:he Goiden Slate W.,177,ors over
1,:tah Jai/
• the Atlanta Hawk;
wraukee's slowed tempo with, a
.i0-92 victory over the Be. ,s•
getsand the New Y,rk
ting a season-high 34 pon.:.
Gerald Wilkins and 26 i'7H7.: P4:
H)2 -96
rick Ewing in
over
the Philadeflpha
Tonight. it's Boston a; Detroit.
Seattle at
Ch...a,:io at
Jeveland

Murray State cross-country track athlete Kathy Mueller (left) and baseball player Dan McNamara are
shown with \1St. president Kala Stroup after ruirking the Scholar-.Athlete awards during Wednesday's
All Sports Banquet.

Murray High claims court win
tigers clinched their
...i Wilson and Sims
la\ and Woods 8-3 in the
won ;he
set after Haskins and
: trimmed Ssxton and
'1 rra IiHgn. 'won the
af:crn.non:,.our'. ,on.•
as 's 5 at No. 1. Canoway won
l'A,) 7
dui:hies as well, with
Pittman defeating Hurt. Haverstock 8-5.
ilask r5 an. C J, ,ey Baas, ea.
In e\hib[tion play. Haverstock
Tracey Walters 8-2.
;:;t:
Housden downed Anne Paul
and Leers
-2 in the s-.4 and Wilkins-liousden defeated
5-4 Ln g,ris.
i'aa] Walters 8-2.
13t:1h '.\ ..nn
,0r. the boys*
of the matchMit.hcHdos ed
Baust downed \lurray's Josh
;r, the 8,0. 5 sin,
(
at No. 1 for CallotInk sinA,IYs onl.s singles win.
\lurrav then took a 5-1 lead with
Ihc Le Iigers. meanwnHe.
ree M'ahzaniares LIating Billy
'dr. 8-6 win bx Kim Sexton Ja..k Haskins 8-3. Russ Adkins
er F(Cht:LCa H.c \lolIv SIMS' downing Jay Newton 8-2, Brent
'Ain iiser san Lax. Catherine Keller beating Ra Roberts 8-5,
tiebreaker
{).1K:L2A's
Aaron Whitaker gen.ng by Brian
c'T April Woojs and Caillt:TV.,,.• Eels 8-2 and Chris Portner edging
H.7';'• 8-4 w ri iiser Julie Pittniiaii • Rob Dennis- 9iake a 4-2 Icad going into d
In Ji"cs n..
Calloway's
k:cs aetion
andHas., :efeated AdkStaff Report

Murray ..edger & T mos Sports

FOR MAYOR OF MURRAY KY.
kl‘e 6
.01°1 ec:Otc

ins and Keller at No. 1 doubles but
Murray's Manzanares-Whitaker
edged Baust-Roberts 9-7 in a tiebreaker,. Brian Carroll and Dusty
Rader defeated Calloway's DennisEels in the third doubles set.
Murray's Damon Cohoon (8-2),
David Gish (8-3), Joel Johnson
(8-3) and the doubles team of
Michael Hornback and Michael
Carr'(9-7) all._ iw.on in exhibition
play.
•

•

•

BASEBALL
The Calloway County ,Lakers
improved their record to 15-5
Thursday with a 12-4 comeback
win over Graves County at
Calloway.
The Eagles were leading the
Lakers 3-1 in the third inning when
the Calloway crew punched four
runs across to take a 5-3 lead.
The Lakers then pulled away
from a 6-4 score by. scoring six
runs in the sixth inning.
Greg Lassiter doubled in the
third and scored on Alan Bazzelf's
single. After Robert "Pookie"
Jones was hit by a pitch, Joey
Waller walloped a long single to
drive in both runners and put Calloway on top. Waller scored after a
walk to David Potts when pitcher
Travis Turner lofted a sacrifice fly.
In the sixth, Allen Miller got the
rally rolling with a single, followed
by walks to Benji Kelly and Patrick
Orr.
Lassiter then drilled his second
(Coned on page 9)

With the bases loaded and
nobody out, Easley went for the
kill on 0-2, figuring he might be
able to rel. a strikeout. Instead,
Martinez lined the pitch into the
left field seats for his third home
run of the season.
"It's a funny game," Martinez
said. "When you try to hit them, it
doesn't happen. I shortened up a
little and tried to make contact. I
knew I hit it good. I've been waiting this whole series to hit a ball
hard."
John, who will be 46 on May 22,
allowed seven hits, walked two and
struck out five as the Yankees
snapped Kansas City's five-game
winning streak.
But things got a little shaky in
the nintb.
John took a four-hitter and a 3-1
lead into the inning, but Kevin
Seitzer led off with a double and
scored on Jim Eisenreich's single.
Danny Tartabull then followed
with a single to chase John with
none out.

Flyers tie NHL series 6-2
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — The
Philadelphia Flyers got some help
from an unexpected source to force
a seventh game with the Pittsburgh
Penguins for the NHL Patrick Division title.
It was no surprise when Philadelphia's Tim Kerr scored the
first two goals of the game Thursday night as the Flyers beat the
Penguins 6-2 to tie the best-of-7
series at three games apiece.
"He's the guy we look to score
the big goals," Flyers coach Paul
Holmgren said. "He did that
tonight."
But Holmgren's tone left no
doubt he was more than a little surprised at the player who scored
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PETE WALDROP

'85 Lincoln Town Car
Only 37,xxx Certified Miles!!!
Lady owned, Tn. car. Medium blue with navy blue
velour. Loaded!,

"A Man For Murray In Every Way"

McNutt Motor Sales, Inc.

Paid for by the Candidate
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Pre-Owned

Righetti relieved and Pat Tabler
moved the runners up with a sacrifice bunt. After pinch-hitter Bill
Buckner was intentionally walked,
George Brett pinch hit and lofted a
short fly to left field that failed to
advance the runners.
Righetti then got White to hit a
forceout grounder to short to end
the game for his third save.
Elsewhere in the American
League:
• Mark McGwire hit two home
runs as Oakland rallied to beat visiting Baltimore 9-4.
• Fred McGriff drove in four
runs with a three-run homer and a
triple, leading Toronto past Seattle
6-1.
Mariners rookie Ken Griffey Jr.
had his streak of eight hits in eight
straight at-bats end when he
walked in the second inning. The
walk extended Griffey's streak of
reaching base to 11 straight times,
but that ended when he struck out
in the fifth. His 8-for-8 streak tied
the club record.
• Claudell Washington drove in
four runs with a homer and single
as California routed visiting Detroit
10-3.
• Ozzie Guillen's triple scored
Steve Lyons with two outs in the
16th inning, as Chicago beat Boston 3-1 at Fenway Park in the Red
Sox' longest (five hours, nine
minutes) game in nearly eight
years.
In the National League:
• Chicago snapped a nine-game
losing streak to Los Angeles at
Wrigley Field as Greg Maddux
pitched a five-hitter to beat Orel
Hershiser 1-0.
• Scott Terry won his third
straight game ancli. went 3-for-3
with a three-run homer as St. Louis
defeated visiting San Francisco
10-1
Terry, 3-1, retired 12 of the first
13 batters and didn't allow a hit
until Kevin Mitchell tripled with
two out in the fourth. Terry gave
up eight hits over eight innings
with Dan Quisenbcrry pitching the
ninth.

759-1839

700 Main

goals three and five — Derrick
Smith.
Smith, a fifth-year NHL veteran,
came into this season's playoffs
with eight post-season goals in 56
games. He had never scored two
playoff goals in a game.
"Derrick has to work a lot harder for goals," Holmgren said. "I'm
glad to see it pay off. He's an
excellent forechecker."
The Flyers beat the Penguins
after enduring a hockey nightmare
in Tuesday's 10-7 loss in Game 5.
Mario Lemieux, the league's top
scorer, tied NHL records with five
goals and eight points for
Pittsburgh.

Chiefs rout
Benton 10-1
The girls' under-14 Chiefs
blasted the under-12 Benton boys
in Thursday's action, posting a
10-1 victory with half of the Chief
goals coming from Vanessa
Sammons.
Kim Johnson and Carrie Bell
each added two goals for the
Chiefs, while Jill Miller scored the
tenth. Johnson had three assists,
Sara Fitts two, and Maggie Snyder
and Iris Sewell one each.
Defensively, credit went to Leah
Stuart and Maggie Snyder, while
Iris and Lena Sewell combined for
six saves in goal.
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Pistons and Lakers expected to slug it out again in NBA
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Compiled From AP Reports
Hubie Brown is expecting a rematch in this year's NBA Finals
"I think you're going to sec Detroit and L.A.again," the CBS commentator
said.
Last year, the Lakers beat the Pistons in seven games to win then second
straight NBA championship This year, the Pistons had the best record in the
league (63-19) and the Lakers were best in the West (57-25).
"Detroit has to be the heavy favorite in the East," said Brown who just
completed his first season as CBS' top NBA analyst.
"The intimidation factor is only part of it. They have a monster defense,
they're nine veterans deep and they're talent is scary. Plus, they know how to
win on the road."
• • •
CBS starts its playoff coverage Saturday afternoon with Game 2 of the
-..Philadelphia-New York senes and continues with a Sunday doubleheader lealining Chicago-Cleveland followed by Boston-Detroit or Ponland-Los Angeles.
• • •
The Denver Nuggets are limping into the NBA playoffs.
The Nuggets, who meet the Phoenix Suns in the first round, have so many
injunes that an assistant coach had to fill in at point guard dunng two workouts
this week.
"This is not a great situation right now," said head coach Doug Moe, whose
team opens a best-of-5 series at Phoenix Friday night. "We've got a chance to
have everybody back by Friday, but we won't be 100 percent."
Danny Schayes has a badly sprained ankle, Michael Adams and Darwin
Cook have tender hamstnngs, and Walter Davis has a sore groin muscle.
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EASTERN CONFERENCE

FIRST ROUND (Best of 5 series)

(Best of 5 series) FIRST ROUND

13,,,t9n
iDetroit
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Los Angeles
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Seattle
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1989

NBA

Denver
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Phoenix
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Golden State
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• • •

Larry Bird did not accompany the Boston Celtics to Detroit for the firstround playoff series which starts Fnday night, officials of the NBA team said
Thursday.

Murray...

rn;
im

WESTERN CONFERENCE

(Coned from page 8)
double, chasing Miller and Kelly
home, and Bazzell followed with
another double to score Orr and
Lassiter.
Jones then clubbed his fourth
home run of the season to end the
six-run rally.
Turner, 2-1, struck out five and
walked two while allowing four
Eagle hits and three earned runs.
Kevin Turner came on in relief to
.pick up his third save of the year.
Lassiter was 2-for-4 with two
doubles, Jones was 2-for-4 with a
triple, home run and three RBIs,
and Bazzell drove in three RBIs
while going 3-for-4.
Calloway's scheduled game with
Mayfield this afternoon has been
cancelled due to Mayfield's prom.
The Lakers host Hopkinsville
Saturday at 1 p.m. in a varsityjunior varsity doubleheader, while
Murray High School hosts Fulton
County in a doubleheader, also on
Saturday.
• •

•

The Murray State Thoroughbreds
teed off against regional rival
Southern Illinois University Thursday at MSU, snapping a five-game
skid with an 18-2 rout of the
Salukis.
Willie Wilder opened the bottom
of the first with the first of his two
home runs to give MSU a 1-0 lead
and two SIU errors, a wild pitch
and four mo:-e 'Bred hits — including Paul Alegre's triple — paved
the way to a 6-0 rally in the first.
SIU committed five errors in the
game, four in the first three
innings, while Murray's defense
was perfect behind the pitching of
staff ace Mitch Grogan, who
improved to 7-2 with the win.
Wilder drove in three runs with
his two home runs while Alegre
added a home run for four RBIs on
the day. Dale Dunn also had four
RBIs for Murray State, as the
'Breds pounded out 18 hits.
Alegre, Dunn, Dan McNamara
and Gary Keepes each had three
hits in the game.
Murray's game with Belmont
scheduled for tomorrow has been
cancelled. The 'Breds take on SIU
in Carbondale on Tuesday and host
SEMO on Thursday.

Newton...
(Coned from page 8)
In Lexington, Kentucky athletic
director C.M. Newton told reporters that "P.J. has to back off from
it. You need to clear your head, see
what other questions you've got
and try to get them answered.'
Kentucky went before the NCAA
Committee on Infractions last
weekend at Charleston, S.C., to
allegations of wrongdoing the past
two seasons under Eddie Sutton,
who was forced to resign in March
after guiding the team for four
years.
NCAA officials indicated any
penalties levied against the school
would be announced in the weeks
Of two.
A source told The Associated
Press that Kentucky wanted to have
Carlesimo under contract before
the NCAA report.
Kentucky officials denied Thursday that Carlesimo had been
offered the position.
"I'm going on with the process
(of hiring a coach)," Newton said.
Before Carlesimo could be hired,
however, the move would have to
be approved by the University of
Kentucky Athletics Association,
the school's governing board.
Chris Cameron, Kentucky's
sports information director, said an
athletics association meeting has
not been planned by the school.
"There's nothing going on
today, I can assure you," Cameron
said.

4

Utah

New York

SCOREBOARD
The Insurance Center
of Murray

-Grand -Opening_

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

of our new facilities

"Your more than one company agency."

901 Sycamore

Saturday, April 29th

753-8355

David King

Free
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
GB
W
L Pct
LbO
10 9 .526
—
z-6-4
11 10 524
—
64
1
9 10 474
5-5
z-6-4
9 12 429
2
9 13 409
3-7
27,
7 12 368
3
2-8
7 12 368
3
5-5
Weir Division
W
L Pct
GB
L10
15 4 789
—
z-7-3
16
1
7 696
8-2
3
6-4
13 8 619
12 10 545
z-6-4
9 10 474
6
z-4-6
9 14 391
8
4-6
8 13 381
8
28

Milwaukee
Balt more
Boston
New York
Toronto
Cleveland
Detroit
Texas
Oakland
Kansas City
California
Minnesota
Searle
Chicago

Streak Horne Away
Won 3
7- 5 3 -1
Lost 1
6 2 5 a
Lost 1
6 6 3 4
Won 1
2 6 7 6
Won 1
4- 5 5- 8
Lost 4
3 7 4 5
Lost 2
4- 5 3- 7
Streak Home Away
Won 3
6. 2 9- 2
Won 1 10- 3 6- 4
8- 4 5- 4
Lost 1
Won 2
8-6 4.4
Lost 5
6-3 3- 7
Lost 1
5- 6 4- 8
Won I
2- 7 6-6

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
L Pct
GB LID Streak
— Jew 7-3 Won 4
10 9 526
10 9 526
—
z-6-4 Won c
10 10 500
7,
2-8 Won 1
7,
10 10 .500
4-6 Lost 2
10 11 476
1
z-5-5 Lost 2
8 13 381
3
4-6 Lost 3
West Division
W
L Pot
GB L10 Streak
11
8 579
—
z-6-4 Won 2
13 10 565
—
7-3 Won 4
11 10 524
1
z-7-3 Lost 1
11 10 521
1
z-4-6 Lost 2
10 12 455
24
4-6 Lost 3
10 12 455
24
5-5 Won 2

New York
St Louis
Chicago
Philadelphia
Montreal
Pittsburgh
Cinonnat
San Diego
Los Angeles
San Franosco
Atlanta
Houston
0-denotes first game was a en

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Thursday's Games
Oakland 9 Baltimore 4
New York 3, Kansas City 2
Toronto 6, Seattle 1
California 10 Detroit 3
Chicago 3. Boston 1. 16 innings
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Cnicago at New York, 6.30 p
Cleveland at kennesota, 705 p.m
kalwaukee at Kansas City. 7.35 pm
Boston at Texas. 7:35 pm
Toronto at Caitornia, 905 p.m
Baltimore at Seattle. 9.05 p.m
Detroit at Oakland, 9'35 p.m.
Saturday's Games
Detroit f Alexander 3-0) at Oakland (Stewart 4-03.
3 05 p m
Chicago (Long 1.2) at New York (LaPoint 2-1),
6 30 p m
thlwaukee (August 1-4) at Kansas City (Saberhagen 2-21. 7 05 pm
Cleveland (Farrell 0-1) at Minnesota (Viola 0-33,
7 05 p m
Boston (Gardner 0-1) at Texas ,(Hough 2-1). 735
pm
Toronto (Key 2-2) atrilifornia (Abbott 1-2). 905
pin
Baltimore (S inch 1-2) at Seattle (Langston
2 3), 905 p
Sunday's Games
Cidago at New York, t230 pm
C veland at Aennesota, 1 15 pm
kkiwaukee at Kansas City. 1 35 p m
Boston at Texas 205 pm
Toronto at California 305 p m.

Horn. Away
8- 3 2- 6
8- 5 2- 4
7, 4 3- 6
4- 3 6- 7
7- 2 3- 9
5. 7 3- 6
Horne
6- 4
4 6
6- 4
6- 4
5- 4
5- 7

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Thursday's Games
St Louis 10. San Francisco 1
Chicago 1, Los Angeles 0
San Diego 8, Pittsburgh 1
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
San Diego at Chicago, 120 p.m.
San Francisco at Pittsburgh, 605 pro
Atlanta at Montreal, 6'35 p.m
Cinonnati at Philadelphia, 635 p
New York at Houston. 7 35 p m
Los Angeles at St. Louis. 7 35 p m
Saturday's Games
Cincinnati (Jackson 1-4) at Phdaa,,L,nla
(M Maddox 0-03, 12-20 p m
Los Angeles lValenzuela 0-21 at St LOUIS
1 ,1). 1220 p m
Atlanta (Glavine 3-0) at Montreal (0 Smith 2-0),
12.35 pm
San Francisco (Carrells 2-11 at Pittsburgh ikrarner 0-0), 12 35 p.m.
San Diego (Bielecki 1-1) at Chicago I lerrell 2-23.
6 35 p m
New York (Darling 0-3) at Houston (Knepper
1-3). 735 p.m
Sunday's Games
Atlanta at Montreal, 12.35 pm
Cinannati at Philadelphia, 1235 p rr
San Francisco at Pittsburgh, 12 35 p rn
San Diego at Chicago. 120 pm
New York at Houston, 1.35 p m
Los Angeles at St Louis, 7 35 p m

Sports In Brief
TENNIS
Ivan Lendl continued his sweep through the sight-lean held at the AT&T Challenge tennis tournament with a
6-3. 6-1 victory over Andres GomeZ in Atlanta In other matches. Andre Agassi oefeated Michael Chang, 6-1,
6-0 and Yannick Noah defeated Bred Gilbert 6-2, 6-4
• • •
Mils Wilindor arid Bone Becker. the top two seeds, played streaky tennis but ski quaited tor the quartert
nee of the 1607,500 Monte Carlo Open 1•11M1 tournament Mien:Jim, ranked second in the wood, raw Of four
games in a row in both the first arid second sets to beat Uruguay's Marcelo Filippini 6-4. 6-4 while the No 2
seeded Becker won six straight games in his victory over No 16 Jordi Arrese of Spain 6-1. 6-3. Other winners
included sight -seeded Guillermo Perez-Roldan, 101h-seeded Ronald Agenor of Ham, 13th-seeced Horst
SkoH of Austna and No 14 Alberto Mancini of Argentina
BASEBALL
A young man let to his death onto a concrete walkway at (Kansas City) Royals Stadium after he tned to do a
handstand on a railing in the uppermost portion of the stadium Mike Wurzer, 20, died a short trne lame, at
Truman Medical Center, said Virginia Erickson. director of $hift operatons for the hospital. Ms 6ncsson sad
-Mazer apparently died from a broken neck
• . •
Jose Comma() pleaded innocent to gun possession charges and gonad autographs for court ofi,c,als and
Oakland Athletics tans in a brief San Francisco courtroom appearance. Municipal Judge David A. Garcia set a
prearnnary heanng for June 8, released the 24-year-old Canseco on his own recognizance and reeL,rned
15,000 bail.

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 So. SYCAMORE

753-8355

SPRING SPECIAL
Auto Air Conditioner Service
Price Includes:
Up To 3 Lbs. Freon,
One Oil Change, Leak Check and
a System Diagnosis.

95

9

Offer Good thru May 15

Offering A Complete Line Of
Do-It-Yourself Retail Products
For Home, Pets & Garden
Stop By And See Our New Facilities Today

c Ge
ontro

5 Points

Murra , K .

753-3571

McGee Chemical
Company

Servicing West Ky. Since 2958
753-0414

Hwy. 641 N.

753-3914

°Sale
Inside/Outside
April 28 & 29th
Outside
Inside

the store in the
parking lot

Dennison-Hunt's
Annual Garage
Sale
-- Closeouts
-- Discontinued
Items
-- Odd Sizes

the store

20%
OFF

Everything
All Items
Throughout
Way Belqw
The Store!
Cost!

DENNISON HUNT
1203
Chestnut
Street

SERVICE CENTER

•

71••mr•t•
,

Away
5 4
9- 4
5- 6
5- 6
5- 8
5- 5

Detroit at Oakland, 3 05 p m
Baltimore at Seattle. 335 p m

PriZes

Refreshments

SPO(FeiirllpsapIODS

Murray
Kentucky
753-8844

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"

•

•

•

t:

.
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Church Directory

s
Sy'
•r "-es'

.
SINK1NG SPftlNi,
Morning Vrorship
II 06 a nt
1..•ening Aorship
7 30 p m
SPRING CREEIS
Sunday School
10 00 a In
Morning Mors/up
1 i 00 a III
11 45 p 0,
Ev•ning Worship
Training t'neon
6 (I0 p 0,
ST JOHN
Morning Worship
it 30 a 0,
Sunday School
10 45 a m
SUGAR (REEFS
It at a rt.
Morning Worslup

ADVEIMSTII
SE% ENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sot II 15 • m
Sabbath School
Sat 11 00 a m
Aorsrup

IIAPTIIST
BLOOD RIVF:ft
Mornmg Norship
II 00• m
Esening Aorsrup
4 00 pm
CI-1E HMI.' CORNER
Sandal Sehoal
Wiroslup
GIsards I rued.
Wedmsds

253-2411

mu'

CHARLIE'S

DISCOUNT PHARMACY

-

SA

We Con I Afford To Be Less Than The Best"

Charlie Adams, Pharmacist

753-4175
Tirossi

610414111.114 At Whanell ,Aaross Fe411111 1.041.10'

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping

Carroll
Tire Inc.
753-1489 - 1105 Pogue ('2 Block East of 12th)

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop

• Cortif ittel
Iiroch•r
•CuStOm Orelors
•Suppli•S

Hours: Tues. & Thur.
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
& 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.

RI

1

Murray

753-2540

WAI:MART
CENTRAL CENTER

759-9945
PARKER
FORD
LINCOLN
MERCURY

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN
701 Mom St.

753-5273

COMPLIMENTS OF

TAYLOR SEED CO.
Lynn Grove Road

753-5742

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller Rd.

MARTHA'S
HUH-BURGER
Open Mon -Sat 5 a.m -8 p m
Sun
413 S

6 a m -2 p m
759-1648

4th

am
pm
pm
p.m

CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
10 00• m
Sunday School
Worship
II 00 a m
Mornmg
Col-1i A ATE ft
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
• 00 pm
1.:Yenusg Services
COLD% ATER BAPTIST
CHINCH
468• m
Sunday School
11 La In
Morning Servo..
Evening Services
41 00 pm
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
4 30 p m
Aredriesday Sem
Sunday School
10 00• m
11 OD • m
Worship Semi,e
600pm
Sunday Night
ELM GROVE BAPTISTTIST
i 1 00• m
Morning Worship
II 46 p m
Everting Worship
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
11 OD• m
St••rriusg Worship
6 30 pm
Evening %orship
FAITH BAPTIST
11 OU a m
Allornirtg Worship
6 On p m
Evening Worship
FIR-IT BAPTIST
9 30 a m
Sunday School
Worship
10 45 a rn & 7 p m
6 00 pm
Church Training
FLINT BAPTIST
10 00 a rr.
Sunday School
11 Olt a m
Morning Worship
6 46 p m
Evening Worship
BAPTIST
.1RACE
il 46 a ni
Sunday School
10 4.5 a 0,
Morning Worship
Singing Eve Worship 6 00 p 0.

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
201 S. 3rd.

10
II am •6
S
7

1itYk I,Ftw
s214
1
rlAt!-Irr..45/P m
ki'.
Sunday School
V 41 • Ils
i0 411 a to
Morning Norship
6 It p 0,
Evening 'Worship
A edneeday M id ,ii% reit
7 III p f,
Servlee
VICTORY BAPTIST
Sunday School
i0 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 Ot, a m
F:vening Worship
6 to p n,
WEST 1.3iRK
Mornpig Worship
11 00 a ni
Sunday Evening
6 00 p ni
A sdnesday Evenirtg 7 00 p in
WERT:SIDE BAPTIST CHI RCH
sunclay School
to i I'l
A orship 10 A ni Atis1 :is Nil ,s s
F v ening Worship

I

CATNOLIC
ST HENRY S
CATHOLIC CHI RCEE
5 00 p in
Saturday
V 00 a m
Sunday.
ST LEO S
"RCN
CATHOILIC CHI
Sunday Masses 4 00 pm Sat
• 00 a m 5•0114.11
II 00a m Sunday

assesTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
ii 30 a m
sunday Sc tool
10 45 a M
A orship
MURRAY (14R1STIAN
FE1-1A0ASHII.
10 30 a m
Worship
Bible School
9 30. m
601.ipm
IS verilrur ServIce

CIIINSTWI SCIINCI
11111VICIS
Farmer Ave & 17th St
Sunday
II
Suriday School
11
7
2nd Ard
12 (1)3
RR 2nd Wed

E ASTA,OOD BAPTIST
CHI:RCH
Sunday School
10 00• m
Morning Norahlp
11 00 a in
Evrning Worship
6 00 p rr
A ectnesday Evening 7 00 p m
HAZEL BAPTIST
A orship
11 00. m
10 00 a m
Sunday School
i '(tarry. Training
5 00 pm
6 OD p m
F.venIng KorsrUp
Ardnesday Evening 7 00 p m
HILLTOP BAPTIST
7unday School
10 00 a m
A orship Service
II OD • m
5 30 p m
Evrning Service
KIFtKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
7 30 p m
I.:Yoram Worship
1.1.11,BETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
10 01Illa rr.
Sunda y. School
Preaching
II Orra in & '
8 00 p in
7 00 p m
Wednesday Night
.
LOCUST GROVES
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
700pm
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
2 00 p m
at Sunday
3rd Sunday
2 00 p m
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10 50 a nit
F. terming Worship
6 Ou p, m
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sun,lay School
9 30 a m
Aorsrup
11 ohm. rn
NEV. MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
II 00 a nit
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
NORTHSII OS
11 (Lam
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
700pm
NEW PROVIDENCE
Si.mday School
10 00• m
Preaching Sere
11 00• m
Nightly Service
6 00 p m

amorco or aunt

501 N 4th

MURRAY MEMORIAL GARDENS
Hwy. 641 North

753-2654

FR ATERNAL ADVANTAGE
MURRAY MOOSE
LODGE #2011

753-6168

VA.
I'GEIATS)

Mausoleum - Cemetery Lots
Complete Counciling Service

510 Main St. 753-2975

BUCK'S BODY SHOP
Auto Body & Frame Work
Established 1945

900 Sycamore

eAtie4.4.... 3

753-5142

ROY'S
DISOUNT PHARMACY
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

THEATRES

Mr It endree Pharmacist
Olympic PIa•a

1008 CHESTNUT

intucky Fried Chicken
Jack Marshall

Franchisee

12th

Call In Orders 753-7101

Try Our Car Wash

No

753 4563

4o
SER
E CENTER

7r.••••
•
•
•
7
.
11,

.••••. •-•••

• -41^ -•
Sy •

Wrecker Service
Air Conditioner Service
Rudy Lovett-Owner
5 Points - 753-3571

STOREY S CHAPEL UNITED
10 00 a m
Sunday. School
11 00. m
Morning "A'ormhip
TEMPLE: HILL UNITE!)
Morning Worship
10 OD a m
Sunday School
II 00• m
14, A Y MEN CHAPEL
AVE CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00• m
II 00 a m
Morning Service
Paatr•r William J Pratt

CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
9 30 a m
Sunday. Sr hoot
to In 4 •••
A4..trg Anroop
NORTHSIDE INDF:Pk:NDENT
McKinney. Road. Dexter
10 00 am
Sunday School
11 00 a no
'Worship
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTF:1E
408 Main Street
0 30 a rt
sunriay S.•11001
10 45 a m
Worship
Wednesday
7p m
i Hr. NEA TEST.SMENT
CHI '1-1.(01 ."1.• %I. RR A Y
10 a m
sunday S• ritoi
11 a ni & 7 p f11
7 is p RI
A rdnesday
700 Iliikii:

,„,„rxhip

Pasta • Sandwiches

rerm r

MURRAY

804 Chestnut

753-6656

Judy's
of Murray
Full Service Florist
110 N. 12th

BETHEL CHAPEL
10 OD a m
Sunday School
ii .. II as 7 p r0
A,07..lp
CALVARY TISMPLE
10 00 a m
Sunday School

,('HI'ft( 11
a III
It a R1 & 4; p 111

It
!
S111111.“ Sr filmsI

A , ,r7t1 ii,

THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST Almo Heights
10 00 a m
Sunday School
Worship Servicell a m & 7 p m
POS
.
TOLIC
FAITH A
'2
S un Ser

Ccddwater
Cfil'RH206
lid
10-11 a m 7 00 p inn

FAITH TABERNACLF:
1 miles east of Alrno
10 00 a in
Sunday School
llam & 7pm
Worship
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
10 00 a m
Sunday School
5%orst..0 •
II a !II at 7 p PI
JENNY RIDGE
PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
7 00 p.m
u,.....„,
iii Situ M at 7 t, Ill
MI'PRAY CHURCH OF GOD
11 a m
Morning Worship
6p m
Evening V•orship
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
loam
Sunday School
11 a m
Veorship

753-1515

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.

.1 d 01 & r :s ip 01

,,,,..T,,, it( 0.1N lot'

JEFIOS AS-IS WITS+ ss
Watchtower
10 341 .1 rr.
9 30 a rr,
Bible Lecture

CHESTNUT ST

PINTSCOSTAL

11.,17.,11 ,

.11INOVAN'S
WITNESSES

MURRAY HOME
AUTO

NAZARENE
LASST t:HOS'E. CFR RCH
II 00. m
Morning Worship
10 00 a m
Sunday School
6 00 p m
Evening Korshlp
Mt ltRAY CHURCH
9 45 am
Sunday It hoot
10 45 a m
Morning Worship
6
00 p m
Evening Worship
Wednesday Worship 6 30 p m

TRINITY MISSION
School
10 00, no

S
A or-700,

d 0, & 7 v

Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
7$3-3540
Rost Main Street

JONES TIRE & APPLIANCE
G00DAEAIR
INDEPENDENT DEALER
721 S. 12th St.
753-0595

STOCKADES

SIRLOIN

FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

MURRAY NISSAN, INC.
41111.
NISSAN Chrysler • Dodge •
• Plymouth • Dodge Truck

604 S. 12th • Murray • 753-7114

r :1

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
(71-1URCH NEW CONCORD
S
School
10 (La m
11 00-7 30 p m
Worship Serv
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLI('
CH1:R(7H
Sunday Services
10 00 a.m
6 00 p m

PRIIIIRYTEIIIAN

ERA HERITAGE REALTY
"We Make House Calls"
Chuck Williams, Broker - Owner
The Village
759-9ERA

I- :Rs'i 1 .111..sliYTI.,i(13 7.
6 30 a in
Sunday School
It 11 a rn

A orship

LIBERTY (I'M/SERI-AND
10 00 a m
Sunday Sch001
11 00ami
Aorship Service
MOUNT PLEASANT
I
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
7 00 p m
Evenirig Worship
NORTH PLEASANT (21(05 Is
Sunday School
V 15 a in
Worship Service
It .10 am
OAK GRO(1.:
Sunday School
10 00 a M
Worship
Service 11
a rn & 7 .6, p ir

it

Bel-Air
Center

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLO WAY SERVICE

June,./
N1tirrit. K N.

753-6779

WEST MAIN
CHE ON

1401 South 16th Street P.O. Box 165
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
TELEPHONE.
LOWELL K BECK
1502)753-1304

DISCOUNT FOR SENIOR CITIZENS

BEL-AIR CENTER

The Only Real Italian Pizza-

Family Steak House

UICKPRINT
759-47961 Q

4

South side

Shopping
Center
"Modern Technology for Today's Printin, Needs"

of murray

'the i I ircrictst I'll I r.i I,!

12zerie i -

oct5e 6m:rye'

i.101 4 he..tnii1
not....1 1.44.,

Nrrakl
c0C,• --fr

9

719 S 12th
7 3-38 2

OPEN 7 AM-MIDNIGHT - DAYS A WEEK
HWY. 041 SOUTH AT GLENDALE

753-9800
759-9800

Central Shopping Center

Full Service
Chevron Station'
Calvin Clerk - Owner
753-259)
.
1117 Main

Home of the
Famous 50 Item
Salad Bar

753-5242

ITALIAN VILLAGE

your Only

GOLDEN
CORRAL

753-6800

West View Nursing Home

10

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT

thevron

gic

orcossoaAttri

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
Serving Lunch
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends
507 N. 12th
753-8841

408 N. 4th

753-5005

BEL-AIR LAUNDRY
& CLEANERS

Industrial Road 753-1423 or 753-4)182

rs)
Arbls

CABLE

BLAIA)CK-COLEMAN

MURRAY ELECTRIC
401 Olive SYSTEM 753-5312

0
;'
1 1 nt s'i v
12th & Chostnut • 759-4646

.41 •••
Ifmr

•
PALESTINE I •NITED
10 Cl) a rn
Sunday School
11 OD a m
Worship
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
6 43 a m
Worship
II 00 am
Sunday Sr haul
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 45• m
10 45• m
Morning Worship
6 00 pm
Evening

Pizza

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

•

It I I ' 'I)II
Aorstiti,
I I d Ill
surrid., s, toe,
.
s.1.1 'IF Pro,
to
d !II
Aor7roi,
I
Sddy s, t,, ,,

IIIIIESPIIIIIINT

Conditioning • Sheet Metal
Service Through Knowladge
802 Chestnut
753-8181

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT

ms•

cor‘.
les.,
Main
Pall S,, redule
Holy Flo, hdrist7 and 10 :to a it
6 P.• m
Church Ss hool
Daily Morning Prayer8 30 a m

HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING, INC.

Glass

Auto Paint Motenal

512 S. 12th

753-2380

RANDY THORNTON

D & W Auto Supply
s.a.

• , t1's - I,

Heating • Air

"We Do Chicken Right"
205 N

!EPISCOPAL

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
10 OD a m
Sunday School
11 OD • m
Morning ViOrShlp

--

753-1462
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Home firearm safety clinic
The home firearm safety gun
clinic has been scheduled. It is
sponsored by the Jackson Purchase
Rifle and Pistol Club Paducah.
Kentucky at their range located
near the Shooters Supply store on
the Cairo Road (Hwy. 305).
For women and men to learn the
fundmentals of firing a handgun
safely and the basic techniques of
firing it effectively at a police style
silhouette target designed especially for this purpose.
Each participant will be coached
by a club member who is a certified NRA Instructor.
Bring your own weapon, but if
you do not own one the Club will
provide a revolver for you. In addi-

tion, the Club will furnish ammunition for all the students.
The overall program will
include, in addition to the safety
talk, an in depth briefing on the
many aspects of self defense with a
deadly weapon along with the legal
phase pertaining to taking a life in
defense of your own life.
Conducting these briefings will
be a representative of the local Prosecutor's office along with highly
qualified police firearm instructors.
There is a $10.00 fee.
Pre-registration is desirable and
can be accomplished by calling
Phyllis McCutchen at (502)
443-3758 weekdays between the
hours of 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

TVA bicycle race tomorrow
The road race portion of the
West Kentucky Dogwood Classic
'bicycle race will be conducted in
TVA' 170,000-acre Land Between
The Lakes (LBL) national recreation area Saturday, April 29.
Fourteen different races will start
at various times from 9:00 a.m. to
1135 p.m. at Center Furnace on
Bugg Spring Road near Woodlands
Nature Center. Length of the races
ranges from 11 to 66 miles and will
follow an 11-mile loop from the
furnace to Mulberry flat Road to
The Trace to Silver Trail Road and
back to Bugg Spring Road.

All rooms are sanctioned by the
United States Cycling Federation
with the junior race serving as a
qualifier for the U.S. National
Team.
Entry fee is S8. Participants can
preregister by contacting Frank
Fletcher, Chain Reaction Cycling
Club. 3815 Cleary Drive, Paducah.
KY 42001. Registration will also
be allowed the day of the race, but
will close 30 minutes prior to the
start of each event.
For more information, call (502)
444-4025 days, or (502) 554-8313
nights.

Sheep-shearing session set
One of the most popular special
programs with children and adults
at TVA's Land Between The Lakes
(LBL) national recreation area has
been scheduled at Empire Farm
from Sunday. April 30, through
Tuesday. May 2.
The spring shearing of sheep
provides wool for spinning and
weaving. It is a particularly popular
demonstration with school groups
because it offers a rare opportunity'
to see how wool is gathered and
used. The sheep-shearing, spinning,

and weaving will be conducted
from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. Sunday, and
from 9:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. on
Monday and Tuesday.
The demonstration is open to the
public and organized groups are
welcome. Groups must make reservations by calling (502) 924-5602,
extension 238, between 7:00 a.m.
and 3:30 p.m., Monday through
Friday. Admission is SI for visitors
18 and over and 75 cents for those
between 6 and 18. Children under 6
are free.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Last weekend's fishing activity was generally heavy statewide, with crappie and largemouth bass among several
active species. the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources
said Monday.
Here were reports from local lakes:
KENTUCKY — Crappie active on minnows and jigs 5-10 feet deep
over brush piles and along stump row S; largemouth bass hitting crank
baits. spinners and jig-and-rind combinations 5-10 feet deep along shoreline: ,:lear, stable at summer pool. 62 degrees.
BARKLEY — Largemouth bass taking spinners, crank baits and jig
combinations 5-10 feet deep off rocky points and along shoreline: crappie
hitting minnows and jigs 5-15 feet deep over brush piles and dropoffs.
clear ,to murky falling, one-half foot above pool, 64.
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Holland Tire Co.
"Your Full Service
Tire Dealer,"
;. eat..,,e • Name Brand Thres
• Corrc)..!er,zed Balancing
We You Walt
.
• --E. Per'ar-ner Win Road HazarC Warrant,
E. Main & Industrial Rd. Murray

II Size: Adults range from 8 to
15 feet
•Weight: Up to 1.500 pounds
IN Color: Light to dark gray skin
with short, bristlelike hairs
scattered over the body
II Diet: Aquatic plants, up to 100

pounds per day
•Habitat: Shallow coastal
waters, estuaries and
slow flowing rivers where they
surface every 12 to 15 minutes

III Numbers: Hunted in some
areas for their meat, hides and
oil, all three species are listed as
threatened or endangered
Where boat traffic is heavy, the
slow-moving manatees are often
injured or killed by boat
propellers There are
approximately 1.200 in the U S.,
mostly in Florida
L
Trbuno Graptw by Scott liokogue
Encyclopaeda Bntannoca, World
Book Encyclopeda Encyclopeda Amer.cana,
Save the Manatee CIA)

to breathe

Duncan Lake site of
14th Annual Junior
Fishing Tournament
The 14th Annual Junior Boys
and Girls Fishing Tournament is
scheduled at Duncan Lake in
TVA's Land Between - The Lakes
LBL) national recreation area,
Saturday, May 6, from 9:30 a.m. to
11:00 a.m.
The bank fishing tournament is
cosponsored by the Murray Bass
Club, the Murray Optimist Club,
and LBL, and is open to children
from 6 to 12. Prizes w ill be
awarded in each age group kind will
be based on the number of iish
caught. Participants must he
accompanied by an adult, but must
land their own fish w ithout
assistance.
Members of the bass cHab

IVA/LBL staff will be on site to
offer advice, teach fishing techniques, and help the youngsters
improve their fishing skills.
Registration is from 8:30 to 9:15
a.m. at Duncan Lake, which is one
mile west of The Trace on LBL
Road 132. There is no entry fee.
Participants must furnish then own
tackle and bait, but shad minnows
and goldfish are prohibited and
sponsores reserve the right to
inspect bait buckets prior to competition. Worms, crickets, and arilfical lures are recommended baits.
For more information, call (502)
924-56(12. extension 211, between
7:00 a.m. and 3:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday.
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Persons eligible for the Golden
areas Age Passport must be 62 years old
throughout the Tennessee Valley ;ir older. while permanently' disabled persons are eligible for the Gol:\:gan opening last month and w
;ontinue on a staggered schedule den Access Passport.
Four campgrounds are open
:i7ough May 4.
throughout
the year.. These arc
-TVA has 139 recreation
which include canTgro,:lds. Melton Hill Dam, Wilson Dam
iRockpile), Pickwick Dam Tailwa',1:1-usc areas and boat ramps on 26
.ikes
.
across the Valley.- said Bob ter. and Kentucky Dam (Taylor
Maker, Manager of TVA's Rocre- Park). Riley Creek Campground on
ation Program. -The bulk of these Watts Bar Lake near Kingston,
iaci,il.es are essentially open year Tennessee, will reopen April 13
and. hat mari.y campgrounds and
after being closed for the past two
some day-use areas close tor the years.
Vi inter:
For additional information and a
ear is S7 cop...,,v of the brochures, "Recreation
The camping c
for basic camps s without hoo-" on TVA Lakes" and "Guide to
kups and SI for Mallard Creek TVA Reservoir Recreation areas,"
Wheeler Lake. Write TVA, Operations and
Campground
which has watcr and electrical hoo- Maintenance/Public Use Departkups, Marker said.
ment. Natural Resources Building,
'The base :Le covers up to lour Norris, Tennessee, 37828.
people. and an extra 50 cents per 1989 SCHEDULE OF OPENING
night is ehargc.: :or each additional
AND CLOSING DATES
old and older.
person 6
FOR TVA RECREATION
Marker said. • ll,,lders of Golden
AREAS
Age and Goldcr. Access Passports
All dates listed are opening and
receive a 5))
at discount on closing dates respectively:
camping fees.
Cherokee Reservoir: Cherokee
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FISHING LINE
say it Mother Natures way of continuing the species!
Jigs and minnows are the best
choices for bait however several
bass anglers are taking good crappie on rattle traps by pulling by
themoss beds.
The threadfin shad are spawning
for sure and are using the moss
beds for mats to lay their eggs on.
Once in a while you will see a big
bass get a brood fish as it rolls
around on the moss which is at the
surface.
The bass are going on their beds
and will be easy to find for a while.
We enjoy this type of fishing, but
please, try to release the females
unharmed so they can spawn.
There will be time for a wall mount
after they are finished.
Plastic worms, spinnerbaits,
crankbaits and a large variety of
stickbaits will work on these fish.
They will be shallow and you will
have to contend with the little
bucks before you get the female,
which will be the larger of the two!
A lot of white bass arc still
active and you might see a school
of them in a cove after the brood
shad.
Conditions really look good right
now!
Happy Fishing!!

RAINBOW TRU( T
A FE
2 tablespoon• ob., oil
4 Idaho rainbow trout
f Wets'4 ounces ear hl
2 tesapoons butter
2 cloves garlu. minced
'Ai run bopped green onion
I small tomato. peeled.
needed and diced
in cup fresh or frozen ror
kernels
'h cup snow peas. cut in hsilf,
diagon•Ils
2 tablespoons chopped
cilantro or perste..
I to I 'h teaspoons fine',
chopped mlapepo pepper
I teaspoon fresh lemon juice

Nicajack Reservoir: Nickajack
Dam Campground, April 28, September 11; May Srpings, April 21, Dam — Shellmound, Arpil 27,
October 2; Fall Creek, April 21, October 30, Maple View, April 13,
October 12.
October 2.
Tracy City, Tennessee: Foster
Douglas Reservoir: Douglas
Dam Headwater, April 7, October Falls Natural Area, April 13,
October 12.
16.
Nottely Reservoir: Potcete
Fort Loudoun Reservoir: Yarberry Peninsula, April 7, October 2; Creek, May 4, November 2.
Guntersville Reservoir: Seibold
Poland Creek, April 21, October 2.
Norris Reservoir: Loyston Point, Creek, April 14, October 16.
Normandy Reservoir: Cedar
April 7, October 16.
Melton Hill Reservoir: Melton Point, April 14, October 16; Barton
Springs, March 24, September 30.
Hill Dam, Year Round.
Wheeler Reservoir. mlikrd
Watts Bar Reservoir: Riley
April 1. November 30;
Creek.
Creek, April 13, October 12;
April 14, October
Island,
Round
Hornsby Hollow, April 13, October
16.
19; Fooshce Pass, April 13, OctobWilson Reservoir: Wilson Dam
er 12; Rhea Springs, April 13, — Rockpile, Year Round.
October 12; Watts Bar Dam —
Pickwick Reservoir: Pickwick
Pinhook, April 13, October 12;
Tailwater, Year Round; Goat
Dam
Sand Island, April 13, October 12. Island, April 1, October 16; Second
Chickamauga Reservoir: Gras- Creek, April 14, October 16.
Kentucky Reservoir: Beech
shopper Creek, April 20, October
19; Skull Island, April 6, October Bend, April 14, September 26; Big
5; Sale Creek, April 13, October Eagle, April 14, September 26;_
12; Possum Creek, April 13, Thoroughbred, March 17, SeptemOctober 12; Agency Creek, April ber 7, Barge Island, April 14, Sep13, October 12, Armstrong Ferry, tember 26; Kentucky Dam — Taylor Park, Year Round.
April 13, October 12.
E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E_IEEN
E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.EME.E.E.E.E.
IKE%

"Your Complete
Automotive
Headquarters"
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C>.

— We Install Automotive Glass —

D & W Auto Supply
753-4563

512 S. 12th
A.

EA.*.

E.E.IEE.E.E.E.E.E.ILE.E.E.E.E.

641 Super Shell
Wiser* "SorvIce Is Our Bus/miss"

Heat ..11 .ner medturn 1.
.01 nest ir lainge skillet Saute trout 1 to 2
minute. i.r each sodt until done set aside Melt butter over medium neat
minute Add Lomat., and Mgt 7
••••.ite far. and peen anion shout
inirredents '•itnener atand 2 or 3 minutes Stir in cream. roll), %Maw
•boot minute more Top trout with YOUOt Serve immedistely with tortilla
Makm 2 to 4 emonp. About 331 °atones per 4 ounce serving
At. Pen re.rea recipe court•s•
C444, Spring. Trout oenpon,

to
trivviamm-ima-vvia-vt-lxvvvvvvviavvve
South

,frE.

Only In

Cain's

jeeP
magi*

Your U-Haul Headquarters 753.9131

E.E.E.E.E.ft.t.‘A.vut.t.E.E.

1111 N.
Nhirra‘. 7:Vt 0;1 1X

E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.

Something Fun
For Everyone!

A Jeep.
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Homemade or purchased
flour or corn tortilla
chips

'4 teaspoon salt
Dash white pepper
cup heavy cream

Fishing, Hunting,
Camping & Boating
Equipment

4

Jerry Maupin's

TVA recreation spots begin to open

A Sportsman's Paradise — 8,000 Sq. Feet!
,

Howm many of you have ever
launched and loaded a boat with a
vehical that had bad brakes? Lots
of times, right! Well, once in a
while it catches up with you and
disaster strikes. Such was the case
with Alan and Barbara, only they
escaped any harm.
It seems as if they were loading
out and having a problem with the
car rolling backwards. The smart
thing to do is block the wheels
with a large rock or wood.
They did that but when Alan was
cranking the boat onto the trailer
with the winch the car wheels
jumped over the rock and started
into the lake. Thinking fast, Alan
hopped in, started the engine and
pulled the car forward as the water
rose to his waist! They were able to
get some help at that point and 1
believe the brakes are fixed!
Many reports of good crappie
catches has been a boast to those
who had fished earlier without
much success. Sometimes it helps
to have someone else catch fish or
tell you how to catch fish, to get
you all fired and ready to go again.
This happens a lot with local
folks who fish the same water.
Some catch fish and others wonder
what they are doing wrong. Usually
it doesn't take much of an adjustment for everyone to start catching
if information is shared.
J.T. Nesbitt said he caught several good crappie last weekend but
they didn't look as if they were
ready to spawn. Other anglers have
reported eggs spilling out as they
were bringing the fish into the
boat.
Even though the water has reached 69 to 73 degrees and is clear,
some crappie are ready and some
are not. I think some spawn late
just in case the water isn't right
when the others go in. You might

SUMMER SCHEDULE

TVA campgroJnds
iated Liy-use recroation

Last weekend's fishing report

6-E.E.E.ILE.E.E.

Any of three species or I a f
aquatic mammals
sometimes called sea
cows The African
manatee lives in the
rivers and coastal waters of western
Africa. while the Amazon manatee lives
in South American rivers Occupying
coastal waters in and around the Caribbean
Sea is the West Indian manatee that is also found in Florida

The water'sfinefor some
crappie; bass go on to bed

Supor Products!. .
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Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
11
/
2 14,041 on Hwy 94E, Murray, Ky 753-6116
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the captain remembered
He was quite the gentleman, fastidious and dignified, as cats are,
but a certain courtliness and confidence established him as a sort of
neighborhood elder statesman. For
sears he made his rounds of an
extended area, receiving offerings
of food and a pat on the head as his
Just due, belonging to none of
those who befriended him.
He was very large and mostly
black, with a little white on his

nose and four white paws, and he
usually came to my door about
midnight. I came to call him "Captain Midnight", a name which also
recognized his undoubted leadership of all neighborhood felines,
male and female. Where he slept I
never knew, but I often saw him
sitting by the side of the street,
surveying the traffic carefully
before continuing his rounds. I
came to look forward to the time
he agreed to share with me, those/
midnight visits.
If ever there was a streetwise
cat, a cat who could take care of
himself, it was Captain Midnight, I
thought. But early on the morning
of April 18, a neighbor called to
say that a black cat had been hit
near the corner of Sycamore and
Whitnell and was lying in the
street..
It was the captain. He was lying
right in the middle of the street.

already beginning to get stiff. He
probably never knew what hit him.
I took him out of the street and
buried him with the dignity he
deserved. It was the least an old
friend could do.
I don't suppose the driver of the
tar that h4tim that morning could
have 4.vnided him. Even smart,
experienced cats like Captain Midnight can suddenly dart right into
the path of an auto. But I wonder at
an individual who could hit an animal, perhaps someone's pet, and
leave it in the middle of the street
kkithout stopping to see iT he was
cicad or needed help. I wonder at
someone who will not stop to take
the body out of the middle of the
street.
The old fellow deserved better.

Holding a plaque to whi their names have been added are Dr. Charles E. Maxwell (left) and Dr. Michael
Cohen, recipients of 1989-90 Presidential Research Fellowships awarded by the Committee on Institutional Studies and Research (CISR) at Murray State University. Shown with them are President Kala M.
Stroup and Dr. Peter Whaley, CISR chairmin. Each fellowship includes a $4,000 cash award and a $400
professional development stipend.

Eastern's Lorenzo
still hanging tough
.„
NEW YORK (AP) — As the
strike gripping Eastern Airlines
approaches the end of its second
morith, boss Frank Lorenzo .is
hanging tough.
After rejecting buyout proposals
and producing his own plan to
shrink the airline, Lorenzo seems
to be playing a waiting game with
striking employees, who after nearly two months on the picket lines
may be under increasing pressure
to find jobs again.
Morg pressure was added Thursda.k hen Eastern announced a deal
to lease 14 Boeing 727-200 planes
to rival. PanAmerican World Airways for S96.6 million. Three days
earlier, the airline outlined a plan
for cutting away S1.8 billion in
assets, including about 14,000 jobs.
Lorenzo, however, must contend
with Eastern's creditors and with
U.S. Bankruptcy Judge Burton R.
Lifland, who must approve the
downsizing plan and is pushing for
a sale of Eastern in its entirety.
"It really continues to be a game
of brinksmanship," said Robert
Decker. an airline industry analyst
with Duff & Phelps Inc. in
Chicago.
The strike has become the
longest major walkout against a
U.S. airline since the industry was
deregulated in October 1978.
After a 17-month wage dispute,
Eastern's militant Machinists
struck the Miami-based carrier on
March 4.and were joined by pilots
and
I attendants, virtually
groun, ing the airline.
Lpienzo, chairman of Eastern's
parent Texas Air Corp., put Eastern

lith

into Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection from creditors on March 9.
Employees' hopes were stirred
April 6 when a group led by exbaseball commissioner Peter V.
Ueberroth agreed to buy Eastern
for S464 million. Hopes soared a
few days later when the unions
agreed to accept S210 million in
wage concessions in exchange for a
30 percent stake in the carrier
under the Ueberroth deal.
But the proposal collapsed over
the unions' demand that a powerful
trustee be appointed to replace
Lorenzo as head of Eastern before
Ueberroth took over — a condition
the Texas Air chief flatly rejected.
Lorenzo now insists that a sale
of Eastern in its entirety no longer
is an option — neither side will
back down from its trustee positions — although billionaire hotel
executive Jay Pritzker, Trans
World Airlines Chairman Carl C.
Icahn and others have expressed
buyout interest.

LANDSCAPING SEMINAR
Bedding Plants
•Select from the
most popular plant
varieties

Instead, the airline on Monday
detailed plans to operate at onethird its pre-strike size and raise
S1.8 billion by selling assets,
including planes, airport gates and
landing slots at unspecified
locations.
"I think that was (Lorenzo's)
intention all along," said Andrew
Geller, who follows the industry
for Provident National Bank in
Philadelphia.
The -plan is reminiscent of what
Lorenzo did with Eastern's sister
carrier Continental Airlines in September 1983.

Saturday, 9-10 a.m.
In Our Garden Center

Flowering Hanging
Baskets
'Excluding fushias
new guinea and
impatiens

Front Tine Tiller
.5 H.P. Briggs & Stratton engine
.26" tilling path
.6 position depth stake
•Power reverse drive
•No. D550
Everyday

4.

Conducted by:
Duncan's Landscaping & Lawn Service

[
No.
1010-TD

'347

Trailer/Dump Cart
•10 cu. ft. capacity 321/2"x42"x12"
'Easy dump, removable tail gate
•16" pneumatic tires
Everyday $10

Pitman sentenced
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) -Suzanne Pitman, a former Miss
Kentucky USA, has been ordered
to serve two days in jail and pay a
S250 fine on her drunken-driving
conviction.
Probate Judge Jim Everett on
Thursday imposed the sentence,
which officials say is the standard
minimum sentence for first offenders under the state's DUI law.
A jury convicted the 24-year-old
beauty queen on Jan. 24, despite
her testimony that she did not think
shewas intoxicated when she was
arrested in January 1988 — almost
a month before she was to participate in the Miss USA Pageant.
'Pitman's sentence also includes
suspension of her driver's license
for one year, probation for a year

and a requirement that she attend
an alcohol treatment program.
Assistant District Attorney General Jim Walsh said he had no
desire to see Pitman receive anything more than the 'minimum
sentence.
"She has been through enough."
Walsh said.
Pitman was charged with drunken driving after a policeman
noticed hej back her car into
another vehicle as she attempted to
leave a parking space in downtown
Nashville. She registered .18 on an
alcohol breath test a short time
later.
A native of Murray, Ky., Pitman
now works at a Nashville clothing
store and is a part-time model, said
her attorney, Joe P. Binkley Sr.

Sphagnum Peat
.2 cu. ft. bag
•Loosens heavy soil
Reg. 4.97

Pistol Nozzle
.2 inch metallized body
-Lock-on position
' -No TR30001
Everyday

94c

.•
Azaleas
-Wide choice of color
and form •Hardy to
20 deg. F •Spreading to upright from 4' to 6' tall.

Bnggs & Stratton industrial-commercial engine. 5 Speed transaxle. Electric start. 38 inch full
floating cuttIng deck. Comes
completely assembled and servied. No. 9-3860X92.
Shade Trees
5 Gallon
Reg. 13.67 & 10.88

Reg. 228

SCHAFER and
SCHAFER LIGHT
BUD and
BUD LIGHT
$620

$1 89
6 pk.

V 12 pk

emu:erg/Soda'away

MINIT MART
Hwy. 641 South 4.2 Miles South State Line
Don Shaw Manager - 901-247-5599

Contractor Wheelbarrow
-4 Cu t1 capacity 'Heavy dut
steel tray with rolled edges
•Pneumaloc tires -NO 5W1

Everyday $2796

aoc

VISA

WALMART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY—ii
Our intention to have every advertised item in stock However.
it due to any unforeseen reason, an advertised item is not
available for purchase VVal-Mart will issue a Rain Check on
request. for the merchandise to be purchased at the sale
price whenever available, or will sell you a similar ilem at
a Comparable reduction in price We reserve the right to limit
Quantities Limitations void in New Memo

Fern Stand
.26" High 10' Diameter
•Wicker basket, hardwood stand
•Accepts up to 10" planter pot
$446
Everyday

Sale Good Thru Tues., May 2
Hwy. 641 North, Murray
Mon.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. 12-6
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New Folk Festival launched at Land Between Lakes
•
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-TVA's Land Between The Lakes
tLBL) national recreation area in
iwestern Kentucky and Tennessee
,will launch a major new event for
pe region this June. according to
-LBL Manager Dr. Charles
Buffington.
The Four Rivers Folk Festival is
scheduled for Saturday and Sunda), June 17-18, at The
Homplace-1850, according to Bufftngton, and will include day-long
musical performances, storytelling.
19th-century craft demonstrations
and sales, wagon rides, and children's entertainment.
Buffington, who recently became

LBL manager, said LBL is looking
for ways to increase visitation not
only to LBL but also to the region
and sees sponsorship of major
events such as the folk festival as
one way to achieve that goal.
"We plan for this event to
become an annaul affair and attract
people from several hundred
miles," explained Ed Graves, festival coordinator. "We believe a
major folk festival will succeed for
several reasons. There is increasing
interest nationally in ealry America
music and authentic craft skills.
Other areas of the country have
similar events that are very suc-

ccssful and draw thousands of people, while this region has no such
event but does have a rich tradition
in folk music and crafts. Those reasons are why we were approached
by folk musicians and craftspeople
to sponsor an event to celebrate
and help preserve our traditional
heritage. Another reason, we think
it will be successful is that we have
a site that no other area can top that's The Homplacc-1850."
The Homeplace-1850 is a
60-acre site with 16 original log
structures that re-creates a 19thcentury farm betwen the Tennessee
and Cumberland Rivers. The farm

LBL's Ed Graves, Coordinator of the new Four Risers Folk Festival, plans festi%al layout at the
Homeplace-1850 with Anne Lough, left, and daughter Kim Lough. Both are members of home Remedy,
one of soeral folk music groups scheduled to play during the June 17-18 e‘ent. The festi‘al gill also
feature storytelling, authentic traditional craft demonstrations, wagon rides, and special children's esents
set amid an authentic 1800s farmstead.

ILUZZIEN
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TALK ABOUT
FEELIN6 RIDICULOUS
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staff is in period dress and goes
about the same daily chores around
the home and the farm as they
would in the mid-1800s. The farm
also features a full complement of
farm animals, many of them breeds
that were common a hundred years
ago but rare today. It is LBL's
most popular visitor attraction.
"You'll see traditional crafts and
hear traditional American folk
music and stories in the setting that
created them," said Graves.
Traditional folk music, which
will be emphasized at the LBL festival, differs from country music in
several ways, according to Murray,
Kentucky's, Anne Lough. a promoter of the festival and folk musician
herself.
"Traditional folk music is backporch music. It's different in that
you can't trace the compo.ier and it
was handed down by word-ofmouth. It was not written for commercial reasons. It was created to
honor an event, a hero, or struggles
in daily life long before country or
bluegrass music existed. It's a living, breathing, growing kind of
music that came about to chronicle
a way of life," explained Mrs.
Lough.
Performers at the Four Rivers
Folk Festival will include:
- Nashville, Tennessee's Peter
Rowan, whose records and performances have established him as
one of the prime artrists in the
American folk tradition;
- Bill Miller, a Native American from northern Wisconsin, who
is noted for his strong, sensitive
vocals and distinctive style of music and writing that ranges from
acounstic ballads to country rock;
- Murray, Kentucky's, Home
Remedy is one of the four rivers
region's best folk music groups.
Their music ranges from Irish and
American folk music to ole-time
country, bluegrass and folk gospel
accompanied with guitar, autoharp.
banjo, harmonica, bass, tin whistle,

THE FAR SIDE

making, kick wheel pottery, and
Appalachian dulcimer, and hamquilting.
dulcimer;
mered
The crafts demonstrations will
- Gretchen Hines, also from
distributed around the farm site
be
Murray, brings her talent as a former balladeer in Colonial Wil- and will operatb continuously from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday and
liamsburg's 18th-century taverns;
from
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Sunday. The
Covingfrom
- Greg Jowaisas,
ton, Kentucky, is one of the Ohio music and storytelling will be scheValley's premier folk art revival- duled one performance per hour.
ists. He plays 10 different instru- Concession stands will also be
ments, knows 400 songs, clogs, and available for food and drinks. Visicalls square dances. He has enter- tors are encouraged to bring quilts
tained audiences from California to and/or lawn chairs for viewing the
performances.
Florida;
One-day admission is S5 for
- The Bluegrass Thoroughbreds
of Winchester, Kentucky, recog- adults and S3 for children. Twonized as one of the finest tradition- day admission prices are S8 for
adults and $5 for children. Children
al music groups in the country;
-- Master storyteller Bob under six are free.
Thompson, who learned his art on
For more information, write
the front porch of his grand- TVA, Land Between The Lakes,
mother's general store outside 100 Van Morgan Drive, Golden
Monkeys Eybrow, Kentucky, will Pond, Ky 42211-9001, or call (502)
weave his special magic for festival 924-5602, extension 238, between
audiences as he has for audiences 7:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m., Monday
across the midwest U.S.
through Friday.
The traditional crafts will be
demonstrated by professional master craftspeople who make their living crafting period products with
period tools. Represented will he
wood carving, dulcimer construction, gunsmithing, four-harness
American Heart
loom weaving, blacksmithing,
Association
v.00d working, corn shuck doll
WERE
FIGHTING FOR
construction, white oak basketry,
YOUR LIFE
log structure contruction, farm tool
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By GARY LARSON

TELL ME
ABOUT IT

NOTICE OF PUBLIC AUCTION
SAI-F. Under the authority in Insane!
Revenue Code reason 6331, the propeery described below has ban sisal fa
nonpayment of internal instate taxes
due front Creative Pruners inc., 1611
121 Bypass, Murray, Ky 42071 The
property *ill be sold., pubic •uction a.
provided by Internal Revers. Cade
action 6335 and related reparations
Dale of Sale , May 9, 1989 Time of Sale
9.10 •.m. Place of Sak: 1611 121
Byres., Money, Ky 42071 Tide 01heed Only the right, tale, and interest
of Creative Printers Inc in and to tie
properly will be offered fat sale if
requested, the Internal Revmue Service
will furnish thiprmatson about possible
encumbrances, which may be iseeful in
determining the value of the interest
bens sold Descriptun of Property- A
parcel of lend located at 1611 121
Bypass. )Aurrey, Ky Calloway County.
with an exeunt budding located on the
prem.. crinsovued from concave
Nock and meal with the spreaumete
daneneone orb0 feet by 60 feet plus an
arichuon that a 20 fen by 50 feet It as
curreraly being used as • ponting shop.
Ta legal desorption is as follows Lot
No. II in tie replat of Clareree I
thrum subdivieron as shorn by pin of
record of record in plat book 3.r page
91 in tie office of the clerk of de
Calloway County Clerk. Tha being the
mac real east conveyed to CrEttl.t
Printers Inc. horn Betty I. Flagon by
deed dated November 17, 1988 and
recorded at Me Calloway County Clerks
offset December 1,.1988 in book 173.
card 1501 Property may he Miracle!
at 1611 121 Byre., Murray, Ky
42071 Payrrere Terms Deferred peymeet as follows within 7 day, frien
acceptance of the highe• bid. Form of
Payment All cements mut be by ush,
certified check caehsers or treasurer's
check or by s United States postal. ank
express, it telepech money order.
Make check or money ceder payable to
U. Internal Revenue Service
Jerry McCormick, Revenue Officer
Addrees for information About the Sale
121 W 10th Si, llopluneville, Ky.
42240, Phase 502-886.6987.
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
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0 PFERENT BREAKS
FOR DIFFERENT FLAKES
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1 Veterans
Stadium
player
6 More timid
11 In truth
12 Gallop
easily
14 King of
Bashan
15 Clothesmakers
17 Tellurium
symbol
18 Twitch
20 Atmospheric
disturbance
21 Play on
words
22 Dillseed
24 Possess
25 Difficult
26 Fourth-year
college
student
28 Blemishes

1
ii

14

18
22
26

32
34
42

46
50

30 Flap
31 Sea eagle
32 - of St
Louis
35 Colonize
38 Peruvian
City
39 Chapeau
41 Observed
42 Consumed
43 Put off
45 Rodent
46 Note of scale
47 Meat pies
49 Down
prefix
50 Staid
52 Closer
54 Soft drinks
55 Craftier
DOWN

Answer to Previous Puzzle

A

OR A ftVIE N U
T,R,
LE A D E D
0
OR
A
E MO
D A R

'T S
AT

A

a

A

A
BE
R E
A
AT
'TREND
executive
6 Mocks
7 Damage
8 Those
holding
office
tatin

0
A RE
OT
TENDS

conjunction
10 Come back
11 Small
quantities
13 Tears
16 Base .
19 Unit of
French
5
7
10
9
4
8
6
3
2
currency
21 Artist
13
12
23 Crown
25 Male deers
17
15
27 Kimono sash
29 Golf mound
16uuu
19
32 Shuts
2151
20UUU
noisily
NI
25
33 Shows
24
compassion
WI
34 CompoV
sitions
35 Beer mugs
li
III
36 Chief
37 Go in
36 37
35
40 Rear of ship
43 Facts
41
19 40
44 Virginia
47 Cushion
45
4355544
48 Capuchin
monkey
49
48
51 Fulfill
53 Concerning
47uuuuu
53
52
51
1 Motor
2 Paid notice
3 Obtain
4 Meadows
5 Newspaper

NOTICE OF PUBLIC AUCTION
SALE Under the eutharity in Internal
Reven. Code lemon 6331, the property deunted below has teen sated for
nonpayment of snare! pverast noes
clue from ClEACIVC Printers Inc, 1611
121 Byp.s. !Murray, Ky 42071 The
pro;crty trill be sold al public auction ne
provided by Interral Revers. code
.CC UM 6335 and related regulations
Date of Sale.!Nay 9.1989 Time of Sale
iritio a.m. Place of Sale 1611 121
Bypasii, Money. Ky Title Offered
Only the right, tale. and Interest of
Creative Penters Inc. in and to the
property *di be offered for ea. If
requested the Internal Revalue =rues
will furnish information about possible
encumbrances. which may be useful in
&tenoning the vala of the interui
being sold, Descriptian of Property
hem 1 Bell & Howell Baurnfolder,
Serial 5 065144, See 20' by 26 and
attachment Serial 5 065143 hem 2Saul
Socha,
Rostock
02.02T7527535F, Model 202T. Item 3.
Nygrai Dal:1/y perforator, Saul 0,1 -7520-241 Item 4. Nypen Dahly pare nor, Sen. I K4-924-75I1Y hem 5.
Challenge paper mar. Sinai 29669
Sae 370, Model G. hero 6 Ralingion
letter pre. hem 7 Pitney Bowes
collator, Model SA/0, Serial It
72022374. hem I X*e heat shone.
Model 76. hem 9 Iloilo. sing. station
either, Sinai 9 612,75. Item 10
tumor°, machine Item 11 A. B. Dick
untie top folding mar-hire. Model 52.
hern 12 Counter Boy tape machine,
Serial 56.SR-009. Item 13. Rotaprmg
Press R-20 hem 14 A fi Dick offal
press. Model 360 hem 15 A B Dick
platen.ket 675M offset nustermaker
and ubinet Item 16 A. B Dick
piaterraker 167 and Cabinet hem 17
Num Garble Aft,equrp PS 36. Serial
,
• 1.51
75-8 hern II Nutt SST 1418•
Tlit canna. Semi 094/175-31 hem 19
Nuarc light table. Mcdel VLT42F.
Serial 115G75.19, hem 20. Rowed
prinable light table, Model P1.- 72, Serial 0 5090. Rem 21 Wane, Model 17,
Senal 5 9330. hem 22. Vasco 520
&slims table end arra hem 2,3. Suitor
drafting table. hem 24. Vasitypa
Comp/Edo Model 5618, work rtabon,
desk, chair & paper storage canna_
hem 23 electric typewriter, Royal Littrat I 20852. hem 26 4 electrIc calcul•Mrs Rem 27 metal desk and return
hem 28. Tontine copier, Sala/ I
1il117893, Model BD3503 with table
hem 29. office furniture- black vinyl
lose seat anel chair, 4%4 tile coffee
table, desk chair (Black & Cheers)
large desk, brown desk Mee, credenza
and matching able Item 30 typesetter
V entypa C_omp/Edn. Model 6400CRT,
Sena! 11 60050 with 7100 protease,
Item 31. small table. hem 32. swivel
clint, hem 32.• Canpographic Edamyr, Model 7500, Serial I 9216, hem 33
pro machire- American Type Founders, Model 0 CA505. 19X23 maximum
sheet ilea. 21X25 3/II plate sue. hem
34 printing press, A B Dick offset.
Model 360(1) hem 35. Nuarc fly tap
pia. mak. hem 36 Apple Ile computer, Serial O 0141 with 2 die &nes,
tranner, pnoter and system saver. hem
37. Minolta EP 450Z copra, Serial 8
1678334 hem 31. 2 metal desks end
cham Item 59 1 2 &aim
ubuset
and 6 4 dresser cabnets hem 40
counting machines 8 hem 41 altelving um., 2. Item 42_ paper supplies and
camsuls limo 43 L.them MCC recording mahcire hem 44 tabels, 5 of
various sues. hem 45 cabinet inut, 6
door Item 46. I los of draftrog equip
rant hem 47 1 gray metal 4 elves
calneeL Proterty rosy be Inerectott et.
1611 121 By,Marley. Ky on May
4, 1989 from 830 until 11 30 ant.
Parana Terme Pull paymen minuted
in acceptance of Mahon bud Form of
Psyn.nt. All persona rnuai be by cub,
certified deck. uahier's or neseureee
check cab), a Unload Suess peetel. bank.
expresaa telegrepb roomy order
Make check or matey order payable to
de Internal Fievire., Saves
Jerry McCormack, Revenue Officer
Metres foe informauon About the Sale
121 W 10th St., !forking-vile, Ky
42240, Phone 502-816-6917
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Sealed bids will
be accepted for
the upkeep of the
Hill
Temple
Cemetery
until
Saturday 5/6/89.
Bids may be given
to Bob Nanney,
Virginia Woodall,
Leon Duncan or
Larry Roberts.
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Notice

Notle•

Will Sit
with elderly or
ill person.

RON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 11?

Call
753-6298
Anytime.

is S5 for
iren. Twoire S8 for
Children

Lease For Les, Al
DWAIN lAn011
CHE VROLE
Or54 (IF() Who 516114 mo
.11 Gene al 753 2617

on, write
he Lakes,
e, Golden
7 call (502)
between
., Monday

Tea NIP 4 License
1 . Closed End lease

1

tJrnless still in
School or College,
their family group
hospital insurance
may have expired
due to age. Our
most popular Major Medical Policy
offers comprehensive benefits at
reasonable rates.
For free information call:

MOTHER'S Day Special'
8mm film transferred to
video tape Only 6c per foot
with this adl Expires May
14 Call Donna Darnell
Video Production Special
ties 759-9246
OPENING April 1- Country
At Heart) Hours Tuesday Saturday 9a m 5p m,
Sunday 1 5p m Featuring
wood and quilt crafts, hand
woven baskets, antiques,
quilts Located in Aurora
next to The Brass Lantern

Jerry McConnell
Insurance 753-4199

CAROLYNS
CORNER
Bel-Air Center
Top Quality
New & Used
Furniture

GLIDDEN Latex wall paint,
5 gal can $2999 Get at
Black's Decorating Center,
701 S 4th St. Murray

Collectible
Dolls

FACE BRICK
FACE BRICK
Prices Shari At

''

E

,

Pr It

F VOWELL &
t
pi

)S

Start at

"Mortar '3" Per Bag

SON INC.

Puryear Brick

Martin, IN•511/1126

Puryear, TN
247-3232

111211RIMMIELLA

Gtftware
Lamp Shades

133' per 1,000

060

060

Help
Wanted

Notice

"free local claim service"

1Heart

060

020

020

Silk Flowers
New Arrival
Spring Flowers
20% Off
Storewide
753-9234

LOOKING for affordable
health insurance from a
solid 'A" Excellent rated
company? Call Bankers
Life & Casualty, 603 South
4th Street, 753-3422 Free
claim service

FOUND Large shaggy
brown dog, male Foured on
Sycamore Can be picked
up at 716 Sycamore
REWARD Offered! Lost 6
month old female Boxer,
light reddish color, answers
to "Jasmine" child's pet
753-3643 753-6848
060
Help
Wanted
$200 a DAY proces§ing
phone
orders
(502)376-5311 ext L-8
$300 a day processing
phone orders People call
you 901-423-0173 ext
Li
ACT in TV commercials. No
experience. All ages Children, teens, young adults,
families, etc High pay TV
advertising Call for casting
information. Charm' Studios (313) 542-8400 Ext.
2614

BE Your Own Boss Have EARN MONEY Reading
your own business through books) $30000/ year in
Rickshaw Imports Wicker come potential Details (1)
home party plan No money 805-687-6000 Ext
collecting or delivering Ex- Y-10706
cellent income Call
FEDERAL Jobs Earn
or
5 2 7 - 090 4
$19,654 to 72,500 a year
(618)569-5655
occupations.
All
(717)327 5341 Dept
COSMOSTOLOGIST or EB-64
Barber/ Stylist New owners seeking talented indivi- IMMEDIATE Opening in
dual Great opportunity for Respiratory Care Departright person Apply by call- ment at Marshall County
Hospital Position is PRN
Headquarters
ing
up to full-time 3-11 shift
753-2266
and requires call QualificaCRUISE Ship Jobs stew- tions are CRTT-E. CRTT or
registry Submit resume/
ardess and waitress
application to Personnel,
759-4644 ext." C104
Marshall County Hospital,
503 George McClain Drive,
DEPENDABLE man
Benton, KY 42025
wanted for general maintenance work Some experi- INTERESTED in being in
ence necessary Must be charge of music at a counable to work without super- try church? Students prevision Non-smokers and ferred 753-4684
non-drinkers given prefer- KITCHEN help needed imence. Starting wage $4 50/ mediately Must be 21
hour. Application forms at. Apply in person at The Big
M & G Glass, Dixieland Apple Cafe or call
Shopping Center on 901-247-5798
Chestnut.
LPN Position In ICCU FullDID Christmas get you be- time on 11-7 shift and as
hind? Sell Avon products' needed. Submit resume/
Be your own boss. Work application to Personnel,
your own hours, full or part- Marshall County Hospital,
time Earn up to 50%! Call 503 George McClain Drive,
Benton, KY 42025.
today 753-0171.

060

060

Help
Wonted

Help
Wanted

HO)
Wanted

PART-TIME Secretary/
Receptionist Typing skills
essential Send resume to
First United Methodist
MEDICAL equipment Church, 503 Maple, Mursupply firm seeks mot) ray, Kentucky 42071
vated individual for medical PART-TIME
MAID 25
equipment technician posihours per week general
Position
involves
tion
cleaning Send resume to
equipment delivery, set-up
First United Methodist
and instruction Ethics perChurch, 503 Maple Mursonality and strong inter
ray, Kentucky 42071
personal skills required
Submit resume to P 0
Box 1040-H, Murray
PART TIME Work 15-20
NURSING Assistants hours per week, weekends
Needed PRN for Marshall or during week Apply at
County Hospital and Long Knotty Pine Quail Farm or
Term Care Facility Submit call 753-4029 nights
resume'application to PerOpera
sonnel. Marshall County PRESS Set-up and
person to
Hospital, 503 George McC- tor Experienced
operations
lain Drive Benton, KY set-up multiple
to perform bending, punch
42025
ing roll forming and cutting
ORTHOPAEDIC/ Plaster operations Must be famil
Technician Needed for lar with progressive dies
physician's office Experi- and transfer dies If you are
ence required Send re- qualified, send resume to
sume to. Ramond Dresden Products Inc
Charette, M.D., 300 South P 0 Box 501 Dresden, TN
8th Street, Suite 104, Mur- 38225, Attn Personnel
ray, Kentucky 42071.
SUBBY'S now taking appliPART-TIME Office Work: cations for full-time manSemi-retired or retired per- agement positions. Prey'
son preferred Must be reli- ous food management exable and honest Write with perience helpful Send
name and phone number resume to. Lakee Enterto P0 Box 1032, Murray, prises, 300 West 10th St.
Metropolis, IL 62960
KY 42071.

Help
Wanted
UP to $300 daily People
call you to order employ
ment and business oppoi
tunity publications
759-4644 ext L104

BABYSITTER Will keep
only my child or maybe I
other 753-5697

WAITRESS Apply in per
Homeplace
son,
Restaurant
WORK from home $60 per
100 preparing mail Information send stamp to K.S
Enterprises, P.O. Box
5157-NW, Hillside, NJ
07205

.1VI
LL4LX)13 MART

We are now taking

applications for part
or full-time cashiers
and kitchen help,
for all shifts, midnight shift differential paid.
Apply at:
4th & Chestnut
Murray

NOTICES
PUBLIC
I3ECAUSE THE PEOPLE MUST KNOW

Ake

PUBI.IC AUCTION
!uthority a kniernal
ction 6331, de prop.
on has been seised for
rental F.VM.kt Inc.
c Printer. Inc. 1611
ny, Ky. 42011 The
id at public miction as
ernal Revenue code
mimed regulations
9,1989. Time of Sale_
: of Sale 1611 121
Ky Title Offered.
title, and interest of
Inc in and to the
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ems! Revenue tervioe
mates, about poesible
loch may be ueeful at
value of the ;merest
cription of Property:
I lo well Baum folder,
Son 20 by 26' and
I I 065143. hem ?Serial
Sucher.
, Model 2112T. Item 3.
I
-75
;locator, Serial
Nygren Dahly pence •
4-924-7511Y Item 5.
miner, Serial 29669
G. hem 6 Reclington
rn 7. Pitney Bowes
I SAIO, Serial
8. X-Rim heat shrink.
.11ohrer single StAliall
/ 1612.75. Item 10
le. hem 11 A. B. Dick
I machine, Model 52.
Boy tape rear-hire,
09. hem 13. Rotaping
, 14. A B. Dick offset
Rem 15 A. B. Dick
01 offset matterrnakm
ern 16. A. B Dick
and Cabinet hem 17.
.rts equip. PS 36, Serial
18. Nuarc SST 141811941173-31 Item19
Ole, Model VLT42F,
.19. hem 2D. Rogemol
5IC, Model PI- 22, Ser.
21 Wear. Model 17,
Item 22. Verner, 520
,d arm. Item 21 Sueor
Item 24. Varityper
el 5618, work mutton,
taper storage eabriet_
typewriter, Royal Iiiit 26 4 electric calcul•mail desk and renont.
lb. cop.', Saul
Ir.1 BD3503 with table
furniture- black vmyl
hair, 4X4 tile toffee
ii (Black & Chrome)
71 desk chatr, credenza
ole. hem 30. typesetter Edit. Model 6400CRT,
with 7100 processor
table. hem 32. sivoel
:crnpographic EditwriSerial 19216. hem 33
runerican Type Found305. 19X25 max imurn
25 3/8 plate are, hem
as, A. B. Dick offset,
Item 35.!gime flip tap
it 36 Apple Ile cocepu.
11 with 2 dim &ries,
and system saver. hem
450Z copra, Serial
34. 2 metal desks and
1 2 M•iver file cabinet
:r cabinets hem 40
es - 8 hem 41.'Mir42. paper nipples and
43. Lashem uns re
Item 44 tabels, 5 of
nn 45 cabinet taut, 6
lot of draftmg equip
pay meta/ 4 *ewer
t may be Inapecied al
i. Murray, Ky. on May
130 mull 11.30 a.m.
Pull payment restored
f highest bet Poem of
menu mum be by cat,
ushser's or treasurer'.
nod Steam portal. bank.
:graph money order
money ceder payable to
eenue Serves
lick. Revenue Officer
4.11uon About the Sale
t., Hopkarirodle, Ky
02-816.6987

bids will
:cepted for
keep of the

le
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Hill

until
lay 5/6/89.
lay be given
ib Nanney,
a Woodall,
Duncan or
Roberts.

(Editor's Note' Public Notice advertising plays a unique role both in American history and in the
process by which this country's democracy is preserved. Its one promise that people must be
informed if they are to govern themselves competently. Public Notice advertising first came into
being with the Congress of 1792. That body, recognizing Its responsbility to the people,
required the Postmaster General to advertise for bids for the constriction of new post offices.
From that insuspisious beginning to the complex publication requirements in federal,sterte and
local lows today, government officials have come more and more to enderstand their obligations
to inform the Odic through Public Notice advertising. Newspapers over the years have been the
vehicle by which these obligations have been filfelied. They will confines to be as long as the
public demands that it be informed frequently end by the best means possible.)
010

010
Legal
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Legal
Notice

1988 CITY OF MURRAY DELINQUENT TAXES
Amount Due
17.07
238.50
258.17
9.54
4.51
12.72
246.87
5.90

Blanton, Luke; 359; 9-28-1/1s
Boggess, Terry; 390; Tr/Fox Meadows

9.54
49.88

Bowden, Tony; 422; Tr/Coach Estates
Boyle Marvin or Verta; 448; 2-2-11
Bradley, Robert A.; 451

28.04
23.85
8.03

Bullard, Walter D III; 573; 5-18-10/South 13th St.
Campbell, Patrick A. & Patricia Alvey; 641;
9-5-8/501 No. 5th St.
Carson. Rick; 686
Catlett. George Earl; 714; 10-26-11A
Catlette, Yvonne; 715; 10-26-14
Cavitt, Gloria; 718; 9-15-6/205 Spruce St.
Cavitt, Teresa; 722; 9-30-11/100 Spruce St.
Cavitt, Theresa Ann; 723; 9-31-9/Spruce
Churchill, Mason; 770; Tr/Fox)
Meadows
Citizens & So Nail Bank; 774
Clark, Lynn W.; 785; 7-9-1/907 Vine St.
Coats, Terra; 801; 9-27-4/1st St
Conner, Carolyn A.; 870; 1-15-6/1631 Olive
Conner, Shane; 872
Costomology by Ladora; 891
Coughenour, Larry; 900
Crawford, John; 931; 9-9-14/405 No. 4th
Creative Printers; 937
Cummings, David; 973
Cunningham, Mike; 984; 51-120/Off Hwy. 121 S.
Cunningham, Theodore; 991; 9-25-7/302 Cherry
Dakota; Patrick Food Inc.; 1010; 3-2-12A/Imp Only
Danner. Ronnie; 1021; 7-1-21/1004 Poplar
Danny's Gas Mart; 1022
Daun, Robert M.; 1035
Dowdy, Russell; 1141; Tr/Riviera Courts
Dublin, Rebecca; 1162; 7-2-10/So. 12th St.
Dunbar, Ella Est
c/o Estelle Turner; 1164; 10-26-15/709 So. 3rd St.
Esker, Rodney; 1205; 3-8-13/1404 Hughes Ave
Edmiston, Terry; 1215

243.10

62.28
.8.78
17.07
32.14
99.96
137.62
47.21
33.79
292.34
212.97
9.54
288.31
13.31
9.85
19.33
115.02
.27.41
.8.52
111.31
122.55
1,124.64
179.07
32.13
6.52
67.11
250.64
20.84
303.38
23.07

Farmer, L. H.
c/o Doralyn Lanier; 1332; 4-6-3/1319 Poplar St.

152.69

Gibson, Mark W.; 1610
Gilbert, Johonna; 1614; 9-29-1/R R St.
Clock. Roy; 1636
Gordon, Marshall; 1646; 42R/Deutil Doran Rd
Graves, Linda Joyce; 1668; 9-28-4/No 1st & CST

6.52
13.31
45.71
40.30
13.31

Legal
Notice
19.63
5.02

Griggs, Alan; 1694; Tr/Riviera Courts
Grogan, Earl; 1700
Harding, Bert; 1771; 9-31-16A/N. 2nd St.
Hargrove, Joe; 1776
Harrington, Wacelyn; 1800; 6-4-14
Hawkins, Sandy; 1855; Tr/Fox Meadows
Hayden, Gary; 1856; Tr/Fox Meadows
Hill, Louis C.; 1931; 11-12-29/Plainview Ac
Hobbs, Michael W.; 1943; 3-11-1A/S.V. Foy Sub

6

619.83
4147.05
,
L. 39;68
303.38
13.49

Hubbard, Louise
c/o Terra Coats; 2072; 9-27-3/1st St.
Hubbard, Louise
c/o Terra Coats; 2073; 9-30-7/105 Pine
Humphrey, Ann; 2107; 3-10-8/211 No. 13th
Humphreys, Anna; 2108; 9-9-13
Humphreys. Anna Farmer; 2109; 9-9-20/406 No. 5th
Humphreys, Leslie; 2116; 1-19-9/No. 16th
Humphreys, Leslie; 2117; 9-6-3/503 Pine St
Humphreys, Leslie; 2119; 7-4-3/1109 Vine
Humphreys, Leslie Ray; 2120; 4-5-22/307 So. 15th
Hutcherson, Clifford, Jr.; 2151; 9-30-12A/104 Spruce
Ivory, Anna Bell; 2189; 9-29-7/1st St.
Jens Cafe; 2241
Jones, Carl; 2316; 7-4-8/304 So. 11th St.
Jones, Dan. 2323; Tr/Fox Meadows

35.91
66.05
137.62
115.02
254.41
98.44
197.90
164.00
47.21
6.52
32.13
141.39
55.61

Joyces Beauty Shop; 2396
Kawflski, Eric; 42M-3-10/Gatesborough 983

14.26
202.80

8 03

77.35

King, Jerry D.; 2472; 9-30-2/209 E. Pine
Landrum, Gloria & Willis Clovis '
& Cathina; 2561; 10 21-4/Pooltown

17.07
32.63
18.09
131.25
151.13
9.41

Lee, Billy; 2620; Tr/Riviera Courts
Lee, David; 2621; Tr/Coach Estates
Lil Beagle Wholesale Tire; 2646
Long Run Audio; 2672
Lord, Alice Faye; 2674; 51-72/D1 Murray Paris R

Manning, Paul; 2751; Tr/Fox Meadows
Manning, Randy; 2752; Tr/Coach Estates
Marchese, Louella &
Evelyn Bayless: 2757; 8-9-15/607 So. 9th
Mathis, Wayne; 2789; 8-2-6
Maxwell, George D.; 2797; 11-21-8/Plainview Ac
McCarty, John W.; 2821; 3-14-25/No. 13th
McDaniel, Dan; 2874; 6-9-1/907 Olive St.
McDaniel, Lubie Dan; 2877; 10-1-7/Court Square
McGee,' Richard D.; 2901; 41R-5/Hwy. 641 N
McGee, Rick; 2902
McGeehee, Cora; 2903; 9-23-11/502 Chary St.
Memories, Inc.; 2996
Milam, Sam D.; 3009; 9-15-11/22 No. 2nd
Miller, Richard B.; 3052
Miller, Robin; 3065
Miller, Robert G. 3053; 5-7-1/Meadow Lane Sub.
Modglin, Lillian; 3081; Tr/Riviera Courts
Morgan, James Kenneth; 3104. 51-108
Morris, William & Janice; 3138; 51-118/Riverwood
Muller, Justin; 3158
Squires, Ed; 3333; 4-12-2/1205 Main St.

15.79
32.63

4i
/

010

Legal
Notice

Legal
NeilCI

Outland Tammy; 3367; Tr/Fox Meadows
Parham, Johii; 3421; 10-26-10/Pooltown
Parker, Billie; 3423; Tr/Fox Meadows

21.15
50.98
26.13

Payne, Eusheki
c/o Mary Payne; 3528; 9-24-1/409 No. 2nd
Peeler Phillip; 3545; Tr/Coach Estates
Pennington, Tommy; 3548; Tr/Fox Meadows
Perry, Willie; 3568; 9-24-4/407 No. 2nd
Perry, Willie Earl; 3571; 9-29-8/408 1st

41.93
51.78
16.18
69.82
.58.52

Pizza Inn; 3618
Poe, Joseph D., Jr.; ,3622; 9-26-5A/Ash St.
Pridemore, James Lyle; 3653
Quick Print Center; 3688
Redden Pau) R.; 3735; 7-12-25/So. 8th & 9th St.

309.51
5.77
16.31
11.26
220.51

Reed, Neal; 3747; 9-27-11/404 No. 2nd St.
Reaves, Rey & LB. Bostick; 3750; 6-3-251304 So. 12th St.

62.28
341.06

.8.03

13.49
175.30
17.32
21.92
265.71
553.91

Hopkins, J.L.; 2000; S-27-3/Holly Bush
Hopkins, Ricky; 2004; 10-3-14/South 6th St.
Hombuckle, Charlie
c/o Wm. B. Hombuckle; 2024; 9-20-5/215 L.P. Miller
Hombuckle, John H., Jr.; 2032; 6-4-22/1106 Olive
Hounshell, James; 2051

010

010
Legal
Notice

Lapd
Notice

Listed below are individuals, firms and corporations who have failed to pay 1988
City of Murray Property Taxes. The amount set opposite the property owners
name is the amount of delinquent taxes and includes penalty, interest and
publication charge. Unpaid property taxes become a lien upon the described
properties until paid in full. The City of Murray will, on July 15, 1989, file suit in
Calloway County District Court for collection of unpaid property taxes.
Jo Crass
City Clerk

Name
Bill Number, Map Location/Address
Allen, Kenneth; 84; 9-5-19/506 Pine
Amburgey, David B.; 96; 11-21-6/1509 Clayshire
Barnett, Diane; 215; 2-9-1A
Bartholmy, Matt; 237
Bayless, Tony; 247; Tr/Coach Estates
Beach, Ruth; 252; Tr/Riviera Courts
Beane, Terry R.; 263; 11-13-8/1204 Melro
Dr
Beaugard, Georgia; 266; Spruce St.

010

010

010
Legal
Notice

156.46
84.89
.284.55
341.06
32.14
160.23
139.87
54.75
30.64
71.72
115.02
54.75
.8.78
303.38
20.01
68.70
22.39
34.55
.228.04

Revco Discount Drugs
Cts of KY Inc #2920; 3761
Robinson, Daniel Eugene; 3846; 2-4-10/1615 Miller
Rogers, Tracey; 3884; Tr/Riviera Courts
Russell, Mildred Beale; 3977; 6-13-5/No. 7th...,
Rutledge, Anthony; 3982; 9-27-5/405 No. 1st
Seafood Express, Inc.; 4091
Sheridan, Ernie; 4136; 7-14-6/711 Poplar St
Showtime; 4157
Singleton, J
c/o Lindell Singleton; 4202; 9-30-10/Pine St
Skinner, Mary Jane; 4211; 9-30-18/120 Spruce

1,004.20
130.09
30.73
385.50
167.76
55.88
158.72
42.21
7.29
92.42

Smith, Larry G • 4247; Tr/41-130
Spann Enterprise, Inc • 4296; 7-1-2 & 37/So. 12th
Sparks, Maggie Martin
c/o Louis Hubbard; 4309; 9-29-4/400 1st

15.40
378.73

Stalls, Fred Paul; 4327; 11-22-1/Plainview Ac
Starnes, Angela; 4346
Steffy, David; 4362; Tr/Fox Meadows
Story, Eric S.; 441)3

371.20
.24.61
15.79
32.14

Sullivan, Mark; 4437;- Tr/Riviera Courts
Swift, Bill; 4457
Tabers Body Shop, Inc.; 4473
Tabers, Christine; 4474; 3-13-4
Thomas Gregory E.; 4516; 2-8-21/W Main
Thomas Jerry; 4517; Tr/Riviera Courts
Thornton, Tommy; 4566; Tr/Riviera Courts
Thorpe Bobby Lee; 4549; 9-19-3 & 9-19-4

10.05
7.29
18.58
310.92
269.48
19.23
44.13
94.67

Todd Tire Service
c/o Howard Todd; 4591
Tubby's Sub Shop; 4624
Turska, Jeff; 4654; Tr/Riviera Courts
Uncle Jeff's; 4664
Utterback, Ed; 4680; 9-8-2/505 Walnut St.
Vance, Jan; 4685
Voohers, Jerry Gilbert; 4727; -9-6-2/505 Pine St.
Voohres, Jerry; 4728
Voorkes, Jerry G.; 4729; 12-2-3/Peggy Ann
Walls, Walter; 4781; 9-24-1/Bishop View
Watson, William; 4838
Welch, Robert V., Jr.; 4856; 42P-11-6 Canterbury Esc
West, Gary; 4879; 59-49B
Wilford, Bernice; 4945; 41-53
Williams. Dorothy; 4958; Tr/Coach Estates
Wofford, Louise; 5042; Pleasant Hill Add

6.52

72.83
170.31
31.49
1,102.03
47.21
8.78
137.62
9.54
338.80
107.48
54.75
50.29
107.44
70.93
13.49
5.02
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CLASSIFIEDS

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Sale
Or Track
135 FERGUSON tractor
and some equipment for
bigger tractor 753 7975

WILL babysit in my home in
Hazel area Call 492 8372
before 9p m
1 ,

•••,,,

WILL care for the elderly or
sick Call for more informa BL `INC, aluminum cans
battery scrap
bon 753 4590 or 489 2798 5Cc lo
Good references
meta: 'copper and junk
Jars KGA Rycycling
WILL do babysitting in my
42 8183 days 498 8785
home afternoon shift
!Ahts
489 2358
OLD items from attics outbuiLiings or barns Interestcd in complete estates
Ian
753 7912
Business
Opportunity
._SEn PCRCH GLIDER
43' 4092
••.;INESS and commer
r:, 5 to 10 acres
aranged $50 000 V.AN-E
to bu,id house
Start up or venture A •
reter some trees
Or
IL :u ,cans DIVERSI
r=i\ANCING„ wrap- p,hr-ct •oa::t P0 Box 1355
ktur - J.
construc
•
ieas
WAN - ED White dtchs
1.1 mortgages. M.,rray Memorial Gardens
S :1,
'xms & agri '53 2654
.ano aquis
WE buy scrap aluminum
& eqLty
Ca: ,:ocper brass and alumi
um cans Call Below Re
Td1E4
At
"
&
@ 753 0338

4
•

•
*-.

want
To Buy

s•

Mistolaneaus
FRIGIDAIRE air condi
boner 18 000 BTU, used 1
season like new. $475
Topper for long wheel base
truck. $100 Call after dp m
759 1266
FRUIT TREES cherry
peach plum dwarf al)*
many varieties ORNA
MENTAL TREES crabap
pie purple leaf plum red
bud flowenng pear, dog
wood silver maple
plowering cherry cypress
birch Limited quantities
Coast to Coast Hardware
753 8604
PATIO Stones 2"x8-x16*
69e
red or gray
2-x12'x12- red or gray
$1 69 Hexagonal red or
gray. $1 69 Bird baths
small $21, medium $27
large $45 Coast to Coast
Hardware Central Shop
ping Center

Articles
For Sale
Instruction

198- ..;OHN DEERE 180
n g- Lawn Mower 46
nch cut ;Ike new still under
warranty factory cover
nciuded $2 550 Kenmore
Portable dishwasher $60
43.=, 254'

• SE' of 4 Tread
:CNCRETE STEPS
43- 4092

am to be a Professional
.SECRETARY
.EXECUTIVE SEC
•WORD PROCESSOR

T

,t•OESE S• 1 • TET S • 4A

3 VALLEY 4x8 pool tables
Also 4 pinball machines

,

'53 121 7

•FlNANCIAL AID AVAIL
-JOB PLACEMENT ASSIST

ARROW storage buildings
':x9 ft building with door
wide x 59 height

1-800-327-7728
•t•tE ..APi• St:.001.
• .Aro
-• A
0
•
Eitc•••• -tog" P

T'OP^

E2999 10•12 ft building

tr-1 door 56' wide x 61
-4.right $29999 10x9 high
gable building with door 56'
woe x 60- height $289 99
•:cast to Coast Hardware
-53-8604

Cc.,-ree,s

• AIRLINES
•CeuiSE LINES
•TRAVEL AGENCIES
•IINANCIAL AID AVAIL
•J011 PLACEMENT ASS/ST.

1-800-327-7728

AZALEAS and shrubs only
$2 99 each Clay pots
arge assortment flower
azalea aulincler bell, box
compar.as Also concrete
planters an:: t.g..rines
Coast to Coast Hardware
753 8634
DISPLAY CASES 2 4
glass case5 A 7' -,;" 15
$150 each ;
489 2633

VT‘2

INSTRUCTION

4 <4 LEARN TO DRIVE
4e
,stk

-

TRACTOR- TRAILER

••••••ce
•
•*CC•I p
-411.101•1
,
-arl•hca oo
••
ow. ...or
•
•••••••nta
•Pl000tnpro DEP
•Ponanc.ol Ap3
••

FOR Sale 3 storage sr,e,:- :s
„ke houses complete
electric in every way 3 lots
fcr sa e with complete
-uk ups for mobile
- cmes 2 mobile homes
'
vz,.. have to see to believe
1,-1 for an appoirtmen•
- 2 8806
4f

ALLIANCE
•

' EXCELLENT railroad ties
$6 each 4502)825 2718 a
825-3487

TRACTOR TRAK EP
TRAROMG CERT/ RS
aSAMOA Tlo
GO Toll Pomo

BOOKKEEPER
NEEDED
•experience necessary
full time position
•good fringe benefits
• vacations
• salary negotiable
Send resume with
references to:
P.O. Box 1040-A
Murray., Ky. 42071

HOSPITAL INSURANCE
Age 40 To 65
If Your Company Has Raised Your
Rates, Please Call Us Immediately
For A Pnce Quote.
We Represent 9 "A" And "A+"
Rated Insurance Companies. If
You Are In Average Health For
Your Age, We May Be Able To
Save You Several Hundred Dollars Per Year.

•
4

.t•
•

•

=4- *

CALL TODAY
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"Our 27th Year Of Service"
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building

•

PHOTO enlarger and clank
room equipment $125
753-7300
Wurlitzer
PIANO
Wurlitzer
Accordion
Washer and dryer port
able Air condiboner port
able Antique cedar chest
Sewing machine (Dig zag)
portable 759 1959
STRAW $1 50 at barn
3 16 JD plow, $300
435 4200
'OMATO plants for sale
1433 Sycamore 753 8931
TWO 12x60 house trailers
8 camper fits /i or '. ton
truck 759-1291

Appliances
KENMORE Electric Stove
Almond continuous dean
ng smoke glass see
through door used 1 year
$175 Call 759-9872 after
5 30p m

1 BEDROOM dupiex apart
ment 121 North. $125'
month water furnished
FIREWOOD for Sale Tree 489 2595
removal Free estimate 1 BEDROOM Apartment
436 2562 436 2758
Central heat & ay washer
ap
GO carts go carts go carts, II dryer hook up
5 HP single and double pliances and water turn
re
seats Keith s Lawn & Trac 'shed References
tor Center Industrial Road guired No pets 753 3949
Call 759-98.31
1 BEDROOM apartment
Murray
HOFFCO La Hoe Garden near downtown
Tiller only 25Ibs $229 95 753-4109
Keith s Lawn & Tractor In 2 BEDROOM apartment in
dustrial Rd
Murray
Northwood appliances
759 9831
furnished carpeted, $250
LARGE large large serec per month 759 4406
Don of storage buildings in 2 BEDROOM furnished up
stock for immediate deify stairs apartment 1604
ery Aaee Portable Build
Miller Phone 753 0932 or
Mayfield. Ky
ings
753 5898
502 247 7831
2 BEDROOM duplex in
MANURE sold by the truck Northwood $295 month
load or bag Will deliver 759 4406
753 8372
2 BEDROOM upper du
SHARP Copiers & FAX Ma- plex semi furnished, water
chines For sales service. & sewer included large
supplies or rental call deck Located at Panorama
1 800 248 4319
Shores $200, month
(502)436 2755
270
2 BEDROOM unfurnished
Mobile
in Stella community. $150/
Homes For Sale
month plus deposit refer12x60 2 BEDROOM, at ences
753 7443
electric stove refrigerator 489-2256
couch & chair underpin
fling included Call afte CLEAN Attractive 1 Bedroom Apartment furnished,
5p m 437-4375
private bath partial utilities
1981 12x64 MOBILE paid no children or pets
home, good condition Call lease and deposit required
437 4739 after 5p m
$175 436 2755

FIREWOOD for
437 4667

sale

3 BEDROOM. 2 bath mobile home with appliances.
sitting on 6 wooded acres
southwest of town Has
central heat & air, 2 outbuildings, satellite dish &
morel This home is like new
and priced right Call
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 753 3204 nights

Chef Gas Range
9 years old $50
-53 9351
WESTINGHOUSE washer,
arge capacity Penney s
.--i•yer 759 1937 after
4 30p m

New Concord area,
1983 14x44,
siding,
hardboard
stove, refrigerator,
central air, some furnaure

on approx. 3/4 acre
of land near lake.
$9,900, bank terms.
Starks Bros.
Mobile Homes
753-2922

New odd mattress
sets to sell. Some
close-out cover
sets by Simmons
Rest.
Beauty
Mostly queen &
size.

I &POW
DOG Obediance by inclivi
dual instruction with owner
and/or dog Spring obe
diance classes get you and
your puppy or dog out for
fun and companionship No
force training makes it easy
to have a loving but obe
diant dog Also offering
summer classes for obe
chance instructors
(502)436-2858 for
information

NICELY furnished 1 or 2
bedroom apartments lo
cated near campus Also
Houses For Rent near cam
pus Nice, quiet locations
one 4-5 bedroom, one 3
bedroom 753-0606 nights
753-6111 days

Woodcrafter
Bedrooms

MOTOR Home 1981 Fore
travel 33 leisure coach
28 000 miles Kroehler
generator. $33 000
(901)247 5735

2 & 4 BEDROOM Houses
Near university, no pets
lease deposit 753-9393
after 5p m

Across from
Football Stadium

TRAILER & Lot at Pine
Crest Resort 753 5546 after 5p m

2 BEDROOMS 5 miles
east stove/ refrigerator
Prefer no children or pets
$250 753-3187 after 4p m

1100 GALLON H20 tank
mounted on heavy duty wagon Call 753 5894 after AIR Conditioner for sale
5P m
Dill Electric 759 1577
235 DIESEL Massey Ferguson 2 row cultivator,
Business
ploios.,.3 point hitch disc, 2
Rintals
scaffold wagons bushhog
excellent condition
435 4568
7 FERGUSON pick-up
disc 753 7369
220
Musical
BUNDY Flute Excellent
condition. $175 Afte
3 30p m 759-9648
210
Miscelaneaus
CHANNEL Catfish Finger
brigs $60 per 1,000 and up
deliver
Can
(601)840 0307

Commercial
Building
For Rent
Good Location
753-4682 or
753-5870

3.10
Houses
For Rent

3 OR 4 Bedroom House
TVA insulated $365 per
month plus deposit, refer
ences required 753-0332
NICE 2 Bedroom Brick 8
miles SE of Murray, re
frigerator, stove, deposit &
references 492 8594

OFFICE or storage space 1
mile from Murray 94 East
753 0079

BUSINESS For Sale
$30.000 . net per year
Interested parties only Alter 5p m 753 5731

PALAMINO Mare for sale
12 hands 2 inches tall Cal
437 4289 after 4p m

PERFORMANCE TESTED
Simmental and Maine
Arlou crossbred service
age bulls Only the very top
performers offered for sale
All bulls health tested and
guaranteed Smith Broad
bent Farms Cadiz, KY
DAY
d 22 1 1
2 BEDROOM Furnished
NIGHT
2,
(502)235-518
mile from
Apartment
campus water paid $1751 (502)235-5170
person $185 2 people PURE bred Charolars bulls
Available now No pets No 14 months old Phone
children 753 5980
522 8005

SHIH-TSUS Pekinese and
Keeshonds for sale

ALASKIAN Malamutes 5
weeks old have had shots
436 5545

474 8057

BOXER Puppy 8 weeks
old male For sale to good
home 435 4195
410

.140

Late
For Saki

A10

Public
Sale

Publk
sale

3 PARTY
YARD SALE

GARAGE
SALE

Sat. April 29

Fri. April 28

Sat. April 29
8a.m.-3p.m.
1608 Tabard
(Martin Heights)

FOR Sale Good rental
property, four apartments
1 block from campus
$42,000, mil 753-1203

CORNER lot (acre)6 miles
east Murray Access
beach boat dock $3,100
Call 1 618-524 8658
LAKE Area Nice retreat lot
Kohl Properties, 753-0093

8a.m.-3p.m.
803 Doran Rd.

Howe
For Sale

(2 houses past Murray High on left)
Children's clothes, 2
chests of drawers, toys,
small home appliances,
and lots of odds &
ends

2 STORY 2 bedrooms lo
cated in Center Ridge Re
sort 800 sq tt .3 lots, brand
new, $28,000 Serious in
quines only call 759 4905
or 753-0659

N,ce name brand child ,en's clothes including

3 BEDROOM house, 309
South 10th St 753 7837 or
(901)664-5128

Tckle Me. Bryan & Martha
Al"ature
!ems'

Lots of other

Moving Sale

GARAGE
SALE

Near Fairgrounds off
121 on Rob Mason
Rd. (Hwy 783), 3rd
house on the right.

Saturday
7a.m.-?
1507
Chaucer

Large sofa, small pieces of
furniture, 35mm Kodak

(Canterbury)

April 29th
8a.m.-2p.m.

3 BEDROOM home in
country 2 extra sleeping
rooms upstairs large living
room and dining room
Central gas heat and air 12
miles east of Murray
$50,000 Call 753-1203
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath cedar
home in town $30,000
753-0659
3 BEDROOM Brick Large
living room with fireplace,
den, utility, all carpeted,
mini-blinds, outbuilding, 1
2/10 acres on 94 West, 4'.4
miles from Murray
$46,500 759-1987

camera. portable electnc
heater. lamps. Home Inter ,or, bedspread. child's
S. ends

FIND
IT
FAST

Yard Sale
Saturday
9a.m.-4p.m.

Heaters. chid recliner,

toys, girls' clothes-5. Kennel: Cab II, maternity
clothes, dishes, wicker and
much morel

Moving Sale
Fri & Sat 8-2
121 South- Turn right
on Locust Grove
Church Rd.- Left at
lit crossroad- Y. mile
on left. Watch Signs!
End tables, sofa set, table
& chairs, lamps, truck toolcox weight bench, vactoys, bicycle, kids'
comes, many other .temS 1
753-1719

2 PARTY
YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat.
April 28-29
707 Poplar
Rain or Shine
s and worner's CIO

thing, cameras, books, tool
box, saws, old electric
fon, hat boxes, gemstone
polisher, flower pots, bicycles. TV antenna, knickknacks and much morel

7. mile west of Coldwater on Sand Lick
Rd. at the Collie Hill
residence.
Household items, love
seat. stereo, small
appliances, other furniture, clothes and much
morel Some FREE
items!

804 Coldwater Rd.
759-4577
Table Items,
4 for $1.00
Hanger Items,
$1.00
Books, 10'
Toys, 25'
Fri. & Sat.
April 28 & 29
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

1620 West Main
April 29 7a.m.-2p.m.
Household items *replace $creen
easy chars records I:Kyoto, sow
rig roachne and some dotting

CARPORT
SALE

1615 Kirkwood
Saturday
Starting at
8a.m.

Saturday
April 29
8a.m.-2p.m.
1107 S. 16th

Desk Atari game,
Odyssey game, golf
clubs, lots and lots
of clothes

Baby items (size 04).
girls' clothes, household iterns, tools, much
more

BY Owner 3 bedrooms, 1
bath, Keenland Drive Appointment only 474-2342
BY Owner.3 bedroom brick
home. Living room, den,
plus much more, Quiet
neighborhood, no through
traffic, 1617 Sunset Blvd
Priced to sell! Call after
5p m 753-5268
BY Owner Brick home in
city, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths
extras Priced in the $70s
Appointment only (no
agents) 759-1849

430

Lawn mower, furniture,
summer clothing, other
items old and new

St. John's
Episcopal
Church

BY Owner 2300 sq ft. 3
bedrooms, brick, central
gas heat & air conditioning,
2 baths, large living room
and family room with fireplace, built-in appliances,
2-car garage 1621 Sunset
Blvd. 752 1204- -a-a-.
753-3512

Kids! Kids!
Kids!

700 Earl Ct.
(off Fairlane)
Sat. April 29
7a.m.-1 p.m.

CHURCH
RUMMAGE
SALE

BEAUTIFUL 3 bedroom 2
bath brick Located in a
quiet area of town, has
central gas heat & air, full
dry basement 2 car carport
and much morel Call
Roberts Realty at 753-1651
or 753-3204 nights

in the
, classified

CARPORT
SALE

YARD
SALE

4 000 SQUARE Ft Budding Ideally located for manufacturing, wholesale
supply' fitness center fac
tory outlet child day care
church or rental storage
purposes Well insulated
and equipped with 4 of
fices 2 restrooms adequ
ate parking all city utilities
and room for expansion
Priced for quick sale Offers
Call
appreciated
(502)759-9439 after 5p m

AKC male Austrian Terrier
puppy Call 489-2246

desk books, clothes. odd

Public
Salo

Saturday
8a.m.-12p.m.
E-1.& E-2
Coach Estates

V. BEDROOM House
Refrigerator, stove, $325/
month lease.deposit required 436-2284

private lot 2 miles from
town 753-2250

POINTER Bird Dog Pups 5
weeks old, $75 each (9 to
choose from) 435-4294

FURNISHED Efficiency
Apartment $150 plus ubli
ties near university, no
pets lease deposit
753-9393 after 5p m

MOBILE Home 2 bedrooms 1 bath, 14x65 very
nice, best reasonable offer
759 4054

Farm
Equipment

PET Pen full line pet shop
Tropical fish, small ani
mals young birds some
tame Dog grooming rea
sonable prices and quality
service for the caring pet
Mon -Sat
owner
10A M -6P M , Sun
1-5P M 759-1322, 1101
Storey

YARD
SALE'

$125/ MONTH $125 depo
sit 753 1349 after 6p m

UNIVERSAL HOUSING.
INC , 1578 Ft Campbell
Blvd . Clarksville TN
552-6948 1989 Double
and brown
e SOFA
/ room Homes
Wide 3 &Id
g chair rust
brown mar
Delivered and set up on
rier, hexagon
colored
concrete footings Only
coffee tar-r. $600 Also as $950 down and $238 per
and acces
sorted
month 'Large Selections
Call 753 2452 and Lowest Prices In TN'
so' (;S,
at1t ^i
1989 14 Wide 2 Bedroom
re Table & Chairs 6 Mobile Home Includes all
ubt,: r•ered seats including the appliances Only $500
down and $128 a month
leaf
ca;.• n s chair
'Your Wholesale Mobile
•"439
Home Outlet' Universal
•• desk very nice anti
Housing. Inc Clarksville
..e pie sate corner desk
7.,3 after 5p m 753 8082
200
Mobile
;7. in your order for a
Homes For Rent
- ndsome custom made
r,
butcher block table From 2 OR 3 bedroom furnished
basic to excUisfte, any size
Of unfurnished Some new
height or shape to fit your furniture, natural gasneed or fancy Genuine oak electric, air conditioned
tops Call today 435-4142 Shady Oaks 753 5209
WATERBED Includes FURNISHED 12x60 2 bedsheets $80 759-4540
rooms utility room on nice

(Very Important Pet)

FURNISHED Apartments
Efficiency, 1 or 2 bedrooms Also sleeping
rooms Adults only No
pets Zimmerman Apart
ments, South 16th St ,
753 6609

DOUBLE WIDE mobile
home plus small trailer for
mother-in law All this on 10
acres with financing arranged You can't beat that!
Kohl Properties 753-0993

759-4522

GFRX)MINGDALES, 2513
Road
Coldwater
753-6756 Jack Covey
Owned Groomer Gradu
ate State Certified Central
Academy of Dog Groom
ing Registered Member
National Dog Groomers
Association of America
Inc Clean, new, modern
facility The ultimate for
your pets grooming needs
Where every pet is aVIP

NICE 2 bedroom duplex
central HiA W/D hook-up
appliances Also 2 bed
room apartment with appliances Coleman RE
753.9898

Reel
Estate

Pets
10
3430•

Pots

Apertsasees
For Not

For

WILL mow lawns any size
reasonable rates Call after
5P M Mon Fri anytime
Wayne
weekends
489 2342

1 11

100

240

Real
Estate
BOB HALEY ethical
knowledgable, easy to
work with He cares' Call
him today at Roberts Realty
753 1651 or 489-2266

BY Owner- New Providence area, 3-4 bedroom
brick 70 acres 50 acres
tillable, 15 acres woods;
large shade trees, apple,
BUILD you dream home peach, pear, pecan trees.
now on 33 acres wooded Large great room, wood
land Timber to cut. 1 acre burning insert with air restocked lake, 1 pond. on turn, air conditioning, forroad
paved
mal living room and dining
(901)986-3147
room, 2 full baths with
marble, large kitchen and
KOPPERUD Realty otters utility room Pecan caa complete range of Real binets, wallpaper, carpet.
Estate services with a wide 436-5424, 753-6426
selection of quality homes, Would consider selling
all prices 753-1222, toll house and smaller
free 1 -800-251-HOME Ext acreage
711 L for courteous, compeCHARMING 2 Bedroom
tent Real Estate service
We make buying & selling Home 10 miles east of
Murray Perfect for vaca
Real Estate easy for you
bon, starter or retirees Co)
NEW By Owner .2 bed
eman RE 753-9898
room, 2 bath house, 2 car
LARGE Family/ This 4
garage, heat pump, dis
hwasher, stove, 71 acre lot, bedroom home 2 miles
sundeck 4 Miles to State south of town is the answer'
Park golf course, 11 miles On a 1 acre lot, city water,
to Paris, 26 miles to Murray. new roof, and just redecor1 mile to Kentucky Lake ated Priced right at
Days $28,000 Call Roberts Re$43,750
901-642-3388 Nights alty at 753-1651 or
753-3204 nights
901-232-8678

New Classified Ad Rates
(Effective May 1, 1989)

Display Ads
40% Discount 2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)

$1.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday.
Days

1"

2"

3"

4"

5"

6"

7"

8"

9"

10"

1

4.80

9.60

14.40

19.20

24.00

28.80

33.60

38.40

43.20

48.00

2

24.00

28.80

38.40

48.00

52.80

62.40

67.20

76.80

3

7.20 14.40
.
9.60 19.20

28.80

38.40

48.00

57.60

67.20

76.80

86.40

96.00

4

14.40

28.80

43.20

57.60

72.00

86.40 100.80 115.20 129.60 144.00

5

16.80.33.60

52.80

67.20

86.40 105.60 120.00 139.20 153.60 172.80

6

19.20 _ 38.40

57.60

76.80

96.00 115.20 134.40 153.60 172.80 192.00

-

-

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day
Reader Ads:
25¢ per word -$4.50 minimum-lst day.
5¢ per word per day for each additional day.
$1.50 extra for shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into shopping guide.)
$2.00 extra for blind box ads.

FRIDAY, APRIL

CLASSIFIEDS

I

ood rental
apartments
campus
'53-1203

al*

acre)6 miles
y Access
ock $3,100
4 8658

soot
a mom

1984 HONDA ATC 200S
3 Wheeler Rack and trailer
hitch excellent condition
435-4468

1979 BUICK Regal
753-0035. after 5p m
753-5690

1988 225 YAMAHA
4 wheeler 753-2776 after
5p m

1980 VOLKSWAGON
Rabbit Convertable
64,000 miles, excellent
condition 753-4060
759-1828

1978 AND 1977 1 ton,4x4,
metal bed, GMCs 1969
14 ton GMC 2 CP550
dolls and core drills, drill
pipe, water and grout
pumps, drill and grout
equipment Hipe and buildmaterial
ing
502 365-3522.

1988 PROCRAFT 1780
Competitor 150 XR-Z
Merc
custom 4 bunk
trailer, Lowrance electronics, Merc 12/24 trolling motor, turbo prop, jack plate
Garage kept, $11,300
759-1094 after 6p m

ce retreat lot
s, 753 0093

COUNTRY home 3 acres
24 bedrooms in TN 3
miles from Hazel, 9 miles
Murray 30s 901 247 5547
after 3P M

es
ale

adroorns to
it Ridge Re
3 lots, brand
Serious in
all 759 4905

JUST listed' Nice 3 bedroom, 2 bath brick, on 1
acre lot 4 miles west of
town All appliances stay,
and much more' Priced
right so call today' Roberts
Realty 753 1651 or
753-3204 nights

house, 309
753-7837 or

LOOKING for a starter
home> 4 bedroom, north of
town on 1 acre lot, has large
spacious rooms nice fireplace, located in a quiet
area Priced right at 26 500
Call Roberts Realty
753 1651 or 753-3204
nights

A home in
tra sleeping
; large living
ining room
at and air 12
of Murray
753-1203

2 bath cedar
n $30,000

MUST see to appreciate
this lovely redwood home
Located on the lake Beautifully landscaped. 3 bedroom, 2Y, baths. Master
bath has Jacuzzi. Greatroom has wet bar. Many
more extras. Call
436-2371.

Brick Large
1th fireplace,
311 carpeted,
utbuilding, 1
94 West,44
Murray
-1987

NEW Listing' Adorable lake
cottage. 2 decks, 6 years
old Only $19,5001 Owner
will arrange financing Kohl
Properties, 753-0993

bedroom 2
ocated in a
f town, has
eat & air, full
2 car carport
morel Call
y at 753 1651
nights

REMODELED 3 bedroom,
1 bath, brick Priced in the
$50s, located in East Y
Subdivision Call for appointment 753-0080 after
4p m

300 sq ft , 3
inck central
conditioning
a living room
orn with fire
appliances
1621 Sunset
? 1204 or

SOUTHERN living at it's
best in this 2 story colonial
home With 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, large spacious
rooms-, eon with fireplace,
and unique decor Price
lust reduced so call today!
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 436-2778 nights.

bedrooms, 1
Drive Aply 474-2342

SUPER STARTER 2 bedroom, 1 bath, doll house.
New carpet and vinyl.
Seller will pay closing cost
for Veteran Priced to sell
$37.900 Kohl Properties,
753-0993

brick
I room den,
more Quiet
no through
Sunset Blvd
3111 Call after
?68

pedroom

Motorcycles
1982 GL-500 INTERSTATE Good condition,
$1,600 354-8471

New Provi3-4 bedroom
es 50 acres
acres woods,
trees. apple
pecan trees
room, wood
1 with air redaioning , for>m and dining
1 baths with
3 kitchen and
Pecan caiaper, carpet
753- 64 26
sider selling
id smaller

GS-1000 SUZUKI 15,000 1986 AAAZDA 323 4-door,
miles, mint, $850 sunroof, AM/FM stereo
Call
753-7300
38,000 miles
759-1855 after 5p m
MUST Sell' 1988 Honda
Elite 50ES scooter, locking 1986 PONTIAC Sunbird
storage compartment SE Sharp and showy car,
753-0874
white with red interior,
23,000 miles, 5-speed
RT-1 360: 2 stroke, exceltransmission, white letter
lent condition. 489-2211 aftires, factory mag wheels,
ter 530p m
$5,600 753-0902
1RS

Auto
Parts
TIRES New set of Gumbo
Monster Mudders 14/3516 5 LT, $500 firm
489-2864 after 5p m
490
Used
Cars

Weak Credit?
Bad Credit?
We Finance.
Buy Here. Pay Here.
'79 Olds Cutlass
'80 Toyota Corrolla
78 Ford LTD
'82 Dodge Arles

'77 Olds Toronado
'75 Pinto

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY
515 S 12th
Murray, KY

Phone
753-4961

1969 BUICK Electra
753-5894 after 5p.m

1977 THUNDERBIRD
good shape can be seen at
1303 Storey Call after
5p m 753-6538

10"

%.00

'87 Chrysler LaBaron Coupe:
18,000 miles.
'87 Plymouth Reliant Station Wagon: 21,000 miles
'87 Oldsmobile
Cutlass Ciera: 2
dr., BI. cherry,
36,000 miles.
'86 Chevrolet
Cavelier: auto
'86 Chevrolet
Celebrity Eurosport.
'86 Chrysler LaBaron GTS: 4 dr.
Burgundy 24,000
miles auto, air.
'85 Porche 944:
49,000 miles,
loaded.
'85 Chrysler New
Yorker: loaded

Resume requested with application. No applications after May 25, 1989.

'85 Pontiac 6000:
4 dr. Gold, 66,000
miles.

t-

r

Friends are
proud to
announce
that
ji Carl Doron

groom-elect of Joy Kelso
has selected his chicken feed,
possum dog food, Missouri mule feed and tom-cat food
at Southern States Co-op.
Carl & Joy will be married May l31'.

OPocW;te:t6$14v.6i
FOR SALE BY OWNER
PERFECT RETIREMENT HOME!
CLOSE TO EVERYTHING!

144.00

Completely rebuilt, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,

172.80

with washer, dryer, refrigerator, dishwasher,
garbage disposal, central gas heat & air. Low

192.00

'87 Olds Delta 88
Royale: 37,000
miles, loaded.

'85 Plymouth
Horizon: 4 speed

48.00
76.80

'87 Olds Delta
88 Regency:
35,000 miles,
loaded.

Barry Kennemore
Kentucky Residential Living
P.O. Box 295
Mayfield, Ky. 42066

Date

‘-4

'88 Dodge Daytona: Red, 15,000
miles.

Call Sammy

...for a residential HUD subsidzed home for 8
handicapped men with model innovative program.
High school diploma or equivalent; psychology or social work preferred. Minimum
age 21. Salary negotiable. EOC.
Applications available by contacting:

mily? This 4
2 miles
is the answer'
lot, city water,
d lust redecored right at
II Roberts Re53 - 1651 or
ghts

CARS:
'88 Olds 98 Regency: 16,000
miles, loaded

78 Camaro Z-28
'76 Olds Cutlass

JOB OPENING
Resident Manager

2 Bedroom
miles east of
fect for vaca
or retirees Col53-9898

1987 TAURUS L. 38,000
miles, silver, cruise, tilt,
AM-FM cassette, $5,850.
437-4723.

78 AMC Pacer

1976 BUICK Limited good
condition Call after 5p m
492-8346

70

irick home in
ims, 2 baths
1 in the $70s
t only (no
1849

ATV parts, accessories
tires & service for all 1981 OLDSMOBILE Cut
brands' Keith's Lawn & lass Supreme 4 new tees
Tractor Industrial Rd Mur $1 500, or best offer
ray 759-9831
753-9752
COME see the world's 1981 PONTIAC Bonneville
most innovative line of Po- 2-door, excellent condition
laris ATVs' Keith's Lawn & 753-3415 After 5p m
Tractor Industrial Rd , Mur- 753-3304
ray 759-9831

utilities, TVA insulated. Mud and utility
room,modern kitchen with eat-off bar, dining

'83 Cadillac
Fleetwood Brgh.:
White, 61,000
miles.

TRUCKS &
VANS:
'88 Dodge Dakota
SE, LWB.
'88 Chev. C-20
Conversion Van:
26,000 miles, TV,
VCR, loaded.
'87 GMC S-15:
air.
'87 Plymouth
Voyager: White,
41,000 miles
'86 Dodge D-100
SWB: Blue 37,000
miles, manual
trans. & air.
ALL ELIGABLE
VEHICLES CARRY
A 3 MONTH
3,000 MILE
WARRANTY.

room,sunken living room,all new plumbing wiring - and cedar siding. Will paint exterior
the color of the buyer's choice.
Priced in the low S60's. Owner will finance

uide )

up to 50% at 9V2% for 6 years.
May be seen anytime at 1000 Payne St., but
shown by appointment only. Call 753-2279
or 753-8248 after 6 p.m.

7If1 r---isseisaa-ses*-esooisss-asaii
-Whatever ii Takes. .
We Want to be Your
Car or Truck Company".

Rent A Car
From Us At

TOYOTA
OF MURRA
515 S 12

17

c30

520
Used
Trucks

Motorcycles

COMTEMPORARY 3 bedroom, 211 bath on 1 acre
wooded lot in city 2500
square feet include living
room, dining room, family
room with fireplace large
game room and spacious
deck 2 car garage
Cathedral ceilings in master suite and living room
Built in 1987 this is a MUST
TO SEE' Call 759-9931 at
ter 5P M

SOO

Used
Can

Homes
For Sale

PAGE

Miirray Ledger & Times

100

470

160

28, 1989

753-4961

1981 PONTIAC Grand
Prix, good condition
753-6063
1984 CAMARO 1 owner,
AT A/C, stereo 1986 Z-28
AT A/C T tops 753-8156

1978 CHEVY 4-Wheel
Drive Step side new paint
tires and exhaust, loaded
$3,000 759-9648
1978 FORD Bronco Ranger XLT too many extras to
list, $4,500 762-6158. call
anytime

20 ADVANTAGE Boat
Moody trailer, 30 Mercury
Cruiser, been used 5 times
$8,750 753-4389 or
753-5960

Services
011ered

* Four Star*
Mobile Home
Parts & Service
Doors and Knobs

SEWING Machine Repair
All makes and models
home and industry Call
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674 Hwy 121 North,
Stella, Ky

$84.95 and up
Exterior Windows
Bath & Garden Tubs
T•Loc Vinyl Skirting
Straps &

anchoring

Roots Kool Sealed
Repair & replace siding

SHEETROCK finishing
new or repair 436-2811
SHOLAR Plumbing 8
Electric For your everyday
plumbing and electrical
needs call us at 474-2366
or 437-4113

phone

25 CRISS Craft Cruiser
excellent condition
$16,000 443-1075 days
443 4757 evenings

1984 F600 FORD aerial
bucket truck new rubber on
the rear, fair on the front
works 40' pole excellent
condition 345 2561

(502) 492-8488
Hwy. 641 N. Hazel
Custom built decks
Lattice or bannister
4x8 $240
6x10 $325
10x16 $660

--High-Pressure
Washing-Waxing-

SUREWAY Tree Service
Topping, pruning tree re
moval Aerial bucket truck
Fully insured for your protection Stump removal
with no lawn damage Free
estimates No obligations
753-5484
TELEPHONE wiring Jacks
installed phones moved residence and business
experienced Call Bobby
Wade 753-2220
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street
Almo, 753-0530

WET BASEMENT? We
Mobile
homes,
ALUMINUM Boat 14', Just
make wet basements dry
finished refurbishing, good
farming equipWork completely guarantrailer with one spare tire
ment, alum. sidteed Call or write MorOn
new seats and carpet,
ing,
houses,
Construction Company
DUANE
&
10HP
Chrysler
motor,
runs
Tracy
Hauling
1984 CHRYSLER LAZER
campers, etc.
Route 2 Box 409-A, Padu
A/C, tilt, AM FM cassette, MUST Sell' 1983 Ford fine, all accessories Can Service We will load, haul
cah, KY 42001 or cal!
PS, PB 753-4993 after F-100 XL Good body, be seen at 617 North 4th and pay dumping fees Will
PRICES*
*1.0W
1-442-7026
go anywhere Call anytime
never wrecked, camper Street $700
4p m
Call After 5:30 p.m.
753-0820
shell, high mileage $2,200
WILL do a few roof pipe,
EVINRUDE electric bow
1984 CUTLASS Clem LS or best offer 759-9679
Experienced Free esti
mount trolling motor with DUNAWAY'S Painting- inLight metalic blue, V-6, air,
mates, no obligation
automatic transmission, WRECKER For sale or remote foot control, like terior, exterior, residential,
753-4684
FM/AM stereo, cruise con- trade, 1969 Dodge 1 ton new Also, pair of adult skiis commercial 753-6951, if SIRESS Roofing Free estino answer, 753-2332 Ask
trol, 95,000 miles Never wrecker. Will sell the with rope 753-4771
WILL do plumbing installa
mates Guaranteed work
for Mike
wrecked, serviced every wrecker bed separfately
ton & repairs All guaran15 years experience
GLASSTREAM Sport A
3,000 miles, garage kept 753-7161
teed Free estimates
Bout. Mercury motor and FOR most any type drive- 437-4752
$2,900 or best offer
Phone 492-8899 or
Dilly trailer, all bought new way white rock also any
SPRING Cleaning? We
759-1094 after 6p.m.
753-1308
in 1984, excellent condi- typk, gravel dirt and sand
510
can
clean
your
home's
extion, extra nice Call after calNfloger Hudson,
1984 HONDA Accord LX
terior.
You'll
be
amazed
at
WILL provide excellent
753-4545 or 753-6763
5p m 753-3435
4-door, very low mileage,
Campers
the difference Super Clean child care in my home for
$5,650 753-6149 or
GENERAL Repair plumb- pressure wash Call us for a afternoon shifts Monday 1975 DODGE Mini Moto JAVELIN- Ozark- Vision
753-4437.
ing, roofing, tree work
tree estimate 753-9752, Friday
References
Home 22 full bath, cruise Johnson motors. Excellent
436-5895 or 436-2642
call anytime
753-5014
1984 NISSAN Sentra. AM/FM cassette, A/C service with experienced
$2000 753-9778
$6,750 or trade for mobile mechanics. Hoagland Mar- GUTTERING by Sears
ine, Aurora, KY 42048, Sears continuous gutters
home (502)544-5388
WE TAKE ALGAE
1985 BUICK Century Limacross from Sue & Char- installed for your specifica
off of
ited 66,000 miles, loaded, 1978 STARCRAFT 21' self lie's,
Phone
tions Call Sears 753-2310
$5,500 or best offer May contained tandem travel 502-474-2209.
PONDS AND LAKES
for free estimate
'
be seen at 1109 Chestnut trailer, fully equipped, exnon toxic
ONE year old blonde male
(Carquest)or call 753-8311 cellent condition, $3,975 SPEED Boat New bottom HAMILTON Cultured
dog, medium size, neupaint
BOHR
Mercury
motor,
GATEWAY
MARKETING
days or 753-2926 nights
753-8019
marble and tile 643 Old
tered family pet, includes
trailer See at 1511 Storey. Benton Rd 753-9400
753-7736
1985 MONTE Carlo. V-8, 1979 28'. AIR awning, exdog house 753-1982
power windows, tilt, cruise, cellent condition, $5,500
HANDYMAN carpentry,
AM/FM stereo cassette, 759-1987
masonry, painting, electri530
new tires, very sharp
cal Quality work for a good
30' MONITOR travel trailerServkes
435-4144.
price 753-8372
Offered
2 door, rear bath, good
1986 DELTA 88 Candy storage, on cement pad at
INSULATION blown in by
A-1 MOWING & Trimming
apple red, $7,900
Missing Hills Campground.
Sears TVA approved
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
apCall
after
4p.m
for
an
759-1937 after 4 30p m
436-5519
Save on those high heating
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
pointment. 436-5469
and
cooling
bills
Call
Sears
All Types Of
Need An Extra Car AIRSTREAM, 1975, 31',
A-1 TREE Service Your 753-2310 for free estimate
rear bath Phone 759-1839
For A Few Days?
Woodworking
Custom
pro service with 35 years
days''' 753-0114 evenings
JIM'S GARDEN SERVICE
!lent From Gene At
experience Topping reCustom braking and disMUST Sell' 1986, bought moval, stump removal,
SWAIN TAYLOR
cing gardens. Satisfaction
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
spraying
and
feeding.
Free
new
in
1988,
31'
CoachCHEVROLET, INC.
guaranteed 759-4950.
'Drop by & see our showroom
man camper trailer, bunk estimates 753-0906.
SUNBLIF,
502 753 2617
LAWN mowing and trim
house, self-contained, air,
ALARM System, 24 hour ming, large or small,
awning. $9,200 or best of1988 MAZDA 626 LX: Auto,
monitoring, lowest prices in
435-4447 or 436-2331
fer. 759-9679
power windows, locks and
Purchase Area, guaransunroof, cruise control,
LICENSED electrician, reteed (502)753-0342.
cassette stereo. excellent
sidential and commercial
REPAIR
We
APPLIANCE
condition 753-6463 after
Please Vote
Air conditioning. Sales and
Service dishwashers, dis- service Gas installation
6p m
posals, ranges, ovens, re- and repair for natural and
1982 BUICK REGAL Turbo 14' ALUMINUM boat, 20HP frigerators, washers &
Fred's Repair
LP
Sports Coupe: new turbo, electric start, trolling motor dryers Service on most
753-7203
new tires, power windows, and locator Trailer with makes and models. G E
for
T-tops, power steering, custom cover. 354-8586.
factory trained. The Ap- LICENSED electrician
power brakes, AM-FM stepliance Works, Dr Rob Ma- James Gallimore electrical
reo, cruise control. Call 14' SEA Nymph 65HP son Rd., Hwy 783, service Commercial and
Mercury, foot control troll- 753-2455.
759-1026.
residential Fast, courteous
ing motor, Hummingbird
service 759-1835
WANT To Buy. 4 or LCR 4ID, new seats, crap- APPLIANCE SERVICE
5-speed, small or mid-size pie rigs, live well, $2,000
Kenmore, Westinghouse, MOBILE HOME Specialistcar Take over payments 753-7300
Whirlpool 29 years experi- repair, leveling, underpinPaid for by Patricia Mason 11111er - Treasurer
762-3353
ence Parts and service, ning, set-ups, tear-downs,
15HP EVINRUDE Just like Used Appliances Bobby roofs!floors, plumbing, wir1984 FORD Tempo GL- new, $550 or best offer
Hopper, 753-4872 or ing, washing, hurricane
automatic, air, 2 door, 436-5806 after 5p m
straps 759-4850
Did You Know That We Rent
436-5848
60,000 miles. Call after
17'6" BASS Boat 12/24 ATKINS Painting. Free es- MOODY Mower Repair
5P M 753-5279.
trolling motor, 150 Johnson timates with over 20 years Pick-up and delivery, all
Rental scaffolding
motor, 2 depth finders, experience Call 437-4221 work guaranteed
provides a safe,
Now It's
drive-on trailer, $7,500
durable work platform
753-5668
after 5p m
Assembled
753-8659
ATTENTION' For a first NEW homes built, decks
quickly, with no
ALUMNACRAFT:
178"
1-800-3Z5-3229
of
your
Hourly
or
rcV Free
and additions
special tools
class mowing lob
Super Bandit '85 on Dilly yard. big or small Call J-n- contract 435-4306
required. Available
in multiples of frames
Brougham trailer, lots of dry B's Mowing Service,
piano
stu
accepting
NOW
storage, front and rear live 437-4171.
dents 437-4829
wells. You furnish motor,
we'll sell you the boat and BREAKING and d scing PACE 1 coat black top seaNew & Used
trailer for $1,500. Hoagland gardens and yard land- lant Also will do seamless
200 E. Main St. Murray 753-8201
Marine at Aurora, scaping. Bush hogging, roofing 435-4336
GM Executives &
leveling driveways and
474-2209.
Program Vehicles
buildings flower beds PLUMBING repairman with
18' GLASTRON Deep V, 436-5430 or 753-0659.
901-642-3900
same day service Call
NEW WEIGHT LOSS SYSTEM
open bow, 140HP out I
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris
759-4850
Troywith
tilling
CUSTOM
NEW STOP SMOKING SYSTEM
board PT&T, trailer, exBuilt tiller. Will till garden by PORCHES and decks and
WHOLE HOME WATER CONDITIONING
ceptionally nice. $4,400
the hour or by the size remodeling Call G & A
759-4697
WHOLE HOUSE WATER FILTER
436-5462
Construction 436-2617
ROOM AIR POLLUTION SYSTEM
1969 STARCRAFT 15'
bass boat, center console, EASTSIDE Small Engine ROCKY COLSON Home
SPAS, SAUNA, TANNING & TONING
Vans
3 casting seats, storage, Repair Hwy 280 reason Repair Roofing, siding,
1978 CHEVY Suburban, 40HP Evinrude , excellent able rates In yard service painting, plumbing, con$3,400 753-4389 or condition, heavy duty available Rebuilt mowers crete Free estimates Call
753-5960
trailer, $1,795 436-2759
and tiller for sale 753-7103 474-2307 or 753-6973.
115 So. 13th St., Murray, Ky.
1985 CHEVROLET Astro 1976 SOMERSET 18' Ru- or 759-1579
LAWN Mowing Service 10
Van New tires and brakes, nabout. 165HP Mercruiser HAULING, yard work, tree years experience Any type
753-3492
•
excellent condition, needs inboard, tri-hull with walk- removal, roofing, painting, of lawn care 436-2744 or
Call for an appointment.
nothing, $8,750 or offer
through windshield An ex- mowing, concrete work 436 511
753-9673 after 5p m
cellent family-size boat with Free estimates. 753-5981
for only $3,300. or 759-1683.
1986 CHEVY Suburban' trailer
759-1020 after
Excellent-condition, 53,000 Phone
FAMILY Lawn Care Now in
SALES/AUTO CAREER
miles, all accessories, 1 5 30p m
it's 2nd year! Specializing in
owner, $12,950 753-4389 1979 VENTURE Bass lawn maintenance, includor 753-5960
Boat Excellent condition. ing hedges and shrubbery
new carpet and upholstery, Also hauling. Now serving
1987 AEROSTAR Van XL
Mercury, 1224 Evin- county and city 10% off for
Clean, sharp, low mileage, 115
control, depth fin- Senior Citizens Call now
foot
rude
family owned, $11,000
Pontiac • Lincoln Mercury • Mazda
for dependable service
der 437-4547
(901)247-3986
Toyota * Chevrolet • Audi • GMC
Free estimates 492-8838
1982 HYDRASPORT 270
BUSITICSS a booming' We need your help' If you're not making $25,C00to PLOW,then you should talk
1988 CHEVY Suburban
Mariner, tourna- FENCE sales at Sears
12.000 miles, loaded, 1984 115
Ilae s your chance for an exciting money making career WITHOUT EXPERIENCE
to
rigged, excellent con- now Call Sears 753-2310
ment
$17,500. 753-4389 or
dition, $7,500 443-1075 for 'free estimate for your
753-5960
needs
days 443-4757 evenings
• Professional Training
• FREE Career Evaluation
500
• Bonuses
Used
• Major Niedical Plan
• Mgt. Opportunities
Trucks
• Paid N, acation
EARN FROM
1969 FORD Pick-up. Automatic, P/S, $500 753-8838
after 4p m
We have contracted the experts, Nat'l Auto Sales Consultants of
em
sse
Ss
ewNiee
ngded:
sttro
mus
2 SeaC'
1975 GMC Pick-up' Power
Philadelphia. PA. to interview and train you. Meet our counselor to
steering, power brakes, air
1 good home seamstress
discuss your future.
conditioning, $950
1 alterations seamstress
This Opportunity is Immediate
753-7161
Permanent Positions,
Apply In Person
1977 CHEVY low ride
9 a.m.-5 p.m., 5 days a week.
So
II:00 PM
TUE., May Rad - 1000 AM to 70/11141kt
AM
10:00
tat
•
May
MON.,
truck lroc, blue 753-0792
HOLIDAY INN
TOMMY BLAIR MAZDA
Call or come by at the corner of 12th & Payne
SOUTH 126 Street 641 South
1982 CHEVY S-10 Short
300 Irvin Cobb Drisk
Murray, KY
Padstab, KY
bed pick up, V-6 5 speed
red 753-0710 after Sp m

1984 CAMARO Loaded
excellent condition $6,200
436-5358

753-8691

Robert O. Miller

County Attorney
„swag'

SCAFFOLDS

I

Dan Taylor

Chevrolet Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Inc. of
Paris, TN

'MURRAY RENTAL
& SALES CENTER

Murray Hot Tubs
The Body Designer

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
EARN BIG $$$
Men and Women

WE OFFER YOU:

6"va/ J/

753-2728

$25,000 - $31,000

,44
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27 students
earn honor
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The
N.Itional Merit Scholarship Corp.
announced this week that 27 high
school seniors from Kentucky were
among 1,800 students across the
country to in S2,000 Merit
Scholarships.
The announcement was the second of three main allocations of
more than 6.(100 merit scholars in
1989
The winners 01 corporatesponsored Merit Scholarships —
students who are related to corpoAcre announced
rate emplo\ cc.
earlier this nion',j1 and recipients of
coilege-sponsored \lent _tsholarsh;ps will be n.y.n,\I flmid-Nlay
The v.innL‘rs v.re
Rasse.: tiEgh. Kenneth L.
‘.‘en C,•ri:ral High,
Jetics,.n F
Bowl,ng
High I .,rt
Her'
He Frankior:
Pre,:a
.1 rIC F/L1.±1.1.2.4t1
S,
ii;•:,:rson. Re:::
.
akae
I'
Rass,:l:(1.:.
H
\,:wnor:
.\
H.gE:. Gl'ast R

FRIDAY, APRIL

Mrs. Lena Amos McGuyer
Mrs. Lena Amos McGuyer, 87,
of Central City died Thursday at
St. Mary's and Elizabeth Hospital,
Louisville. She was born in Cromwell and was a member of Chrurch
of God of Prophecy.
Survivors include a son, Merit
Amos Sr., Louisville; two
C.R. Miller, Illinois, and William
McGuyer, Beaver Dam; three stepdaughters. Maxine Dombroyski,
Illinois. Erma Greeenburg, Elgin,
Ill.. Dell Jakubowski, Illinois.
Also surviving are two grandchildren, several step grandchildren. si‘ great-grandchildren

including David Ramey of Murray;
several step great-grandchildren.
Two brothers. George (Buster)
Amos and Bennett Amos, Central
City; two sisters, Dorothy Bugoski
and Betty Amos, Louisville; and
several nieces and nephews also
survive.
Services will be Saturday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Tucker Funeral Home, Central City. Burial will
follow in Rose Hill Cemetery, Cenral City.
' Friends may call at the funeral
home after I p.m. today (Friday

Mrs. Ailene Fern Oliver
Services for Mrs. Allene Fern
Oliver are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
liaiel The Rev. Jerry Lee and the
Res James Garland are officiating.
Nirs Oneida White is pianist and

Mrs. Oliver, 68, died Wednesday
at, 1.p.m..41. her home. She was preceded in death by her husband.
Hollic Oliver; one sister, Mrs. Vera
Dugan; and one brother, Harry.
Zirger.

NL':01‹

Pailt,earers are Jerry Hicks. Glen
Charie's Henry Valentine. Ed
\l•
and Ronnie Pool. Burial will
in Ha/el Cemeter\

Survivors arc two sons, Kenny
Oliver and wife, RE Murray, and
Randy Oliver, Dawson Springs;
one granddaughter, Angela Oliver.

Mrs. Jeannette Musch
The funeral mass for Mrs. Jean- iety of St. Leo's Catholic Church.
nette Musch will be Saturday at
Mrs. Musch. 69, widow of John
a m. al St. Leo's Catholic 11. Musch, died Wednesday at 4:54
Church \\ here she was a member. p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Fr Star,:e\ Tillman will officiate. Hospital. She as a retired secretBurial will follow in Murray ary for Kinney Shoe Corp.
memorial Gardens with arrangeBorn Nov. I. 1919, in Chicago,
ments by Blalock-Coleman Funeral Ill., she was the daughter of the
H ,•re Ahere Inends may call after late John Stirn and Johanna Celar
;am. IOda‘ 1'rlt111. I. Prayers 14ill Stirn.
s.,1 at tonight.
Survivors are one daughter, Jean
I tre family requests that express- (Kenneth) Olsen, and three grand:2, .\ •nna:;.:\ :dice the form of children, John, Thomas and Karen
.,:n Cancer Soc- Olsen, Des Plaines, Ill.

Richard Black
111.:IL:11/4 A
FarmingIt1,2 Res . James

'7 R.,
'
\I

KSU rape case
enters fourth
day of trial

41. Ch,ago. Ill., died
Radenswoot) Hospital,

B
Sa:urday
IL:
:
; \I••

death by his
R:chards Black.

Survivors are one daughter,
Heather Black, and two sons, Jim
Black and Chris Black, Chicago;
two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Alice
James, Murray, and Mrs. Jane Stinson, Clinton; one brother-in-law,
Howard U. Yarbrough, San Diego,
Calif.

John Da\ id Scott
at 111:30 am. in the
• Pattord Funeral Home.
:he I e \ ingion
s,.

4. orer (it Camper
Lc\ ininon, died Tuesday

at Jackson-Madison County General Hospital. Jackson. Tenn.
He was a member of First United
Methodist Church, Lexington.
Survivors are his wife. Mrs. Clara Roberts Scott; two sisters, Mrs.
Beatrice Dean and Mrs. Virginia
Houston, Lexington; one brother.
Eugene Scott, Murray, Ky.

Stock Market
11y • 1 ier.

Winners of the 1989 MSU Chess
Cup awards were announced at
ceremonies following the West
Kentucky Open Chess Tournament
last Saturday. The MSU Cup is
awarded to scholastic chess players
in each of four age divisions and is
based upon year-long cumulative
performance in five regional and
state scholastic tournaments. Sponsored by the Murray State University Chess Club, this year's competition was directed by club member /Ilan Northrop.
The following students were
awarded the 1989 MSU Cup: High
School, Bryan Grace of South
Hopkins High School; Junior High
School, Wesley Crick of Nortonville Elementary; Elementary, David
Holman of Symsonia Elementary,
and Primary, Josh Price of Carter
Elementary Center in Murray.

Activities...

(Cont'd from page 1)

Creedence Clearwater Revival and Doyle Fine Arts Center. The conPablo Cruse, will share the stage test is free and open to the public.
Also planned for Alumni
L\ oh country newcomers Patty
Weekend
arc the annual Blue and
The Murray State University
Gold Spring Football Game, set for
Loveless and Foster & Lloyd. Full- Alumni Banquet is Saturday at '7
price tickets, without the discount, p.m., featuring the Dixieland All2 p.m. Sunday at Stewart Stadium,
and the MSU Chamber Orchestra
are SI() and will be available at the Stars plus some as will as the 1989
dk/or.
Concert at 3:30 p.m. Sunday at
The critically-acclaimed West Distinguished Alumnus Awards Lovett Auditorium.
1989
"The Unknown Band," from
Kentucky Playwrights' Festival and the announcement of the
Distinguished Professor Award. Nashville,
plays at 9 p.m. Saturday
continues this weekend at PlayTickets are SI2.50 per person.
at the Big Apple Cafe in Purycar.
house in the Park. with three plays
on tap for tonight. Curtain time is 8
p.m. for "Bathers," by James I.
Schempp, "The Assumption of
This
Father O'Roon," by Constance
Weeks
Alexander, and "Infatuations on the
Seventh Floor," by Denise Dillard.
Special
"School of Hard Knocks," by
Denise Dillard, and "Graveyard
Large Hamburger,
Cleaning-Off Day," by Becky ReyFrench Fries
nolds take the Playhouse stage at 8
Spool lot
Med. Drink
&
Tires
*cal
p.m. Saturday. The festival const
BAR-B-0 RIBS
cludes Sunday at 2 p.m. with
Fn 4 p m•fl p m
"War," by Bill Phillips.
t.10sm-9 pm
Art fans can get some bargains
tonight at the Organization of MurSoeca Good thru April 29
ray Art Students' annual auction at
8 in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.
located in the Doyle Fine Arts Center on the MSU campus. A preview
of the works available will be at 7
Chestnut St.
Murray
753-0046
p.m.
A keyboard competition for
young piano and organ students
gets underway at 10 a.m. Saturday
in the Farrell Recital liall of the

0-

'229

TJ's Bar B-0 & Burgers

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

Hog Market

1E1

••••••••• •C•4111. CON•00• •••

Federal-State Market News Service April
28, 1989 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Includes 5 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act 406, Est.600 Barrows & Gilts
.50 lower, Sows steady/instances $1.00 higher.
LS 1-2 220-250 lbs.
S37.25-37.75
IS 1-2 200-220 lbs
S35.25-37.25
LS 2-3 220-250 lb...536.75.37.25
IS 3-4 250-270 lbs
535.75-36.75
Sows
1 S 1-2 270-350 lbs
528.50-29.50
Is I-3 300-400 lbs.
527.50-29.50
I S 1-3 400-500 lb.
V7-28.50
S 1-3 500 and up
528.00-31. Irew 32.
LS 2-3 300-500 lbs ...........
526.00-27.00
Boars 525.00-27.00

kerp The

1.1•4,

641 South
Murray
753.261 7

.tr

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

***********
1984 Ford Conversion Van,
brown. loaded
$10,500
60 mo. @ $240.05 15.99% APR

***********

•

Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
-2.2(1
Ingersoll Rand
393/4 +5/8
Previous ( lose
2,418.99
Jerrico
161/8 B 161/4 A
Air Products
427 8 -1 X
181/4 -1/8
Kmart
Arl .( .-1 lass A 463 4 II 4714 A
111/4
Kroger
Al & I
343 4
McDonalds
;47/8 +1/8
JCPenne!,
251 8 -1 8
Isrvai, & qratton
;53/8 -1/4
I lir..ler
231'-1 4
Penvvalt
129
i •\ t orp
tl +I 8
Quaker Oats
461/4 -3/8
Dvan Foods
305 8 -1 8
Sears
46 +1/4
Dollar (;en. Store9718 II 101 8 A
Texaco
533/4 -1/8
I- sum
431 8 -1 8
Time Inc.
1213,4 +23/8
Ford
473 4 -I 4
245/8
ta•neral ‘lotors
415 8 -1 N
Wal-Mart
155/8 -1/8
Woolworth
;41 8 -I
t,00drich.
531/8 +1/8
co +1'4
;mid% ear
C.E.F. Yield
9.16

GeRAPPITI!
19h4 MeNiausdtt S•nd Int

c8EDIPAANp,(1

1143 S
BETTY BOSTON

Three teachers from East Calloway Elementary were nominated for
A+ Awards. These awards are given by the Murray-Calloway County
School Business Partnership Program of the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce. Pictured are John Williams of People
Bunk and a Chamber of Commerce ambassador; Linda Haskins, first
grade teacher; Dolly Redick, second grade teacher; Janice Rose, kingergarten teacher; and Alice Rouse, a Chamber of Commerce ambassador and business manager at the Murra.$ Ledger and Times.

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, inc.

John David Scott

•

Students
awarded Chess
Cup honors

COURT SOUARE

PAT GOSSUM

MURRAY. KY.

CONCERT

NORTH PARK CONDOMINIUMS
1005

()uth‘44)od Drive, Murray, l‘v

42071

Retirement Center of America,

OPEN HOUSE
•

Hundreds show
to honor sailors

April 29-30 1-5 p.m.
Model furnished
by

By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
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family members
ara:
:.rned out tto pay their
7 H;
10 two Kentucky sail, r•
a West Virginia native who
;‘t week's explosion
an,,ar.i :he battleship USS Iowa.
I wo Louisville men were buried
Thur\day in their hometown —
Pet;y, Officer 1st Class Michael
Fleltt,n. a legalman, and Rodney
White. a seaman recruit. Michael
Shannon Justice was buried in
Mallet. W.Va., near the KentuckyWest Virginia border.
'About 200 people attended services for Helton, 31, at Meadowview Presbyterian Church.
=

etterdive thdetima

4/1

Rodney Crowell
Southern Pacific
Patty Loveless
Foster & Lloyd
Saturday. April 29, 2:00 p.m.
Stewart Stadium • Murray State University
Save $5.00 Off Ticket Price
Saw S5
ever\ ticket when you IMAM!t it an vmpry Red Man
pooch at the box office Limit one discount per ticket

Pick up $5-off ticket coupons
For additional
informaiton contact:

rsren to WKYQ for detail,

$10 general admission.

Jackie or Danruir Harrison
North Park Development

546, 200 Bait 11th
Benton, Ky. 4202.5
(502) 527•3205 Office

P.O. Box

The brick veneer condominium building contains eight unit(4 dwelling units
downstairs and 4 dwelling units upstairs.). Each dwellingunit has 1380sq.ft.
with 3 bedrooms, 2 full baths and •covered porch with outside storage. Each
garage unit is 14 x 31' with floored attic storage.

(302) 733-3293 Mono
Alt Travis,

Engasec

Boo 546, Benton, Ky
(302) 527-3204

444.
! T"
'
-u
b CArponillee with Ube M.51: Rarer

Tickets available at Stewart
Stadium
F Ma m to
4 30 p ni I & Scrwet
in Murray Disc Jot key at
Kentucky Oaks Mal in
Paducah (*Hew" Shop
0-Rama xi Drafter-ride
Leach s MUSK tt, Pans
TN & Hunt Athletics
Mayfaeld Artists are subvert
to rhanqe
{N. NS. r...1

I wriKcorits ard Ihr Semen Apnr,

31, -

nominated for
alloway County
:alloway Couniams of People
a Haskins, first
nice Rose, kingmmerce ambasr and Times.

for Alumni
innual Blue and
ill Game, set for
itewart Stadium,
imber Orchestra
p.m. Sunday at
Band," from
9 p.m. Saturday
:ale in Purycar.

This
Weeks
Special

Hamburger,
lch Fries
led. Drink
•

229

;ood thru April 29

d Food.

ers

April 30-May 6

753-0046

to Inc.
Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

II

PRIDE
Participate in American Home Week

rr

▪r
✓ r r
✓ r
✓ rr
✓ rr

liversity

•
.1 Man

The purpose of American Home Week is to improve property residential,.
and commercial — to make this community a better place to live
and work.
From buying and selling seminars to listing services, Realtors
throughout
the area will be inviting you to help make this a better place for
everyone.

dmission.
WARNING

THIS PRODUCT
MAY CAUSE GUM
DISEASE AND
TOOTH LOSS

A special section of

Miirray Ledger & Times
APRIL

28. 1989
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A

KOPPERUD REALTY
Call Our Office 753-1222 For Information On These And
Many Other Fine Homes.

yriA,
II
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VI

VIP - Very impressive
property. Lovely 5 BR
home with large backyard, screened-in porch,
concrete patio and 18'x36'
pool. Great location.

Highlighted by a show.
place greatroom, this 4
bedroom home is situated
on 5 wooded lots in Sherwood Forest.

Four bedroom, 3 bath
home w/study. Brick &
wood privacy fence. Large
kitchen pi/lots of extra
lighting. Located in Canterbury Estates.

''
.
41001
WelAitMll
Delightful decor, greatroom, new oak kitchen
cabinets, den w/fireplace,
formal living & dining
areas. Located in Canterbury Estates.

Colonial style home in
Martin Heights Subd. 3
bedrooms,2 baths, livingdining room combination,
den with fireplace,loaded
with extras.

•

x

-

-.•••••
1811111P.

Three bedrooms, each Iv/
full bath plus 1/2 bath for
guests. 7 large rooms • 2
car garage. Approx. 3,000
sq. ft. Martin Heights
Subd.

Country home on 2+ acre
lot minutes from town. 3
bedrooms,2 baths,3 large
walk-in closets, covered
patio & garage/workshop.
$90's.
Jl
I

1

Well insulated home has 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, with
whirlpool tub in master
bath. Nice location, corner lot. $80's.

••-

Large lovely home and 40
acres located less than 5
miles SW of Murray. This
home has it all!

0
Brick home • massive
greatroom with vaulted
ceilings & fireplace, large
kitchen w/dinette, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths. $79,900.

A.

411"11
W
.- .
.
bedroom home on a
lovely wooded waterfront
lot in Panorama Shores.
$70's.

ai

tc
n4
ni

Three bedroom,two bath,
lakefront home has a wraparound deck, on 4 acres.
Priced in the $90's.

Four bedrooms,two baths
- conveniently located to
schools and University.
Priced in mid $60's.

Sure To Please - Five bedroom home in Canterbury
recently
redecorated.
Family living at its best!

our
Totally remo
bedroom, two bath Colonial home at a bargain
price. Central heat and
air. $80's.

TI
ye
re
an
WE

Or
An
pr

s

W8

ajlkup

•

Custom-built
country
classic
in
beautiful
wooded setting minutes
from town. Fresh on the
market.

Remodeled 3 bedroom
older home. Wall to wall
carpeting,lots of cabinets
in kitchen, central heat &
air. $40's.

Redecorated 3 bedroom
home on acre lot. Located
between Murray and KY
Lake. Low $60's.

Three bedroom, 2 bath
country home, just outside of town. High quality,
nice landscaping. TVA insulation. Priced in the
50's.

,
•

r

Three bedrooms,new central heat tair, den w/fireplace. In the city. Low
$50's.

Redone older home with
large metal shop & barn
on 4 acres. Located between Murray and Mayfield. Priced at $53.500.

Affordable 4 bedroom
country home on large lot.
Located only a mile from
town. Mid $40's.

Three bedroom. 2 bath
ranch home located on 20
acres in Southwest School
District features a large
family room w/fireplace,
neat hobby room w/fire•
place. Low $80's.

Custom-built 4 BR, 3-1/2
bath, Gatesborough home
features den with fireplace,rec room,formal dining room and space galore for the active family.
First time offered.

Four bedroom, two story
with
finished
basement offers genuine living
comfort throughout plus
enjoyable leisure time
spent on its large deck and
patio in very private
fenced backyard.
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Two-story, four bedroom
home features a gorgeous
winding staircase in open
entry foyer and a lovely
master bedroom suite!

502-753-1222
Toll Free 1-800-251-Home Ext. 711

Waterfront summer home
features boat dock and a
great location on Ky.
Lake.

711 Main, Murray, Ky. 42071
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ME WEEK

AMERICAN HOME WEEK

THE

WASHINGTON

American Home Week

of our adult population own

April 30 - May 6, 1989

homes. Our property rights

It is a 'pleasure to greet everyone joining the National
Association of Realtors in celebration of American Home
Week.
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"The More-Than-One-Company
Insurance Agent"

country. Sixty-four percent

enabled us to establish
lifestyles unparalleled in

te in
Id. 3
vingition,
.aded
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The U.S. has more home
ownership than any other

THE WHITE HOUSE

id

NIURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

the world. They cannot be

HOLTON, MELUGIN & HAVERSTOCK
INSURANCE AGENCY

I

liiiri
YOUR/ATV

211 S. 12th St.

753-3415

taken for granted.

"Creating a Nation of Neighbors," the theme of American
Home *eek , 1989, celebrates private property and homeownership -- the American dream. Our homes mean
kinship and fellowship. They are rooms full of memories
and love, but they are so much more.

Our homes and properties are our biggest consumer
purchase and, for most of us, our principal investment
-- an investment in our communities, in our society,
and in our future. Property ownership binds us
together by fostering community pride, social awareness, and civic involvement -- thereby creating a
nation of neighbors.

Thanks to the economic recovery of the last eight
years, the American dream of home-ownership became
a
reality for many families. Through wise housing
policy
and continued economic progress, my administrat
ion will
work to see that dream fulfilled for even more Americans

Howard Steely
Executive Vice President

Jerry Don Smith
Vice President

On the occasion of American Home Week, I encourage all
Americans to reaffirm the celebration and protection of
private property rights -- rights central to our American
way of life.
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ARE YOUR HOMEOWNERS
COVERAGE WITH THIS••

-Full replacement cost coverage for repairing or rebuilding
your home....guaranteed
'Full replacement cost coverage for you personal property.
42,500 theft coverage on silverware and goldware.
42,500 theft coverage on jewelry and furs.
4100,000 personal liability coverage

MORE
COMPARE COVERAGES - COMPARE RATES
•MUCH

Chances are you are paying more....
and getting less!
State

Tom Rushing
Vice President

Ronniitibson
Assistant Vice Presidgnt

count on us....
for all your
home loan needs
Our mortgage loan officers will make your dream home affordable with a
mortgage that'sliffordable. When you're ready to shop for a moitgage, we'll be
happy to talk financing.

Insturano•

pail,THURMAN & MOirr
INSURANCE

SOUTHSIDE COURT SI UARE

753-4451

"
gwikirlir Bank of Murray
LTA I
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Member FDIC

EQUAL MOUSING
LENDER
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Multiple Listings

Whether You Buy or Build. . .
Let Us Put You In a
Home of Your Choice.
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"Our goals are the same. To give our clients the mostfor their dollar. To work
together as professional partners. To pay attention to the details that create a
quality image."
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Hetzel says. "I hope this articlewill be
a gentle reminder that KOHL Proper
ties is alive and well and available to
handle the commercial and residential
real estate needs of our clients.
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Pon feels that one needs a contractor
who takes responsibility to work
through difficult areas with you - as
partners. It makes us look good y- we
make you look good.
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KOHL Properties, real estate personnel
are ready and eager to put You
in a home of your choice.

/11••••

Helen Weaver
753-4828

Stephen Durbin
436-2987

Sandra Wallace
4924317

Renovation or remodeling is an important part ofour work at KOHL
Construction, representing some 2096 or our business. While most
ofour work is commercial and residential, our care and attention to
detail has caused us to be sought out to handle restoration as welL

PROPERTIES
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Project
Manager
Ken Kohlenberger
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Commercial,
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ntial and Property Management

"Murray's newest and most aggressive real estate office."

a

1-800-548-5787 753-1678
753-0993
209 North 12th Street, Murray
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we have a complete system that is
identical to those in use by some of
the largest boards in the country."

1678

unfamiliar with computers, that the
average person would never master
the new techniques and procedures
necessary. These concerns quickly
proved unfounded. Everyone in the
Board is amazed at not only what
the computer can do, but at what
they can do themselves with the
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vice provides an electronic message board for members and affiliates and hopes to soon provide a
link to local lending institutions for
access to current interest rates and
available loan programs.

computer.
There are presently seven members of the Murray/Calloway County Board of Realtors that have
equipped their offices with terminals and joined the On Line MLS.
In addition to instant information
on properties listed or sold, the scr-
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Chuck Williams, chairman of the
The computer beeps and purrs to
committee and quite a cornMLS
on
operator
the
the clickety click of
the keyboard. The screen blinks puter fan himself, found the transiwith instructions and menus until, Lion from typewriters and copying
with a flourish of graphics the user machines to computers to be
has entered the electronic world of smoother than anyone expected.
instant information via the "On "There was quite a bit of concern,
Line MULTIPLE Listing Service." especially from members who were
A few more strokes on the keyboard and this marvel of electronic
gadgetry begins to display page
after page of Calloway County
properties listed for sale with local
real estate firms. Today, the Realtor at the controls is looking for a
three bedroom home with a two car
garage, within the city limits, that
is priced between $50,000 and
$70,000, for one of his customers.
The appropriate command is
entered into the computer and within seconds the printer chatters out
the complete list of properties that
fit his description. "Definitely,"
says the Realtor, "a far cry from
thumbing through endless pages of
fuzzy pictures and incomplete
information just to pick out a few
properties that are rendered unreadable by the copying machine."
According to Joe Kennon, President of the Murray Calloway/
County Board of Realtors, the
Board's Multiple Listing Service
was in need of a complete overhall.
The Multiple Listing Service or
"MLS" for short, is a service provided by the local Board of Realtors that allows member firms to
share information about properties
that arc offered for sale. This
allows member offices to have
access to properties listed by all the
other members. Whenever anyone
lists a property with a company
that participates in MLS, they in
fact enlist the services of every
Realtor in town.
Kennon stated that, "in the past,
the listings were compiled in a
book and sent to each member
every four weeks with only a small
update bulletin in between. At
times, it would take as long as four
to six weeks to get a new listing
into the book and have the information available to all the membership. We felt that this was a great
disservice to the public since it
took so long to actually get the
information in the hands of the
salespeople and ultimately to
potential buyers."
While studying ways to revamp
the system, Kennon enlisted the aid
of an Alexandria, Ky. publishing
and printing company by the name
of IMCO. "The people at IMCO
were used to working with small
Boards like ours. They knew we
didn't have the budget to fund an
elaborate computer setup on our
own, so they offered to provide the
equipment, software, and support
necessary on terms that we could
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Roberts Realty Sales Associates:(Left to Right) Bob Haley, Max Dodd, Tina Tripp, Prentice
Dunn,Anna Requarth,Sonja Darnell,Kenneth Darnell,Cindy Hicks,Joe Kennon,Vicki Todd,
Janice Claud, Ran 1 Scott, Judy Borge and Ray Bazzell.

* Residential
* Lake Property
* Farms
* Commercial
* Investment Property
* Appraisals

* All Points
Relocation Services®
*Property
Management
* Multiple Listing
Services

Serving Murray/Galloway County
For Over 35 Years
South 12th at Sycamore
Murray, Ky 42071

Telephone
502-753-1651
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American Home Week set
for April 30 through May 6
The Murray/Calloway County
Board of Realtors has issued a call to
all community residents to join in
the celebration of American Home
Week, April 30 - May 6. "Creating a
Nation of Neighbors" is the theme
for this year's salute to the American
Home.
"This week-long nationwide event
reminds citizens of their Constitutional freedom to own private property as well as the need to protect the
rights that come with ownership,"
said Joe Kennon, president of the
Murray/Calloway County Board of
Realtors. "It also is a time to recognize and celebrate over twenty years
of fair housing in our community."
On Thursday, April 13, the North Elementary "Just Say No Club"
gathered to make Project Graduation posters for the CCHS seniors.
The club members,sponsored by Cathy Shaw,emphasized that seniors
should "just say no to drugs, and attend Project Graduation." The
elementary students were excited about Project Graduation, an allnight, chemical-free party that takes place on the night of graduation,
May 25. Those present for the meeting were: back row, left to right,
Amanda Rowland, Karen Helm, Project Graduation faculty advisor,
Beth Morris, Wanda Futrell, Activity Chairperson for Project Graduation, David Cavitt, and Greg Collins. Front row, left to right: Lori
Carson, Jon Carr, Jennifer Anderson, Brenda Washer, Aaron Clark,
and Cyndy Carrol, substituting for Mrs. Shaw. Not pictured are Patti
Carrol and Rhonda Anderson

We want everybody to realize
how valuable home owning is,"
Kennon said. "Owning a home encourages residents to become involved in the community. Because
property owners pay taxes, they are
interested in the local issues that
affect the schools, streets, sewers,
the trees and parks in their area.
They want strong police and fire
protection. They care about the
quality of life for their families. It's
true for people who own businesses
here, as well."
For additional information on
board sponsored activities, contact
the board office at 759-1177. The
Murray/Calloway County Board of

PAGIE

_
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Realtors is one of more than 1,860
boards of Realtors around the country that comprise the National Association of Realtors. This professional trade association represents
nearly 800,000 members involved
in all aspects of the real estate
industry.

Homeowners
insurance
discounts from

State Farm.
For qualified
homeowners, we offer
discounts which can
make our already low
premium even lower
Can for details

THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
Donald E. Henry
Bldg 10.1N
C

Bob Billiortoo•CPCI

Dan shiplt•

Robert Killington, Jr

AUTO - HOME - BUSINESS INSURANCE
FIDELITY & SURETY BONDS
CALL
•••

-- 3

•

753-4751

Bel-Air ('enter

Hello
Murray
We'd like to introduce ourselves. We're FLEET
MORTGAGE CORP. Our location in Murray is easy
to find & we're sure you'll want to find us. We are a
full service mortgage banker featuring:

,

,„

.

•

ii

OOP •,•••••••••

Mayor Chuck Foster and County Judge Executive George Weaks
(seated) sign a proclamation declaring April 30 - May 6, 1989, as
American Home Week. Alio present are Bob Haley,Joe Kennon,Board
of Realtors President,and Kenneth Darnell,Chairman ofthe American
Home Week Committee. Mayor Foster and Judge Weeks urge all
residents to participate with realtors in celebrating and protecting the
right of Americans to own private property.

For All Your Insurance Needs
Call: Jim Fain or Tracy McKinney
1
1•

We are ranked as one of the Nation's largest
mortgage bankers with offices in over 95 U.S.
Cities. We are happy to be a part of Murray & extend
this invitation to visit us soon.

302A N. 12th
Murray

759-1372

fain Intiuratue Sttetntp
4114 South 4th St, Murray, KY 42071

4

502 753-0632

•

.•

:‘

VA, FHA and
Conventional
Fixed Rate
Financing

•

•

Fleet Mortgage Corp.
A Member of Fleet Norstar Financial Group

;;;"1,%•,‘:•.4.-.••:
.
•
„f
• *.t
.
;.:?„."•

Life - Health - Cancer - Home
Commercial - Etc.

3

X

/Competitive Pricing /Expert Counsel /Quality Service

Sallie Speaker
Branch Manager
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American Home Week
KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURANCE
• HOME
• LIFE
• HEALTH
• AUTO
•RETIREMENT
INVESTMENT
• BUSINESS
• FARM

s

Bob Cornelison

Agent

Agent - Ray T. Broach

753-4703
Murray, Ky.

310 South 4th St.
•Tan PATG
•st.

We Flit Our Wart
And Sold In It!

la
Joe Dyer
436-2336

'I

pJII

Earleene Woods
753-9563

Tina Wright
759-9244

Judy Johnston
437-4446
Pat Bogard
753-0430
Aubrey Moore
753-8274

,,p NIL

C.eicertely roneceel. raft tbreepbeet,
etarr•eallat by like beatea, keel amis. neer
tray rerlen

facer, gestleuce, Tara mesa.• aid style
enibicata Rases, rare beauty, di; age wean
enc. Neva mean, Meta cell for peer lomat

Ms% I. the galf seem, leisment dric la city
•ftel pub* lane recreation •rae. Harome b....
a • else teem end tacIlleles far barer.
&ow tf.a

•

Very tee lake Reelslett an KY.lake.niece
le mese
today • Sprats
ainest
bare.

•

Calvin; Ms
•

I„

.

kkrray, Kontucky
• =sow Ow*
1•••••••• An
SW. ••••• ror ••••••••
NNW* 1•1••

Lake Friel anti
Lake View
Hoene Illeee Fes
Sob
ACT FAST Wyss wee to belle•Ino•bibs
ammo lake beat denniepaseal
Sowledly
Labe Natbkay bat Me bee bre. OM et
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American Home Week has been
celebrated annually since 1956
"Creating a Nation of Neighbors."
American Home Week is an point of this program.
It still addresses all forms of propWeek
In 1956, then, REALTOR
annual nationwide celebration of
and private property rights
erty,
the constitutional freedom to own was introduced. Under this name, still underlie this major public relaproperty. With this ownership com- REALTORS — through a variety tions effort. From its "Build
es private property rights and the of Board-sponsored public relations America Better" neighborhood conresponsibility to protect them activities — promoted the cause of servation program in 1952, to the
private property rights and the need
against erosion.
current celebration, members, local
Every year since 1956, REAL- for their preservation. Each April boards, state association and the
TORS — members of a local this week-long event provided National Association have, in
board, their State Association and ways other than the buying-selling effect, come nearly full circle.
the NATIONAL BOARD OF transaction for these real estate
The heart of the 1989 program is
REALTORS — have taken part in professionals to communicate with community involvement between
this week-long event through their clients and customers.
members of the local boards and
Feeling that the name of the
Board -sponsored, communitycitizens, including home ownlocal
related activities that call attention week might be interpreted as self- ers and other property owners. This
to the awareness and preservation serving, National Association year, the celebration focuses on the
Leadership changed the name from
of these rights.
recognition and support of equal
In 1952 the National Association REALTOR Week to Private Prop- opportunity housing for all. Major
introduced the "Build America Bet- erty Week in 1975. This was done activities for the 1989 program
ter" program that promoted neigh- also with a view toward spotlight- include sponsorship of a fair housborhood conservation. Carried out ing private property rights more. ing seminar and the signing or reafFor ten years the program gained firmation of a Voluntary Affirmaon a volunteer basis at local boards
throughout the country, this prog- continued participation among loc- tive marketing Agreement. Both
ram allowed REALTORS to estab- al boards and their members as the activities appropriately tie-in to the
lish good public relations with loc- media helped carry the property overall American Home Week
al citizens. Typically, the way rights message to the public.
theme, "Creating a Nation of
In 1985 research indicated that Neighbors." These projects provide
these members carried out the
program was through counseling, members, the media and the public a focus for community goodwill
with the aim of improving condi- would respond even more positive- while allowing local boards and
tions in various neighborhoods. By ly to board-sponsored activities if a
their members — REALTORS —
1954 the program gained wide rec- name were given that reflected the
the opportunity to address the firm
ognition and was cited in the Mun- most popular perception of private statement of position and philosoicipal Yearbook of International property — namely, the home —
phy on equal housing opportunity
City Managers as a major develop- and could do this while still ackall people.
for
ment in the field of housing nowledging other forms of real
addition to the fair housing
In
1986
estate. The result was the
conservation.
boards will cpntinue to
activities,
In two more years the scope of American Home Week program
improvement proproperty
sponsor
this program encompassed areas of and its theme, "A National Celebdemonstrating that
thereby
jects,
property other than neglected urban ration of Homes for People, Busiimproved property is more valuable
areas. Property per se — and the ness and Industry."
property in terms of dollars, cerNow, in 1989, The American
fundimental rights that attend its
but also in terms of
tainly,
ownership — evolved as the focal Home Week Program theme is
increased life quality and the
enjoyment of having a better place
to lie, i.e., a home that is in good
Wilson Realty
condition and a town or community
302 So. 12th
that is a more desirable place to
home.
call
Murray, 753-3263
Reisomms
By initiating and implementing
fair housing and property improvement projects thse boards and their
members go far in satisfying this
year's American Home Week
objectives: (1) Instill public awareness of equal housing opportunity
and private property rights; (2)
Country hying at its best/ Chaining 3
3 BR brio home perched on approx. I
Position the local board and its
BR,2 bath rustic home. This affordable
acre. Conveniently close to town. Reahome just hated could end your home
sonably priced in the Ws.
force in
members as an a
hunting. Priced in the 40's
upgrading local property, thereby
inspiring community-wide property
improvement; (3) Increase awareness of the value of property ownership; and (4) Distinguish REALTORS from non-member agents
and as real estate professionals who
are community leaders.

XEY

1111111w

_

Career, sow. Wing tatelorlen desk.
fireplaae, ealieraial ezterlar lesete• es
anew lel. Call ...amyl

•

imam

Room to growl 4 BR brick home. Boma
remodeling A steal at $24,960.
•

•• '
.

Contact
Jackie Rushing 753-4074
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
Janis Hicks 753-7408
Rita Elkins 753-8217
Joyce Betsworth 436-2308
Wilbur Ramey 436-5487
Dan Miller (Auctioneer) 435-4144 Kim Wilson 753-2820

OM
Clwrostar & giunifei• whorad
1311/ Murree renbeectee. Ilitelery •
air.= Wood logo •••••••• 1414•6.

MTG Real Estate/Better Homes &
Gardens of Murray - 753-4000

,

t.

•

Fresh on the market/ Don't miss this 4
BR,2 bath home & 2-1/7 acres. A whole
lot of house for $89,000

***

***

•

Prim Ismatlea,••••••••lemoull essisr,
•••••••Nod amosembillity la usfareeelley
sad srOw abewp&ag wee&
.
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Private property rights are
yours to have and protect
"No person shall be.. deprived of
life, liberty or property without due
process of law." These words from
the Bill of Rights guarantee the
security of homeownership, as do
the basic rights to own, transfer and
use real property.
Today, however, many laws and
judicial decisions are more protective of public interest, often at the
expense of private property rights.
These laws were enacted for many
different reasons, and the degree of
erosion of private property rights
that results from them also varies.
Resistance to the infringement of
private property rights was instrumental in the founding of America'?
Through the years excessive government interference -- whether in.tentional or not -- has eroded the
rights inherent in private property
ownership.
In honor of American Home
Week, April 30 - May 6, the Murray/Calloway County Board of
Realtors offers the following information on private property rights
and encourages tt!! citizens of our
area to join in the celebration of
these rights, as well,as recognizing
that with property rights comes the
responsibility to protect them.
The concept of private propetty
rights evolved from English corn
mon law which, to a large degree,
was patterned after ancient Roman
laws and has stood the test of time
and courts. They believed that the
acquisition, possession and protection of property was an essential,
natural and inalienable right.
4 The American Revolutionary War
look place, in part, because the
colonist found that certain acts of
Parliament were infringing on private property rights.
The full rights of ownership we
etijoy today include the basic right to
possess, control, enjoy and dispose
of real property. The property may
be sold, traded, given away, or
willed to someone. The owner is free
to use the home him or herself,rent it
or allow someone else its use.
However, we do not always have
the absolute right to exercise these
rights as freely as we may wish. Just
as most property is subject to some
limitations, so are property rights
controlled by some necessary restrictions. These restrictions may be
thought of as "protections" that
enhance property and safeguard its
value.
American property rights and
privileges are limited or restricted
by four powers of government. The
first, power of taxation, is the government's right to tax property based
upon-assessed value of the property
and the annual tax rate in the district.
The power of eminent domain is
taking private property in the public
interest. "Just compensation" is re
quired when property is so appropriated.
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Banner year planned for
American Home Week 1989

Police power is the right of the
government to regulate property for
American Home Week 1989, a
the protection of the public's safety,
nationwide
celebration of home
health, morals, and general welfare.
Zoning laws, housing restrictions, ownership and private property
building codes and subdivision con- rights sponsored by the National
trols are examples of regulations Association of Realtors, will be
based upon the police power of the r observed April 30 — May 6. This
year's theme,"Creating a Nation of
government.
Neighbors," js aimed at reminding
The fourth power, escheat, is the
individualsAusinesses
and indusright to have ownership of property
tries of ttteir rights and responsibilreturned to the state when the owner
dies without a will or known heirs. ities as citizens and property owners to work together in creating a
Today, government bodies and
positive community in which to
quasi-government
organizations
work and live.
still take some rights from private
property owners without benefit of
Throughtout the week-long
due process of law, and many times
celebration,
a number of the 1,860
without just compensation.
state associations and local boards
"All residents should be aware of
of _Realtors that comprise the
local government regulations affectNational Association of Realtors,
ing private property," said Joe Kenwill sponsor activities to benefit
non, president of the Murray/Callotheir communities. Since its incepway County Board of Realtors.
tion in 1956, American Home
"You can do so by attending city
Week activities have grown to
council meetings and becoming fainclude property improvement promiliar with local property issues
jects to aid the needy and under
such as zoning actions, taxation and
priviledged, essay contests that
the enforcement of regulations that -center around the
theme of home
affect private property owners," he
ownership, and special seminars
added.
that address first-time homebuyers.
In 1986, the annual celebration
The Murray/Calloway County
changed its name from Private
Boatil -of Realtors also encourages
Property Week to American Home
you to cheek-out political candidates
Week.
for their positions on private property rights and exercise your right to
vote.
As part of the 1989 celebraAccording to Kennon, "The im- tion,local boards nationwide also
portance of private property rights will be encouraged to sponsor a
lie in being aware of the precious- fair housing seminar as well as the
ness of those rights and in the signing or reaffirmation of a Volrecognition of the need for their untary Affirmation Marketing
preservation and protection."
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Agreement (VAMA), a wonderful
way to celebrate over 20 years of
fair housing. This year promises to
be a banner year for American
Home Week, with an increased
number of local boards of Realtors
organizing activities to serve their
communities.

Daily for Listings
of Homes From
Your Realtors.

American Home Week's sponsoring organization, the National
Association of Realtors, is the
nation's largest trade and professional organization representing
nearly 800,000 member involved
in all aspects of their real estate
indu s

••••

Call 753-1916

For

Classified
Advertising

American Home
Week in Murray

411,

NN
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"More Coverage
For Less."
Ask uS about our

Goldstar Homeowner Policy
It your home is worth $75,000 to $300,000 and is not
more than 20 years old, you will be eigible to receive
the BEST homeowner rates Grange Mutual can otter

Western Ky. Insurance
Tony Boyd Agency
302 N. 12 St.

753-5842

We Salute Our Local Realtors

MOVING

You're Looking At One Of The Best
Investments You an Make

Don't Move Your
Winter Clothes!
•

Why fill your closets with out of
season garments? When we will
keep your clothes, mothproofed
and under the best of storage
conditions. Make room now, leave
your clothes and pay for them this
fall. You pay only regular dry cleaning price, and no storage fees, on
storage.

•„,

•
-• •

Clip 8 Present

•'11' '••

Up To 90% Finanoing is Available

HopkInsvillle
Federal Savings Bank
7th & Main — Murray
al4"
4 E‘4
0
4
75 7 1

O

One HOUR
cLeaneRs

Drhoo-In Location
Central Center
753-9525
Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sat. 7 a.m.-2 p.m.

(Regular Cleaning Price)

Winter Clothes Storage
Expires 5/31/89

Big It Cleaners,
Central &topping Center,
Murray, Ky.

TRUST YOUR BEST TO A PROFESSIONAL
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People who are about to make an investment as large as a home need expert help...
the Realtor, to find it... and the bank to
finance It.
For the best home loan — se. us today!
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LOOK WHO'S GROWING • MURRAY
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Super location & styling highlight this '
Doran Rd Nome In ground pool & much
more'

Martin Heights t;etedn
more Brand New!

City Champ Attractive 3 Br , 2 bath, 2 car
garage In good location Gas Heat & more
for $59,900

nice 3 Br, 2 bath

Wonderful Waterfront - Simply gorgeous
cedar & stone home with Panoramic View
throughout. Extensive dock Beautifully
landscaped 2 acre lot,

OD

Cozy Comfort - In this lovely Jim Bama Log
Home 3 Br, 2 bath, walk-out basement
minutes from town $.50's

Investment or home. this 3 Br , college
area home is hard to beat $29500

Early styling & accents make this downtown area home truly attractive Convenient & affordable at $34.500

Traditionally beautiful Well decorated
landscaped, and designed 2 acres for
only $59.500

Affordable Rancher - 3 Br, city water,
central heat & air & much more Priced to
sell $40,000

Just Listed' 3 BI 1 000 sq h 6 acres
Nice location & more Only $34,900

Commercial Bargain! - Newly built storage
facility 15 units $730 monthly rent only
$59.900

Newly Listed!-4 Br., 1 bath Country Home.
2 acres, Southwest School District.
$36,000

Leisure Living - In attractive Condo Concept Home Interiors and setting to
your tastes in wooded west side location
Model open for inspection. Call today

Mini Farm 6 4 acres with 2 barns fenced
horse pasture 2 Br Bnck House with
garage North of town 30's

Investment delight! - good rental history
Near University, Priced To Sell!

Private wooded *sting highlights this
Country Home 7-acres w/several outbuil
dings

Owner financing available on this 2 Br.
Mobile Home Attractive adcition on 3
wooded lots Call today

•

Country Winner! - New in 87,l.800, sq. ft.,
2 car garage & more Quiet 1 acre lot. Call
today

Rent Buster - Country setting is just right
for this affordable 3 Br , 1 5 bath home

•

Not Shown:
Jim Thurman
Associate
Ron Talent
Associate
Broker

Chuck Williams
Principal
Broker

Joe Watkins
Associate

Terry Paschall
Associate

Jean Bird
Associate

ERA® HERITAGE REALTY
759-9ERA

"The Village"

641 North
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'Creating a Nation of
Neighbors'in Murray
and Calloway County
Forget about Kentucky Lake, the
Land Between the Lakes, and all the
related recreational opportunities;
Discount the effect of the University, industrial development, medical facilities, the cost of living; Wait
until July and August, then reevaluate the idea of a "comfortable"
climate. However numerous the reasons that prompt people to visit the
Murray area, one basic feature
causes them to stay -- the people of
the community.

gorgeous
ramic View
Beautifully

n Bama Log
t basement

Be it an amazing coincidence or
what, the theme for the nationwide
observance of American Home
Week, April 30- May 6,is "Creating
a Nation of Neighbors,". The
800,000 members of the National
Association of Realtors recognize
the importance of good neighbors in
every community across America.
Probably nowhere else in the nation
is the neighbor concept implemented as successfully as in the
Murray area.

Left to right Kenny Darnell, Linda Salley, Joe Kennon • President, Dian Boyd, Prentice Dunn, Helen Spann,
Bob Perrin, Max Dodd, Bill Kopperud. Not present Lorretta Jobs and Judy Johnston.

Board of Realtors to again lend
support to Project Graduation
Any group of people who work
as closely with the citizens of a
community as do Realtors, cannot
help but be keenly aware of the
problems and needs of that community. This is especially true of
the members of the Murray!
Calloway County Board of
Realtors.

is just right
bath home

The envolvement and dedication
to the community that Realtors display comes as no surprise to the
National Association of Realtors.
In fact, the NAR takes every
opportunity to promote community
involvment on a national level as
does the Kentucky Association of
Realtors within the State. Of major
consideration in the promotion of
American Home Week is the vast
amount of manpower and expertise
that exists within the ranks of local
Realtor boards that can be
channelled back into the community improvement.
The Murray/Calloway County
Board of Realtors have chosen

e Condo I setting to

ide location

Cal today

this 2 Br
iltion on 3

again this year to lend its support
to Project Graduation as the first
community service program to be
implemented in 1989. project Graduation is a community-wide
undertaking aimed at the prevention of needless and tragic accidents caused by chemical abuse.
The program is targeted specifically at high school seniors and
insures that they remain safe and
sound on graduation night — a
night which statistics prove to be
fatal to an alarming number of
young people.
This is the second year that Calloway County High School has
sponsored Project Graduation. The
local Board of Realtors participated
in the program in its initial year,
which along with tremendous support from mother civic organizations and clubs, and the donation of
time and money by countless individuals, helped make the night a
huge success. With a year of experience under the belt, everyone is

If it's worth insuring,
it's worth insuring
with us.

Ross Insurance Agency
600

753-0489
Murray
Main St.
Auto • Home • Business
Life

hard at work to ornake the 1989 version a time that every senior will
look back upon with fond
memories.
The members of the Board of
Realtors and their affiliates encourage everymember of the community to join with them in supporting
this worthwhile project while they
carry out the American Home
Week theme of "Building a nation
of neighbors." For information on
Project Graduation, contact Karen
Helm at Calloway County High
School.

Your
Insurance

elite

There are more risks to owning a home than losing it to fire
or storm Shelter's Homeowners policy provides coverages
for these nsks, including coverage for the home, other structures, personal property, additional living expenses, medical
payments, personal liability, and damage to property of
others Ask us about a Homeowners policy for your home

Harold "Jack" Romaine
Licensed In KY and TN
201 N. 5th

Mtlllidfli

North

liNiiraik
(1;
111
• •44•10 4/ ••••••••••

•

As Realtors dealing with people
everyday who have been lured to
Murray on the Rand McNally bandwagon, one frank and objective
assessment rings true: The lake is
wonderful, the opportunities and the
facilities are great, but other areas
are just as good if not better except
for the people of the community.
Nothing impresses the retiring urbanite more than to have total strangers
in an area greet them aod wave to
them as they travel the back roads.

St., Murray

7S9-1033

'sunk
•?'4M*TTIOIrilli0P4Al mat
A/

7SHISD1

Lakes and parks can be built,
industry can be wooed, hospitals
and universities can be founded, but
the greatest asset a community can
hold is in its citizens. Extraordinary
people in even an average community will attract more attention
from fine folks looking for a place to
call home than the superdeveloped,
but cold and impersonal urban areas.
Consider what you will, but
without the kind, caring, warm and
personable residents of the Murray
area,the attraction fades. All that we
enjoy, our quality of life, our peace
and comfort, are the result of the
high moral quality and just plain old
decently of the people. Our people
are rated number one. That people
from other areas of the country want
to live here is our highest reward.
(Editor's Note: Kenny Darnell,
author of the article is chairman of
the Public Relations Committee for
the MurraylCalloway County Board
of Realtors.)

Savings from Nationwide'

Your home
may qualify
for
important

insurance
discounts.
• If your home was built in the
last seven years. Nationwide' has good news for
you We now have discounts
of 2% to 14% on homeowners insurance rYtemiums
• Current policyholders who
qualify will automatically get
the same discounts at
renewal time
• Call your Nationwide' agent
for details today
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HOME OWNERSHIP AND THE FAMILY:
MEMORIES ARE MADE OF THIS
April, 1969
ABOUT MURRAY - OUR NEVA_ Y ADOPTED HOME
Ott move to Murray was no accsden but a chance to avod a move back to Los Angeles
harvng hied and worked lor TRW in Kansas Orly Kansas A minter of areas including
Caldorna Arizona Nevada Arkansas and North Carolina were considered Flo had heard that
Murray had been identified as an deal Wenn b Me by Rard McNally survey We awed that
Murray was a must on our lea of possibilities I pieced a'alb Century 21 Lorena Job's Realtors
in Murray and contacted Delia Man She provided us with an exceptionally nC-41 package of
irecernabon and material about the Murray area She also COrstinCen LiS that a troo Murray
couid only enhance Our excitement over ois forthcoming trove
We came to Murray r early March met Delia Weer and Loretta Jobs, broker of the Murray
Century 21 othce and began ou five day search for a house and finely settled on a beautiful
lour bedroom In level etch had been tasiefuly decomied by the previous omen
No question aherltveg here lot ore year we are convinced that we made the ncre move Dela
ard Loretta did not disappear from me lees after the sale was compere They have both
become fast trends of ours Della and her hLsband Gary, have taken us under their wngs so to
speak and have introduced its to their many lnends so many cant beleve the number of
people we know Or a test ramie bass and many who have become close fnends
We have affiliated mth an extremely friendly and wine church and otter insteutions
associated with Murray Stale Universey and the various other civic social, and educational
opportunities available includng the great sport at poi There are so many things to do that one
sedon realizes that tries s retirement
Yes we are very happy here in Murray rks in great part to the wondertyl residents and thee
pleasant manner and true sincenty Whin:they say,'Welcome to Murray. they really mean k
Yes ihrs was one sweet move br us Thares Della You were ncrit alaout Murray we couldn't

Loretta Jobs
Principal Broker

303 North 12th (641 North)
502-753-1492
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751-272I
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DI.. 759-1542
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Vlarie 759-1056

Pal 436-2333
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'kArm

759-1426

Joss
436-2113

Kyle
759-9359

Mary Jane
753-7219

adalel
790-446g

Mark=
753-4825

PyI
759-1159

Marilyn
-51-3114

Rebecca
753-0425

Jamie

Sls

Hal
753-7955
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